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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a new method for sea surface multiple removal which includes in its solu-
tion the information at the source from the oscillating bubbles which generate the propagating 
wavefield. Arrays of interacting oscillating bubbles excite the earth with sound energy which 
is recorded as marine seismic reflection data. In the manipulation of the data to produce a 
detailed image of the earth's subsurface, the first task is the removal of multiple reflections 
related to the sea surface. The new formulation, in common with other wave-theoretical 
methods, requires a two-dimensional grid of receivers to record a two-dimensional grid of 
shots. Using the data themselves, and no information about the subsurface, all multiples are 
removed in a three-dimensional earth by calculating the plane wave reflection response in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain. Applying the plane wave concept to waves in three dimen-
sions permits a complicated reflected wave to be decomposed into plane wave components. 
Each of these scattered upgoing plane wave components comprises primary and multiple re-
flections. The primaries result from a multiplication of an incident downgoing plane wave 
component with a plane wave reflection response, unique for the particular downgoing and 
upgoing plane wave components chosen. The multiples represent a sum of products of scat-
tered downgoing plane wave components with plane wave reflection responses, related to the 
chosen downgoing and upgoing plane wave components. The result is a set of simultaneous 
equations whose unknowns form the three-dimensional reflection response. The wavefield 
from the oscillating bubbles produces the downgoing incident plane wave. There are various 
methods of measuring this input energy. They depend on the acquisition configuration be-
ing used, and the feasibility of placing hydrophones at certain distances from the sources of 
the oscillating bubbles. Consideration of the fluid dynamics of these oscillating bubbles, in 
isolation and together, and the wave propagation produced by them, reveals the requisite mea-
surements to describe fully the acoustic output of the source. Real data examples related to 
three different source recording geometries show that the measurements are entirely feasible, 
and that they provide the information needed by the multiple removal scheme. Synthetic data 
examples in one and two dimensions illustrate the success of the sea surface multiple removal 
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CONVENTIONS, NOTATION AND 
DEFINITIONS 
The conventions and notation presented in the thesis are given here. For specific definitions 
refer to the main text. SI units are used in general. In cases where an alternative system of 
units is more commonly employed, the SI equivalent is given. 
Scalar and Vector Quantities 
Vector quantities are written in a bold typeface, for example f, and scalar quantities in normal 
typeface, for example f. 
Space and Time 
A right-handed Cartesian reference frame is used throughout the thesis, with the z-axis in-
creasing downwards. Let x = (x,y,z) denote the position vector in the Cartesian reference 
frame, and n = (ny , n, n) denote the unit basis vector so that 
X = FlxX + flyY  + flzZ. 	 (0.1) 
Let t denote time. The indicial notation is used for vectors with respect to the Cartesian 
reference frame. Thus fi  represents the components of vector f, where it is implied that i 
takes the values x, y and z. Further, the summation convention is used for repeated subscripts. 
Whenever a dummy subscript occurs twice in the same term, the term is summed over x, y 
and z: 
fkk=fu+ fly +fzz. 	 (0.2) 
Special Functions 
ö(x) f°°ö(x - 1)f(x)dc = f(Tl) the Dirac delta function 
6(x) 6(x)6(y)6(z) 	 the three dimensional delta function 
6,, 	6jjfj = fi 	 the Kronecker delta 
xvi 
	
Conventions, Notation and Definitions 
Integral transforms 
The Fourier transform of f(x,v,z, t) with respect to t and transform parameter Co is 
F(x,y,z, (0) = jf(x,yz,t)exp(+i[cot])dt 	 (0.3) 
where the change of domain is indicated by the capital letter. The inverse transform is 
	
f(x,y,z,t) = -- [ F(x,y,z, (o)exP(—i[Cot])do). 	 (0.4) 
2t ., 
The Fourier transform of F(x,-,y,Z,-,(o) with respect to receiver coordinates Xr,Yr  and trans-
form parameters 	is 
(0) =Jf F(xr ,yr ,Zr , w) exp(—i[kx r  + kyryr] ) thrdY r , 	(0.5) 
where the change of domain is indicated by the over-tilde. The inverse transform is 
F(Xr ,yr ,Zr , (0)= (2)2 
P(k, kç,z, 0)) exp(+i[k r + kyr1)dkdk;. (0.6) 
The Fourier transform of P(k,k,Z r ,CO 3 Xs ,y.j ,Z) with respect to source coordinates Xs,Ys and 
transform parameters I4,k is 
P (k",,k Y ff 	
(0.7) 
where the change of domain is indicated by the over-hat. The inverse transform is 
P 'kfl' k y , Zr,0),X s ,Y s ,Zs)= T (2
1 
 )2 
ff P(k,k,z 	x , exp(_i[k s + ky5]) ddk. 
(0.8) 
Z-transforms 
Discrete time series can be considered both in the time domain and in the frequency domain 
by taking their Z-transform. The Z-transform of a causal time series J. is defined by 
F(Z)=Zt = fo +fiZ+f2Z2 +f3Z3 +...fZ 	 (0.9) 
where Z is the unit delay operator between successive sample values, fo,fi ,f2.....The Z-
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Evaluation of the Z-transform on the unit circle of the complex Z-plane, i.e. where IZI = 1, 
occurs when 
(0.10) Z = e ° 
Substitution of this value for Z gives 
fl 
F(w) = 
which is the discrete Fourier transform of f (a frequency domain representation). 
Convolution 
The convolution of f(t) with g(t), denoted by *, is 
f(t)*g(t) = ff(t)g(t_t)dt. 
(0.11) 
(0.12) 
The Fourier transform of convolution is multiplication: f(t) *g(T) 4--* F((0)G((o). This is the 
convolution theorem. For discrete time series it relates Z-transforms, f*g f-* F(Z)G(Z). 
SI Base Units 
Quantity 	 Unit 
Name 	Symbol 
length 	metre m 
mass kilogramme kg 
time 	second 	s 
plane angle radian rad 
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	 Conventions, Notation and Definitions 
Major symbols 
Symbol Description 
	 Units 	First appears on page 
A two-way propagation operator 22 
B decomposition operator 22 
C acoustic velocity of water m s_ I 15 
Cijkl stiffness tensor Pa 13 
C composition operator 22 
D source array dimension m 48 
D downgoing plane wave component Pa 22 
e vector of wave variables Pa 23 
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1.1 Motivation for the research: better earth images 
The seismic reflection method has been a successful tool in the search for buried hydrocarbon 
deposits on the continental shelf over the last 30 years (e.g. Moreton, 1995). It has also been 
used to derive information of a more academic nature on the structure of the deep continental 
crust (e.g. Kiemperer and Hobbs, 1991). Central to both of these aims has been the ability 
to form a coherent and detailed picture, or image, of the earth's subsurface by recording the 
passage of sound waves beneath a seismic survey line or grid. A major limiting factor in 
this imaging of the earth is, and has always been, reflections from the sea surface which 
contaminate and distort the picture of the subsurface. The concept is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 1.1, where some rays are drawn to indicate possible travel paths from the source 
to the receivers. The complexity introduced by the sea surface is obvious in Figure 1.1(a), 
which, due to sea surface reflections, contains more rays than Figure 1.1(b). 
(a) With the sea surface. 	 (b) Without the sea surface. 
Figure 1.1: The problem of sea surface multiple removal. 
As seismic data acquisition and processing technology has advanced over the years, the 
earth images provided by the seismic reflection method have improved in resolution. As the 
earth has "come more into focus", so have the sea surface multiple reflections. Not surpris-
ingly, the understanding of these multiple reflections and their methods of attenuation and 
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removal have, at the same time, increased in sophistication (for details, see chapter 4). Even 
with the state-of-the-art techniques available today, the removal or effective attenuation of sea 
surface multiple reflections is still considered an unsolved and challenging problem, for both 
economic and academic reasons. 
1.2 Seismic reflection data: using the available information 
In general terms, more data usually means more information. This is the case in seismology, 
in which there are a number of different wavetypes which propagate in the earth. For exam-
ple, compressional (P) waves travel in liquids and solids whereas shear (S) waves travel in 
solids only. There are also surface waves. Each of these different waves has the potential to 
reveal unique information about the region of the earth through which it has travelled. Such 
wavetype information is gathered by different types of detectors. This point is returned to later 
in the chapter. More data can also mean denser coverage (more of the same type of data), both 
in terms of source locations and receiver locations. A well-defined theoretical limit provides 
the point at which more data no longer means more information. Put another way, the theoret-
ical limit is the minimum amount of data required to extract all the information available with 
the seismic survey's input pulse waveform, or source signature. The minimum amount of data 
is generally not acquired (for economic reasons), but its importance is discussed throughout 
this thesis. 
The source signature represents data which is usually ignored as a source of information. 
In the simplest of terms, a seismic reflection experiment creates a source of seismic waves, the 
input pulse, s(x, Ys,  z., t), the waves travel through the earth, g(xs , Ys, Zs, Xi-, Yr, Zr, t), and are 
recorded at the receivers as the output pulse, b(x5, Ys, Z5,  Xr,Yr,Zr, t). Note that these quantities 
depend on the source and receiver locations. The ability to construct a detailed picture of the 
subsurface is equivalent to obtaining a precise definition of the earth's impulse response g 
from the measured output b. It is easier to extract g knowing both s and b (input and output). 
Historically, a lot of effort has been devoted to extracting the impulse response of the earth 
from the output data, while at the same time estimating the input pulse. One of the states-of-
art in this regard is the latest generation of sea surface multiple removal techniques (Matson, 
2000). However, it is possible to measure the input pulse independently. Thus an additional 
piece of data is available which can aid in obtaining a detailed picture of the earth. The 
source signature s(x5 ,y,z5 ,t) is a required piece of information in the solution to removing 
sea surface multiple reflections. It is the latter option which is the subject of this thesis: a 
method of multiple removal which is exact, given adequate data, which calculates the earth's 
impulse response directly, using available information about the input pulse. 
1.3 The problem of the sea surface 	 3 
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Figure 1.2: The effect of the sea surface on 1D synthetic streamer data. 
1.3 The problem of the sea surface 
Seismic waves which travel into the earth are partially reflected when they encounter a change 
in material properties in the rock. The strength (or coefficient) of the reflection is related 
to how much the material properties change. Figure 1.1 schematically shows the rays of 
some possible reflections in a simple two-dimensional earth model. (Of course, the earth 
is really three-dimensional.) The open triangles denote hydrophone locations and the filled 
circle is a source location, both of which are in a layer of water. The interface between air 
and water represents a large change in material properties for a passing sound wave. For all 
practical purposes, the reflection coefficient at the sea surface is —1. This means that the 
air/water interface is a free surface at which the pressure deviation vanishes, and all upgoing 
energy is reflected back downwards. Thus, the primary reflections, produced by changes in 
the rock properties which the seismic reflection method seeks to define, are converted into 
multiple reflections by the sea surface. The primary and multiple reflections are recorded 
simultaneously, as can be seen in Figure 1.1(a). The upgoing and downgoing waves which 
comprise the recorded data both contain multiples. 
The key to removing the multiples is the sea surface. In Figure 1.1(b) the upper half-space 
of air has been replaced with water so that there is no reflection from the notional boundary 




Depth(m) P-wave (m/s) S-wave (mis) density (kg m3 ) 
75 1500 0 1000 
575 2000 1155 2200 
1075 2500 1443 2150 
1775 3000 1732 2200 
2775 3500 2021 2200 
Co 4000 2309 2400 
Table 1.1: One-dimensional elastic earth model. 
recorded by the hydrophones and then pass on upwards and are never recorded again. There 
are no sea surface multiples. A complete sea surface multiple removal technique takes data 
recorded in the geometry of Figure 1.1(a) and converts it to data recorded in the geometry of 
Figure 1.1(b). Figure 1.2(a) shows the effect of the sea surface on synthetic data, calculated 
along a single line over a 1D earth using the reflectivity method (Fuchs & Miller, 1971). The 
elastic earth model is given in Table 1.1. (The direct wave from the source to the receivers has 
been omitted.) The sea surface multiple reflections dominate. In Figure 1.2(b), the synthetic 
data are modelled without the sea surface so that all upgoing energy is recorded once only, 
then continues upwards, as depicted in Figure 1.1(b). The primary P wave reflections are now 
clear, as are P-to-S converted waves which become P waves once more upon entering the 
water. In data contaminated by multiples, the relationship between the upgoing waves and the 
downgoing waves, at a notional boundary below the sea surface, yields explicitly the earth's 
impulse or reflection response without multiples. 
Of course, the removal of sea surface multiples is only the first of many steps in the 
process of building a detailed picture of the subsurface. However, there are data processing 
algorithms whose major assumption is that multiples are not present. For example, migra-
tion, which aims to put reflections and diffractions into their correct subsurface position, and 
amplitude variation with offset (AVO) analysis, which seeks to detect subtle changes of re-
flection amplitude with offset, have a better chance of success on the data of Figure 1.2(b) 
than Figure 1.2(a). 
1.4 Marine acquisition configurations 
The most common marine acquisition geometry is towed streamer. It is illustrated in a two-
dimensional cross-section in Figure 1.3. In this configuration the boat tows one or more 
streamers behind it, as well as the source array(s). The streamers contain pressure-sensitive 
hydrophones. This geometry is a fast and efficient method of data acquisition which means 
that costs are low (compared with other methods of acquisition at sea and on land). In terms 
of data coverage, the in-line direction is adequately sampled but the cross-line direction is 
usually undersampled. The reasons for this are: (1) it can be difficult, operationally, to tow the 





Figure 1.3: The streamer marine acquisition configuration. 
streamers close enough together; (2) doing so increases the cost of data acquisition. Because 
the boat tows the streamer(s) behind the source(s), it records positive offsets only. (It is an 
engineering problem to deploy the source half-way down the cable to enable recording of 
negative offsets.) Due to prevailing currents, the cables can deviate considerably from the 
line of survey which complicates data processing. Measurements in the water record only P 
waves. The data shown in Figure 1.2 are calculated for a towed streamer acquisition. 
In a modem 3D survey up to 12 streamer cables and up two source arrays may be towed 
simultaneously behind a survey vessel to collect swaths of data over the subsurface. The 
survey is shot continuously except at line ends when the vessel has to turn around, enabling 
vast quantities of data to be collected very quickly. A combination of satellite, radio and 
acoustic positioning ties in the locations of all the survey elements in the water, and the desired 
survey location. In the last 5 years marine seismic surveying has come full circle since its 
humble beginnings as an adaptation of land-based acquisition (using cables of geophones in 
shallow water). It is now perceived (economically) advantageous to deploy cables on the 
sea floor containing geophones and hydrophones to measure more of the possible wavetypes 
which propagate in the earth. 
The next most common marine geometry is ocean-bottom cable (OBC). This is shown 
schematically in Figure 1.4. The OBC lies on the sea floor—it may be trenched in, or sim-
ply dropped/dragged there. It is attached to a separate recording vessel (not shown), and the 
shooting vessel passes overhead. The OBC typically contains a hydrophone plus three geo-
phones to measure the particle velocity in three orthogonal directions. Thus, the data which 
OBC collects are known as 4-component seismic data. The shooting vessel may shoot any-
where with respect to the OBC, enabling positive and negative offsets to be recorded. Several 
OBCs may be arranged on the sea floor to form a regular recording grid, allowing equal in-
line and cross-line sampling. Because the cable contains geophones sitting on the sea floor 
it can record S waves as well as P waves, providing more information about the earth. On 
the down side are mainly economic reasons: the cables must be more robust because they 
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Figure 1.4: The ocean-bottom cable marine acquisition configuration. 
are subjected to higher pressures; the cables contain more equipment; OBC deployment, and 
hence data acquisition, is slower, all of which cost more. The data shown in Figure 1.5 are 
calculated for hydrophones in an OBC acquisition configuration, using the same model as 
for Figure 1.2. The direct wave has not been modelled. With the OBC on the sea floor the 
hydrophones record a large amplitude interface wave known as a Stoneley wave. This is 
clearest in Figure 1.5(b) when the sea surface is absent. The amplitude of this wave decays 
exponentially with distance from the interface, so that by the time it travels to the sea surface 
it has diminished considerably. A comparison of Figures 1.2(b) and 1.5(b) shows this. In 
the streamer acquisition, although the hydrophones do register the passage of the Stoneley 
wave, the strongest amplitudes they record are from the reflections. However, in the OBC 
acquisition the Stoneley wave dominates the signal seen by the hydrophones. 
A variation on deployment of seismic detectors on the sea floor is to plant individual 4-
component sensors (nodes) using remote operated vehicles (ROVs). Because the nodes are 
planted robotically their coupling to the sea floor may be better. However, deployment is slow, 
and costs therefore are high. 
A third marine geometry which has started to receive attention is vertical cable (VC). In 
this configuration a cable containing hydrophones is suspended vertically from a buoy and 
secured at the sea bottom with an anchor. Many cables may be arranged in a grid. This 
geometry will not be discussed further here. 
1.5 Organisation of the thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the basic theory behind wave propagation, and generalises to the acoustic 
case. Chapter 3 explains the theory of bubble oscillations in water, and marine seismic sources 
in general. Chapter 4 reviews the vast literature of techniques which have been brought to bear 
on the sea surface multiple problem. Chapter 5 derives the theory specific to the new multiple 
removal technique. Chapter 6 deals with real data of source measurements in three differ- 
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1.5 Organisation of the thesis 
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(a) With the sea surface.  
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(b) Without the sea surface. 
Figure 1.5: The effect of the sea surface on 1D synthetic OBC data. 
ent acquisition configurations, and reveals the processing necessary to derive the input pulse 
waveform in each case. Chapter 7 gives examples of the multiple removal scheme using one-
dimensional synthetic data, and it examines the scheme's stability. Chapter 8 gives examples 
of multiple removal using two-dimensional synthetic data. Chapter 9 draws conclusions and 
makes recommendations for further research. 





Chapter 2 sets out the basic theory required to follow the rest of the thesis. Using elementary 
ideas of stress and strain, the first section of this chapter derives the wave equation for an ideal 
inviscid fluid, also know as the acoustic wave equation. The equation is given for pressure 
(stress). The next section goes on to show how wavefields, such as the one produced by an 
airgun and discussed in chapter 3, may be decomposed into plane waves. The final section 
discusses some key ideas from the analysis of plane waves in stratified media which are of 
use in the new theory of multiple removal presented in chapter 5. 
2.2 The acoustic wave equation 
Continuum mechanics is a convenient framework for defining the deformation of earth mate-
rials. Any material which is made up particles may be described as a continuum by assuming 
that the particles are close enough together to be devoid of empty spaces. This is valid for all 
but the smallest (inter-atomic) distances. The assumption ignores the molecular structure of 
the material and simplifies greatly the description of the field variables, such as pressure and 
displacement, which are expressed as piecewise continuous functions of space and time. 
Traction and the stress tensor 
A material subjected to external forces transmits them from one part of the continuum to the 
next. At any one point P, enclosed in a surface element AS of the volume V. the resulting 
forces exerted by the material may be represented by a force and a moment at P associated 
with a unit normal vector n = ( ny , n,  n) directed outwards. The force at P is called the 
traction. The Cauchy stress principle states that in the limit of vanishing surface element AS, 
the moment tends to zero, and the traction divided by the area AS over which it acts is the 
stress associated with the unit normal n and AS. 
At an arbitrary point P in the continuum the Cauchy stress principle associates a traction t 
with each unit normal vector n. These normal vectors represent the orientations of all possible 
infinitesimal surface elements. The state of stress of the material is defined by all possible t-n 
pairs. In fact (Love, 1927), it is sufficient to define the traction along three orthogonal planes; 
the traction on any other plane may then be derived by coordinate transformation. The traction 
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vector may be decomposed, thus 
(t,) 	(T.n,, + Txy fly + 
J, 	 (2.1) 
t 	tn + t y fly + 'rn1 
or, writing the traction vectors more compactly with the indicial notation, 
ti = tijflj. 
	 (2.2) 
The nine stress components required to define the traction vectors (and hence the state of 
stress) are known collectively as the stress tensor: 
tr tXy Txz 
T = tyz tyy tyz J . 	 (2.3) 
(T z, 're, t,J 
It can be shown that the stress tensor is symmetric (Love, 1927), r 1 j =Tjj. The stress com-
ponents perpendicular to each of the three orthogonal planes are the normal stresses (the 
diagonal elements of the tensor), and those parallel to these planes are the shearing stresses 
(the off-diagonal elements). The stress tensor may therefore be written as the sum of two 
parts, dilatational and deviatoric, representing changes of volume and shape, respectively: 
'r= 	 (2.4) 
where 	is the volumetric part, ö,, is the Kronecker delta (which takes the value 1 when 
i = j, and 0 otherwise) and the deviatoric part is represented by 
Tij 	— ö). 	 (2.5) 
The volume changes are caused by the mean inward directed force acting on the particles, and 





where the repeated subscript implies a summation (Tkk = 'r + 'r + t). In an ideal fluid, 
which cannot support changes in shape, or shear, only the dilatational stresses are present. 
Deformation and the strain tensor 
Under the action of external forces a body tends to deform, and the particles within it move. 
The displacement of particles is denoted by u = (u,uy ,u). Displacement in itself does not 
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necessarily imply deformation, since the movement of all the particles in a body can be ac- 
commodated by a translation or rotation. Deformation occurs in response to differential dis- 
placement, i.e. to the variation of displacement between neighbouring particles within a body. 
Consider two particles in a continuum, one at position x, the other at x 1 + Axj whose 
change in position is the displacement u,. The first particle moves to x + u(x), while the 
second moves to x + Ax + u, (x + Ax). Clearly deformation occurs if 
Ax+Aud 	where Au, = u(x1+Axj) —u,(x). 	 (2.7) 
The deformation is assumed arbitrarily small, so that the infinitesimal strain theory is ap-
plicable. Then Au, may be expanded using Taylor's theorem, involving linear terms in the 
displacement gradients only. The infinitesimal strain tensor 
1 	aU\ (2.8) 
2 cix1 	OXZ J 
(e.g. Bullen, 1963) accounts for the deformation associated with the displacement Au 1 . Like 
the stress tensor, it is a symmetric 2nd order tensor. 
Conservation of mass and momentum 
The conservation of mass states that the rate of increase of mass in an elemental volume V is 
equivalent to the mass entering the surface S enclosing V. From an Eulerian viewpoint, fixed 
in space with respect to the particle motion, and denoting particle velocity by v = (vi , vi,, vs ), 
this is stated as 
 
-fpdV = — f pv.ndS. 	 (2.9) 
Gauss's divergence theorem allows a surface integral to be replaced by a volume integral: 
fV V . gdV = I g.ndS, 	 (2.10) 
which allows the mass balance (2.9) to be rewritten as 
fpdV = _- f V.(pv)dV. 	 (2.11) 





This is the continuity equation in Eulerian coordinates. 
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Newton's second law of motion is a statement of conservation of momentum. In an Eu-
lerian frame, the rate of change of momentum in a volume V is equivalent to the momentum 
passing the surface S enclosing V. plus all surface and body forces acting on the particles in 
fV pv1dV = —f(pvi)vjnjdS+ftidS+ fV fjdV, 	 (2.13) 3t 	 s 	 s  
where tj is the traction on S. and J is the volume density of external force. Using equation 
(2.2) and (2.10), the traction may be written as 
f tidS = f t,n,dS = fV 	 (2.14) axj  
The remaining surface integral in equation (2.13) may be expressed as a volume integral using 
(2.10): 
I (pv)vn jdS== / —(pvv 1 )dV, 	 (2.15) 
where the order of vi and vj has been reversed on the right-hand side. Thus, substitution of 
(2.14) and (2.15) in (2.13), and taking the spatial derivatives gives 
	
-- f pv1dV = - fV ( 	 dV + f LdV  + fV J;dV. a + Pvf) 	a 	
(2.16) 
Since the volume V is arbitrary, the equality holds for the integrands. Expansion of the left-
hand side of (2.16) gives 
av 	r - 	a() - 	 (2.17) PVj 
from which it follows, with the aid of (2.12), 
ai,av, 	ij 
P 	PVi + (2.18) 
or 
P(




In a Lagrangian frame, moving with the particles, equation (2.19) takes the form 
p=V.t+f, 	 (2.20) 
dt 
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in which A is the Lagrangian or total derivative. The material derivative on the left (often dt 
denoted by in hydrodynamics) follows the particle motion. In the linearised theory of elas-
ticity the convective term (Vv).v in (2.19) is negligible so that the Eulerian and Lagrangian 
descriptions are equivalent (Achenbach, 1973). In the linearised theory (i.e. not close to the 
source of the deformation) the velocity is related to the particle displacement simply by 
aui 
v=. 	 (2.21) 
 at 
Equations (2.19) and (2.20) are therefore equivalent and may be written as 
av 
	
p=V.t+f. 	 (2.22) 
This is the linearised equation of motion in terms of the particle velocity. 
The distinction between Lagrangian (total) and Eulerian (partial) derivatives is used in 
chapter 3 in the description of the wavefield produced by an oscillating bubble. 
Hooke's Law and the elastic constants 
Linear elastic theory states that the stress is proportional to the strain, for weak deformation, 
such as that experienced by the passage of a seismic wave. Thus, a material returns to its orig-
inal shape after the deformation. The constitutive law for elastic materials is a generalisation 
of Hooke's law, and linearly relates the stress and strain tensors, 
Tij - CijpqEpq 	 (2.23) 
(see, for example, Aid and Richards, 1980). The stiffness tensor cj has 81 components 
for a general anisotropic material (whose properties vary with direction). Symmetry argu-
ments for the stress and strain tensors and energy considerations reduce this number to 21 
(e.g. Brekhovskikh & Goncharov, 1982). In an isotropic material there are no preferred di-
rections, and the stiffness tensor is characterised by 2 independent coefficients only, the Lamé 
parameters X and p. The latter of these parameters is known as the shear modulus. 
For isotropy, the relationship between stress and strain is greatly simplified, 
Tij = A.EkkJ + 2Pij 	 (2.24) 
(e.g. Achenbach, 1973) where F-kk = £ I I + £22 + £33 is the volumetric strain or volume change. 
The normal stresses are found by setting j = i in (2.24), and thus implying a summation: 
r,1 = ( 3A + 2p)6 1 , 	 (2.25) 
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where t11 = t11 + 'r + t33 is the volumetric stress and O, = 01 + 022 + 033 = 3. 
A special state of stress in a body is one in which the stress tensor has only one indepen-
dent component—the pressure, p. It is known as hydrostatic pressure because it is satisfied 
by a fluid at rest. In an inviscid fluid the stresses are purely dilatational, thus, from (2.4), 
Tij = P0ij 
	 (2.26) 




= tyz = 0. 
Equating (2.26) with (2.25) for the case j = i, the pressure is related to the strain by the 
incompressibility or bulk modulus K, 
p = — KE 1 , where K = A + P. 	 (2.28) 





When K = A, equation (2.29) is an alternative statement of Hooke's Law for an ideal fluid. 
When a source of deformation is present, crij denotes the stress distribution associated 
with it, analogous to the stress tensor T ip In a fluid this results in a source density of bulk 
strain (such as volume injection) denoted by g. Thus, in the presence of a seismic source 
(such as an airgun), (2.29) becomes 
au1 
P = —K— —g. Xi (2.30) 
The wave equation 
When a material allows only compressional motion, that is, a disturbance is propagated by 
volume changes, the governing equation for wave propagation is known as the acoustic wave 
equation. This is the case in an ideal fluid, for which there are no shearing stresses. 
The two equations from which the wave equation derives are the equation of motion 
(Newton's 2nd law) and the equation of deformation (Hooke's law). To derive the wave 
equation they should both be written in terms of the same quantities. When equation (2.26) is 
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substituted into (2.22) the linearised equation of motion becomes 
avi  LP  fj. 	 (2.31) 
at 	axi 
Taking the time derivative of (2.30) and substituting (2.21), the linearised equation of defor-







is the volume injection rate. Equations (2.31) and (2.32) are symmetrical equations. The wave 
equation is easily derived in terms of particle velocity or pressure by eliminating one of the 
dependent variables. Assuming constant density, the spatial derivative of (2.31) is 
	
a2v 	p an 
p 	+ 
a2 
= 	 (2.34) 
and the temporal derivative of (2.32) is 
1 a2  	a2 v, 	dw 
+ 	= 
--. 	 (2.35) 
Multiplication of (2.35) by p and subtraction of the result from (2.34) yields 
a2p pa2paf, 	aw (2.36) 
In an ideal fluid the body forces ft are zero, and (2.36) becomes 
a2p la2p 	aw 
- 	





is the velocity of wave propagation in the fluid. Equation (2.37) is the inhomogeneous acous-
tic wave equation for pressure. The acoustic source term p is discussed in detail in chap-
ter 3. 
In the absence of any sources (2.37) becomes the familiar homogenous acoustic wave 




V2p = ç. 	 (2.39) 
2.3 Decomposing spherical waves into plane waves 
A key element in the multiple removal theory presented in this thesis is the idea of decompos-
ing waveflelds into plane waves. The theory of reflection and refraction of plane waves is well 
known, and permits a simple descripton of the sea surface multiples. Therefore, a derivation 
is given below, following Bath (1968), of expressing a spherical wave in terms of an infinite 
sum of plane waves. 
Consider a source of spherical waves, such as the oscillating bubble produced by an airgun 
(discussed in chapter 3), centred on the origin. The acoustic velocity potential of such a source 
may be written as 
v01 	( I -- 1\ 41t R (p= — exp iw -tI 	 (2.40) c 	J) 
where R = VY + y2 + z2 is the distance from the source and represents the strength of the 
source. 
To arrive at an expansion of a spherical wave into plane waves it is convenient to discard 
the parts of the potential which do not have a spatial dependence, namely the time dependence 
exp( - iwt), and the factor characterising the source strength. Consider the spherical wave in 
the plane z = 0. With these simplifications, the field of the spherical wave now takes the form 
-!exp (,(0) = ! exp(ikr) 	 (2.41) 
where r= /?+y 2 and k= 
The field is now expanded in Fourier series along the x- and y-axes: 
!exp(ikr) = (2 1 2 ffA(k x ky )exp(+i[kxx+kyy})dk xdky 	(2.42) 
where 
A(k, k) = if exp(ikr) exp (—i[kx ± ky])rdy 	 (2.43) 
represents the space to wavenumber Fourier transform and (2.42) is its inverse. 
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Now transform from Cartesian to polar coordinates with the following substitutions 
kx kr Cos O; 	k=ksinO; 	kr =.J-ky ; 
x = rcos 	y = rsin ; 	dxdy = rdrd, 	 (2.44) 










=d exp(+ir[k—kr cos(O-13)])dr. (2.45) 
The integral over r may be evaluated by assuming that the medium is slightly attenuating such 
that k has a positive imaginary part. Substitution of the upper limit of integration yields zero 
to give 
00 	 irB00 	1 
f e 8dr= 	= - = 
where B = [k - k,-CoS(O - n)]. Evaluating the integral over r in this way gives 
2it 	 d13 A(k,k) if 
kkrcos(OY 	
(2.46) 
Substituting 8 1 = —0 so that d81 = df3, equation (2.46) becomes 
A(k,k) = i 1—'0










which may be evaluated with the standard integral (De La Vallée Poussin, 1938, p. 224), 
dx - 2n 
Jo 1+acosx/fa2 
provided a2 < 1, to give 
i 	27t 	i2n 	= 	i21t 
/k 2  —k 
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exP(+i[kxx+kY ] ) 
dkdk 	 (2.49) 
r 	 2n /k2_k X2 _k 2y -00  
which is the plane wave decomposition of a spherical wave in the horizontal (xy-) plane z = 0. 
Equation (2.49) may be generalised to three dimensions. Addition of the term ±ikz to 
the exponent in the integrand analytically continues the spherical-wave expansion into the 
z-direction, where 
kk 2 —k—k, 	 (2.50) 
which is the dispersion relation. In the analytical continuation, the plus sign corresponds 
to points lying in the half-space z> 0, and to waves propagating in the positive z-direction. 
The minus sign corresponds to points for which z < 0, and waves travelling in the negative 




exp(+i[kx+ kY ± kzz])kdk 	 (2.51) 
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where the + sign is for z> 0, and the - sign, for z < 0. (The generalisation from the xy- to 
the xyz-plane is valid since the right-hand side of (2.51) satisfies the wave equation and gives 
the correct value for the field at z = 0.) 
Equation (2.51) gives the decomposition of a spherical wave into plane waves. It is known 
as the Weyl integral (Weyl, 1919). The exponent in the integrand represents a plane wave 
propagating in a direction given by the components k, k and kz of the wave vector k. Once 
the explicit time dependence, exp(—iwt), is introduced into the integrand, it is clear that the 
plane wave 
1co2 
exp(+i[kx+ ky± kz —cot]) where k = + V -- - k - k 	(2.52) 
propagates with the speed of the medium c. 
Suppose k, k and co are all positive so that the plane wave is propagating in the positive 
x- and v-directions. The behaviour in the z-direction is determined by ±ikz. When k is 
real ( > k + k) which corresponds to homogeneous waves, the choice of the sign dictates 
whether the wave propagates in the positive or negative z-direction. When kz is imaginary 
(<k + k) which corresponds to inho,nogeneous or evanescent waves, the choice of sign 
dictates whether the wave exponentially grows or decays with increasing z. The evanescent 
waves are a necessary part of the plane wave decomposition of a spherical wave and ensure 












Figure 2.1: A homogeneous plane wave and its Figure 2.2: The path of integration over 
normal, the wavevector k, in spherical coordi- 4) in the complex plane. 
nates 0 and 4). 
causality of the wavefield. Their inclusion guarantees the necessary singularity as R —+ 0, and 
provides solutions to the wave equation which are bounded at all other points. 
The direction of propagation of each of the plane waves may be expressed in terms of the 
angles of incidence 4) and azimuth 0 (see Figure 2.1). By making the following substitutions 
= k sin 4) cos 0; k k sin 4) sin 0; k = kcos4), (2.53) 
the integrals in equation (2.51) are evaluated in spherical coordinates with respect to 0 and 
4) instead of k and k. The integration w.r.t. 0 is performed between 0 and 2t, however, 
the integration w.r.t. 4) must include complex angles due to the third substitution in (2.53). 
From equation (2.52), k  varies from k, 	when k = k = 0 to k —* ioo when k —* ±oo or 
k —* ±oo. Thus, from (2.53), cos4) 	and the integration w.r.t. 4) is performed between 0 
and - ico. The path of integration over 4) is the contour FO shown in Figure 2.2. 
It may be shown (Bath, 1968, p.  190) that 
-dkdk = k sin 4)d4)dO. 
With these substitutions (2.51) becomes 
exp(ikR) = ik 
- 
f'—%2n  
exp(+i[kx+ ky± k2z])  sin 4)d4)dO, 	(2.54) 
R 	2n 
where, in the exponent, the + sign corresponds with z > 0, and the - sign, with z < 0. Thus, 
in the expansion of a spherical wave, the homogeneous waves correspond to waves travelling 
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in all possible directions within the limits 0 < 0 < 2rt and 0 0 <, E , whereas the evanescent 
waves correspond to complex values of 4). Equation (2.54) may be expressed in terms of 
the angle of emergence a instead of the angle of incidence 4) (see Figure 2.1) by making the 
following substitutions: 
= kcosacos0; 	k = k cos a sin 0; 	k = ksina. 	 (2.55) 
This gives for z > 0, 
1 	 ik 	2t exp(ikR) __f f exp(+i[kx+ky±kz]) cos adad0. 	(2.56) 
Equation (2.56) may be expressed in terms of cylindrical waves by changing from spherical 
coordinates to polar coordinates in the xy-plane, with the additional substitutions to (2.55): 
dkr 	 j/kr _k 2 
kr = k cos a; 	dct = - 	; sin a = 
	
ksina k 
x=rcos13; 	y=rsin13. 	 (2.57) 
Thus, (2.56) becomes (for z > 0) 
1k p2it 
exp(ikR) = --- j j exp (+ 1k,cosOrcosP+k r sinOrsin 13± iz/k - k2]).21E 
kr 	dk r  
dO 
k j Jk - k2  
1 	2it 	kr - 
2f L yk_k2 	(




which may be expressed in terms of a Bessel integral, 
krJo(krr) exp (f  — 
exp (ikR) = 
	 /k - k2 	
dk1 z 0, 	(2.59) 
where J0 is the Bessel function of zero order. Equations (2.58) and (2.59) can be found in 
Bath (1968), p.  191 and Aki & Richards (1980), pp.  198-199. Equation (2.59) gives the 
decomposition of a spherical wave into cylindrical waves. It is known as the Sommerfeld 
integral (Sommerfeld, 1909). 
2.4 Waves in layered media 
Waves travelling in layered media have been studied extensively (e.g. Ewing. Jardetsky & 
Press, 1957). The multiple removal scheme explained in chapter 5 is fully three-dimensional 
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in approach and does not require the earth to be horizontally stratified. However, it uses some 
concepts which have emerged from the studies of wave propagation in layered media. For 
this reason, certain elements of that analysis are presented here. 
Two-way wave equations 
The homogeneous acoustic wave equation was derived in section 2.2. It is 
iV2p_ 	= 0 	 (2.60) 
which is a second-order partial differential equation in p(x,y,z,t). A similar expression may 
be derived for the particle velocity v(x,y,z,t). It is known as the two-way acoustic wave 
equation because it accounts for propagation both upwards and downwards (of course, waves 
actually travel in all directions). 
The linearised equations of motion and deformation are first-order partial differential 
equations in p and v. In the absence of any sources they are 
av 
Pyt = —VP 	 (2.61) 
(2.62) 
Kat 
In layered media, the material properties are a function of depth only, such that 
K(x,y,z) = K(z) ; p(x,y,z) = p(z). 
Equations (2.61) and (2.62) may be transformed from (x,y,z,t) to (k,k,z,(a) by making the 
substitution 
p(x,y,z,t) = P(kx ,ky ,z, co) exp(i[cotk xx_k yyl) 
v(x,y,z,t) = V(k x ,ky ,z,)exp(_i[COt_k xx_kyY]). 	 (2.63) 
The step of transforming to the frequency-wavenumber domain allows the analysis of indi-
vidual plane wave components. In effect, it performs a plane wave decomposition of the 
equations of motion and deformation. Thus, in the frequency-wavenumber domain, (2.61) 
and (2.62) become 
- iopV = —ikP - ikP - 	 (2.64) 
az 
- iwP = —ikV - ikV 	 (2.65)
az 
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where, with the conventions used in this thesis, 
	
'-+ zk; 	'-* zk. 
Equating the x-components and the y-components of (2.64) allows V and V,, to be written in 
terms of pressure in (2.65): 
1 	ik 	1k2 	av.. 
----i 	 (2.66) 
K cop o)p az 
which may be written as 
i/ w2 _k 	
y 
2_k2) 	av (2.67) 
in which, from (2.52), the vertical wavenumber is identified as k, and c(z)2 = 
Equating the z-components of (2.64) gives 
aP 
- = icopV, 	 (2.68) 
and (2.67) may be written as 
= 	 (2.69) az cop 
Equations (2.68) and (2.69) relate material properties and the field variables, pressure and the 
vertical component of particle velocity, in stratified media. They may be combined into a 
single matrix equation: 
    
O
p    
  (2.70) 








Equations (2.71) represent a set of coupled first-order partial differential equations in P and 
V, both a function of (k r , k),, z, co). They account for propagation both upwards and down-
wards. They may be solved by diagonalising A, which depends only on the material proper-
ties of the earth and the plane wave under consideration, and decomposing f into upgoing and 
downgoing waves to produce uncoupled one-way wave equations. A one-way wave equation 
accounts for propagation either upwards or downwards. 
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One-way wave equations 
Following Claerbout (1976), the eigenvalue decomposition of A is achieved as follows 
A = CAB, 	 (2.72) 
where 
[_ lk, C WP 
is the matrix of column eigenvectors of A, and 
B= 1 1 
- 
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- (Op 1 
I 	 (2.74) 
WP 
k J 
d so that 
CB = BC = I. 	 (2.75) 
The diagonal matrix A in (2.72) is given by 
A=BAC= 




where the two eigenvalues of A lie on the diagonal. 
A vector e may be defined which contains the upgoing and downgoing plane wave com-
ponents, called here the wave variables, 
e = [U - 
 , 
	 (2.77) 
and which is obtained from the field variables using the decomposition matrix B: 
e = Bf, 	 (2.78) 
or 
1U _
1 Ii _ 1Ipi
D = 2 	
II I (2.79) 
JLz J
Similarly, the field variables f may be obtained from the wave variables using the composition 
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matrix C: 






k k 	D 	
(2.81) 
z 	WP cop 
The eigenvectors in B and C are normalised such that the dimensions of e are pressure. Thus, 
the sum of upgoing and downgoing plane wave components is simply the pressure. The par- 
ticle velocity is the difference of these components, scaled by the admittance of the medium, 
9': 
	
- k 	Cos 4 (2.82) 
cop PC 
where 4 is the incidence angle of the wave with the interface, and 
ck 
cos4= - 	sin4= --(k,±k). 	 (2.83) 
(0' 
The admittance is the inverse of the impedance, Z: 
kz 	cos 
	 (2.84) 
Substitution of (2.80) into (2.71) gives 
-(Ce) =A 	
(2.85) 








The second term on the right in (2.86) represents the coupling between the wave variables U 
and D. If the material is homogeneous then, since C is non-singular if k 	0, ac = 0 and 
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equation (2.86) simplifies to 
ae 
5_Z_ =Ae. 
Equally, equation (2.87) may be written as 
(2.87) 
lul 	e ol  
	
Li L ° ikz ] 	[UDI' 	 (2.88) 
which represents a separate problem for each component of e, due to the diagonal property 
of the matrix of eigenvalues A. Thus, the original problem of coupled first-order differential 
equations (2.71) has been decomposed into two uncoupled differential equations. The upgo-
ing and downgoing waves propagate independently without interaction as long as the material 
properties are constant within a layer. They obey one-way wave equations. Note that the de-
composition breaks down for k = 0 which represents waves which propagate horizontally. 
The general solution of (2.87) has the form 
e = exp (Az) e0 
	 (2.89) 
where e0 is a constant. 
Propagator matrices 
Consider now a system of N - 1 plane layers in which the subscript i denotes the properties 
of a layer between depths Z, and z+ i, shown schematically in Figure 2.3, and the superscripts 
t and b denote the top and bottom of a layer, respectively. From (2.89) it follows that 
e' = exp(A,Az)e, 	 (2.90) 
where 
EZj = Zi- -i - Zi 
	 (2.91) 
is the distance between the top and bottom of layer i, where e takes the values e and e?, 
respectively. Equation (2.90) propagates the wavefield (the upgoing and downgoing plane 
wave components) within a single homogeneous layer. 
Premultiplying equation (2.90) by C,, and using (2.78) and (2.80) gives 













Figure 2.3: A stack of N - 1 plane layers whose top surface is at depth z. 
where 
Ej = exp(AAz,), 	 (2.93) 
and the continuity of stress and the vertical component of particle velocity is imposed across 
the interfaces (f 1 = f/'). This is a prescription for the field variables at the top of the i ± ith 
interface, given those at the top of the ith. This may be written as 
ci 
'i+I - ''I' (2.94) 
where P, is known as a propagator matrix (Gilbert and Backus, 1966), which, on expanding 
C1EB 1 in (2.92), takes the form 
cos(k,iXz) 	sin (k 1 Az)1 
jk 	
I 	 (2.95) 
—'-sin(kAz) cos (k, Az) j I(Opi 
The matrix P accounts for propagation of the field variables from one interface to the next. In 
this way, the field variables at the top of the first layer (z = Zi) are related to those at the top 
of the last layer (z = ZN—i) by N - 2 multiplications: 
= {CN_2EN_2BN_2J [C._3EN_3BN_3] . . - { C2E2B21[C1 E1 B1 ]1 
N-2 
Pff, 	 (2.96) 
where the Ps, in general, are different for each layer. 
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Figure 2.4: Upgoing and downgoing waves at a single interface. 
Local reflection coefficients 
The matrix (2.95) propagates field variables through a single layer, based on the material 
properties of that layer. The product of the Ps in (2.96) propagates pressure and particle 
velocity across many layers. To understand what happens locally, at the interfaces between 
the layers, it is necessary to examine the wave variables on either side of a single interface. 
Multiplication of (2.92) by B1 and substituting (2.78) and (2.90) gives 
e 1 =B11 Cie 	 (2.97) 
which relates the wave variables at the top of layer i + 1 to those at the bottom of layer i. 
Consider now the upgoing and downgoing waves which make up the es at a single interface, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. The reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface are denoted 
by r and t, respectively, with the subscript indicating which side they refer to. The upgoing 
wave in layer i and the downgoing wave in layer i + 1 may be expressed in terms of the waves 
scattered by the interface: 
- t1 r1 Uj 
D+j - Iri+i til I  D1 
Rearrangement of this expression, by putting the wave variables from either side of the inter-
face on either side of the equation, gives 
1u1+1 1 - i 1 1 	
ri+I I IDiu 	(2.98) Di+l] 	ti+i Lri+i 	1  
(Claerbout, 1976). Now this relates the wave variables on either side of an interface through 
the reflection and transmission coefficients. Returning to equation (2.97), the product B+1C1 
relates the wave variables on either side of the interface. Using (2.73), (2.74) and (2.84) this 





[i 	Z j l 1 i 	1 1 
- 
], 1 	z+1][_ 1 1  
which may be simplified to give 
Z+Z1 1 1 
z 
B+1C, = 	 I 	 Z1+Z1+i I 	 (2.100) 24 	 1  L z+ 
Substitution of (2.100) in (2.97) gives 
1 zi +zi+1 1 	1 	zi—zi1-I 
e', 	 (2.101) e1+1 
= 	2Z1 	 1 
which, when compared with (2.98), allows the reflection and transmission coefficients of the 
interface to be identified. Using (2.84), the reflection coefficientfrom below is 
k1 	 - pci1cos$—pj+icj+i1cos4i+i 	 (2.102) = Pt + ?
±i - PiCi/ Cos i+Pi+ici+1/ Cos 4i+i 
i+1 
which degenerates to the well-known result for normal incidence when = 0. The transmis-
sion coefficient for propagation from layer i + 1 to layer i is 
2' 	- 	2pc1/cos4 	
. 	 (2.103) 
= 	 -  PiCi/ Cos i+P+iCi+i/ COS 4i+i 
Equations (2.102) and (2.103) represent local properties of the earth. They are unique to a 
single interface and do not take into account waves elsewhere in the earth. 
Generalised reflection coefficients 
A single plane wave incident on a stack of layers gives rise to many plane waves which 
propagate as upgoing and downgoing plane wave components in the layered system. The 
layers cause the waves to interfere. 
Now suppose a stack of N - 1 layers is bounded above and below by half-spaces (see 
Figure 2.5), and that in the upper half-space there is an incident (dowugoing) plane wave I, 
and a reflected (upgoing) plane wave Uo, while in the lower half-space there is a transmitted 
(downgoing) plane wave DN only. Thus, the wave variables, eb in the upper half-space and 
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Figure 2.5: A stack of N - 1 plane layers bounded above and below by half-spaces, in which 
plane waves propagate. 
el in the lower half-space, are given by 
eo = [UO] , 	e, = [DNJ 
	
(2.104) 
The wave variables at the top of layer 1 are related to those at the bottom of half-space 0 by 
f t —   b_ 	b f0 - 0e0 . 	 (2.105) 
To propagate the field variables to the top of half-space N requires N - 1 multiplications. 
Thus, equation (2.96) becomes 
N—i fN 
	
= [J P,f(. 	 (2.106) 
i= 1 
Premultiplying (2.106) by BN and substituting (2.105) gives 
etN = BNH PCoe, 	 (2.107) 
or 
e' =Qe, 	 (2.108) 
where 0 is a 2x2 matrix which accounts for the propagation of the wave variables through 
all of the layers, from the bottom of the upper half-space to the top of the lower half-space. 











Figure 2.6: A stack of N - 1 plane layers bounded above by a layer with a free surface and 
below by a half-space, in which plane waves propagate. 
Substitution of (2.104) in (2.108) yields 
1 0 1 	[01: Q12 [UO- 
[DN 	02 022] i]' 	
(2.109) 
from which it may be deduced that 
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(2.111) 
in which, Rg and Tg are the generalised reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. 
They can be calculated knowing the material properties of all the layers. They are more 
difficult to compute than the local reflection and transmission coefficients because they are 
global, and account for the effect of the whole layer stack at once. 
The generalised reflection coefficient Rg is described later in the thesis as the reflection 
response of the earth. It is defined by (2.110) in a stack of layers between two half-spaces. 
To relate these results to what follows later in the thesis, assume that the upper half-space is 
water. Equation (2.110) then defines the earth's reflection response in the absence of a sea 
surface. 
Introducing a free surface 
When the stack of layers is bounded by a water layer with a free surface, there are upgoing Uo 
and downgoing D0 scattered plane waves in the upper layer, as well as the incident plane wave 
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I, as shown in Figure 2.6. The upgoing and downgoing waves both contain the sea surface 
multiples. In this case the generalised reflection coefficient of the stack of layers is defined by 
R9 —I 
U0  D (2.112) 
which is a function of (ky , k, z, w). In the presence of a sea surface, the wave variables, eb in 
the upper water layer and e in lower half-space, are 
1 0 1 
e0 
= [I+D0]' 	e = [DN] 	
(2.113) 
Substitution of (2.113) in (2.108), yields 
101 	Q12 I u0 1 
LDN] = L°21 022] LI+Rouo]' 	 (2.114) 
where D0 = R0U0 at the surface, and R0 is the sea surface reflection coefficient (assumed to 
be —1). It follows from (2.114) that the generalised reflection coefficient R in the presence 
of the sea surface is 
0 12 
= On +R0012 
(2.115) 
Equation (2.115) expresses the reflection response in terms of the layer parameters. Equally, 
in terms of the plane waves, the response in the presence of the free surface is defined by 
R*= UO 	 (2.116) 
I' 
which is essentially a deconvolution by the source term. Dividing the definitions for R and 
R given by (2.110) and (2.115), the reflection response in the presence of the sea surface 
may be expressed as a function of the reflection response in the absence of the sea surface, 
and vice-versa: 





1+R0R =R;(1—R0R;+(R0R;) 2 —(R0R;) 3 +...). 	(2.117) 
These relations were derived by Koehler and Taner (1977) for vertically-propagating waves 
in a stack of homogeous layers. The factor 1ORg  generates the multiples in the reflection 






This chapter of basic theory provides the foundations of wave propagation in acoustic me-
dia used later in the thesis. The main points covered are: (1) derivation of the acoustic wave 
equation in the time domain; (2) decomposition of spherical waves into plane waves and cylin-
drical waves; (3) derivation of the acoustic wave equation for pressure and particle velocity in 
the frequency domain. (4) Manipulation of the acoustic wavefield in plane wave components 
within a stack of layers to: (5) extract upgoing and downgoing waves as separate solutions of 
the one-way wave equation; (6) derive the local reflection and transmission coefficients at an 
interface separating two plane layers; and (7) derive expressions for the generalised reflection 
and transmission coefficients of the whole stack. 
THE MARINE SEISMIC SOURCE 
Chapter 3 
3.1 Introduction 
The seismic source is one of the most important elements of the seismic reflection method. 
Without it, there would be no reflections. This chapter discusses the marine seismic source. 
The most commonly-used marine seismic source is the airgun (Ewing & Zaunere, 1964). It 
has been in commerical use in the U.S. since 1966 (Giles, 1968). The mechanics of how 
this source produces sound waves has evolved from the study of sources which were first 
used on land. The original marine seismic source was dynamite, which, on land, is a very 
impulsive source. At sea, however, due to the displacement of water by the explosion, a long 
and complicated signal is produced due to oscillation of the resulting bubble of air produced. 
Marine surveys were conducted between the 40s and 60s using dynamite as a sound source 
(Lugg, 1979). In practice, explosive charges were placed near to the surface, to dissipate the 
energy produced by the explosion (by venting at the surface) after the initial peak in pressure 
due to the passing shock wave. This practice was damaging to marine life, which was the 
main reason for developing alternative sound sources. Experimental studies (Lavergne, 1970) 
showed that smaller charges at greater depths below the surface could produce as much energy 
in the seismic bandwidth as the commonly-used larger charges at shallow depth, and with less 
environmental impact. This was due to less destructive interaction between the free surface 
(ghost) reflection and the direct pulse, but at the expense of generating bubble oscillations. 
A large study of underwater explosions (Kramer et al., 1968) provides a good qualitative 
description of bubble oscillations, although the physics of the bubble behaviour has never 
been fully explained. The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the bubble oscillations 
produced by a marine seismic source such as an airgun act as a source of seismic energy. 
First, the chapter begins with a brief description of the mechanical operation of an airgun. 
Second, follows a derivation of the exact non-linear wave equation. Third, I derive the equa-
tion of motion of an oscillating bubble under various approximations, to obtain a solution to 
the wave equation which provides expressions for the pressure and particle velocity in the 
water. The solution (after Ziolkowski, 1998) retains the essential features of the fluid flow 
near to the bubble wall and the linear acoustic approximation far from it. An examination of 
the different zones of wave propagation produced by an oscillating bubble reveals the requi-
site measurements to describe fully the acoustic output of the source. Finally, the effect of 
combining many airguns into an array is examined. Since this is the mode of deployment 
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of the airgun as a practical sound source, the chapter ends with an explanation of the extra 
complexity that this introduces. 
3.2 The operation of an airgun 
An airgun produces sound waves by rapidly ejecting compressed air, typically at pressures of 
2,000 psi (14 MPa), into the surrounding water. A diagram of an airgun is given in Figure 3.1. 
The upper chamber (UC) fills with air from the top of the gun, then passes through an orifice 
in the centre of the shuttle to fill the lower chamber (LC). Because the tiggering piston (TP) 
is larger than the firing piston (FP), the gun remains closed due to the net downward force. 
A solenoid valve, once opened, allows high pressure air to hit the underside of TP which is 
sufficient to upset the force balance on the two pistons. The air in the LC forces the shut-
tle upwards past the gun ports, and the air races out into the water. In the cross-section of 
Figure 3. 1, two ports out of four are visible. 
The explosive discharge of the air into the water creates the initial pressure pulse due to 
the displacement of the surrounding water. The pressure difference which develops between 
the inside and the outside of "the bubble" drives a series of bubble oscillations in expansion 
and contraction which continue until the bubble pressure is in equilibrium with the water. 
These bubble oscillations reinforce the low frequency seismic energy which is used to image 
the earth, since the high frequencies in the initial sharp pulse are attenuated by the earth. 
3.3 The wavefield of an oscillating bubble 
The particle motion produced by a bubble oscillating in water causes a pressure build-up and 
acoustic waves to be radiated. The interest in this thesis is in how to make measurements of 
the pressure to characterise the source of the acoustic waves. To do so involves understanding 
any linear and non-linear behaviour of the particle motion which produces pressure waves in 
the water. A description of the wavefield in the water is possible by considering the elementary 
motion of the fluid particles. 
In the following analysis, the effect of gravity is neglected, and a single bubble is consid-
ered, oscillating in an infinite volume of water as shown in Figure 3.2. The bubble is assumed 
to be spherical and small, at the wavelengths of sound generated. This is in contrast to the 
real bubble, which at optical wavelengths can be more irregular as indicated in Figure 3.2. 
The pressure within the bubble is assumed to be uniform, and is denoted by PB(t); outside the 
bubble, it is governed by the fluid flow and the acoustic radiation ahead of the bubble wall. 
The pressure is continuous at the bubble wall, but the pressure gradient is not. The bubble 
radius is denoted by R(t), and the bubble wall velocity, by I(t). The pressure and particle 
velocity are measured at a distance r from the centre of the bubble (gun ports). 
v(r,t) 
p(r,t) 









Figure 3.1: Section through an airgun (courtesy of Bolt Technology Corporation), primed 
ready to fire. 
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the bubble model at an instant t of time. 
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Frames of reference 
It was noted in chapter 2 (page 13) that in Eulerian and Lagrangian frames of reference, 
temporal derivatives are equal only if the amplitude of the particle displacement is small 
compared with the wavelength of the spatial disturbance it produces. This is satisfied in a 
linearised theory of motion. It is not satisfied by the motion very close to the bubble wall. 
In the Lagrangian description, which follows the particle motion, the (total) temporal 
derivative is denoted by 
d D a 	a 
—=—= 
a
—+v—. 	 (3.1) 
dt Dt 	t ar 
In the Eulerian description, which is fixed in space with respect to the particle motion, the 
(partial) temporal derivatives are simply . Thus, the Eulerian and Lagrangian derivatives 
ar are related by the chain rule, with v = 
Non-linear wave equation 
The fluid is assumed to be inviscid and the motion is spherically symmetric. The flow is 
therefore irrotational, and the radial velocity, v, is the gradient of a particle velocity potential 
( (Lamb, 1923), 
(3.2) 
where the minus sign indicates ç is the potential that starts the flow v from rest. The exact 
equation of motion for spherical waves was first derived by Lamb (1923). Following his steps, 
the pressure in the water is a definite function of the density, such that the enthalpy is 
h = f p c2 	 (3.3) 
'p_p 	. p 
where p.  and  pc,,,  are the undisturbed pressure and density, respectively, in the water, and 
2_ dp 
dp 
Since the flow is radial, all equations are expressed in spherical polar coordinates. The prin-
ciple of conservation of mass gives rise to the equation of continuity, 
I 
 (
LP + VLP ) z= _VV at 	ar 
(3.5) 
(3.4) 
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which, upon substitution of (3.4), becomes 
p\t 	 (!
av 2v P )• (3.6) 
The two terms on the right-hand side arise from the divergence of the radial velocity. The 
second of the terms on the left-hand side is due to the frame of reference. This convective 
term arises from the Lagrangian, total, derivative of pressure with respect to time, of a point 
moving with the fluid. Equation (3.6) is known as the kinematic equation. 
The principle of conservation of momentum is expressed by Newton's second law of 
motion, and gives rise to the equation of motion, 
av 	av 	lap 
—+v—= ---- . 	 (3.7) 
at ar par 
The integral of equation (3.7) is a form of Bernoulli's equation, and is called the dynamic 




i ( a(p ) 2 , 
- 	 at 
(3.8) 
where p = 0, and v = 0 at oo.  The partial derivatives of (3.8) with respect to t and r are 




Substitution of (3.9) into (3.6) yields the exact non-linear wave equation for radial flow in 
terms of the velocity potential, 
a2 	L9a2 	
( a(p )2a2(p 	2 a2 + 	 (3.10) at2 2 ( 2 M 
It was first derived by Lamb (1923) and has no (known) analytical solution. To find a solution 




r a2 _!_o 
rar\ +-) c2 at 2 - 	
(3.11) -  
where the non-linear terms are now obvious in the brackets as higher-order corrections to the 
particle motion. If the velocity of the fluid is small compared with the velocity of sound, the 
higher-order terms are small compared with the rest of the terms in the equation. 
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Linear acoustic approximation 
Linearisation of equation (3.10) is achieved by assuming infinitely small particle motions. 
The non-linear (convective) terms in the Lagrangian derivatives in (3.6) & (3.7) are therefore 
zero, which implies that the total derivative following the particle motion is the same as the 





2 ()V +  2v\ 	aV 	I f1 	 = h. 	 (3.12) 
--pt EJr ri -at pr' Tt  
Eliminating h between the dynamic and kinematic equations yields the linearised (inexact) 
wave equation, 
(P C)2 p 	2p 
•:-= 2 C 
(-+--), 	
(3.13) 
which may be written as 
a2(rp) - 2 a2(rp) —c 
( 	d r2 ) 	
(3.14) 
The well-known solution to this equation is 
(p= 
	 (3.15) 
where f(r, t) is some unknown wave function, and the solution for inward-travelling waves 
has been excluded using the Sommerfeld radiation condition. The solution states that the 
quantity rq) propagates outwards with fixed velocity c and constant amplitude. 
The approximation of seeking a velocity potential which satisfies the linear acoustic wave 
equation was addresed by Lamb (1923). By considering the incompressible flow approxima-
tion, he found that the higher-order terms required in equation (3.11) are negligible for the 
pressures used today in air guns (Ziolkowski, 1998). Therefore, (3.15) is a good approxima-
tion to the true velocity potential at large distances from the origin, from which a description 
of the acoustic radiation may be derived. 
At small distances from the source, the linear acoustic approximation is inadequate. To 
see this, assume that the quantity r propagates outwards with fixed velocity c and constant 
amplitude. Therefore, from (3.15) it follows that 
a 
(ra(p ) ., = —c—— (3.16) 
dt ' dt 	 c 	ar 	at 
where ' denotes differentiation w.r.t. the argument. Using equations (3.3) and (3.12), and 
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observing that linearisation has made the partial and total derivatives equivalent, (3.16) gives 
Dv rDh 
r—=--+h 	 (3.17) 
Dt cDt 







where H = PI-P- ,  and the overdot indicates the time differential following the particle mo-
tion. The terms on the right relate to the bubble. The first of these is the radiated acoustic 
energy, and the second is the pressure, or potential energy, in the bubble. The term on the left 
is the potential energy of the water. In the linear acoustic approximation, the water has no ki-
netic energy, there are no oscillations, and the bubble continues to expand. Thus, a description 
of the fluid flow is required to explain the bubble oscillations. 
Non-linear fluid flow 
The linear acoustic approximation is generally assumed when dealing with conventional ma-
rine seismic data which records the acoustic wavefield at large distances from the bubble 
origin. In this regime the particle velocities are small and the recorded data approximately 
obey the linear acoustic wave equation. 
To understand the physics of the oscillating bubble, which is necessary to make meaning-
ful measurements very close to the bubble origin, it is necessary to describe the fluid flow. 
This is a contentious issue, and has seen publication of many models for the fluid compress-
ibility which governs how a disturbance is propagated through the fluid. Knowledge of the 
compressibility is important close to the bubble wall where the particle velocity is highest. A 
good explanation of these models is provided by Knapp et al. (1970). 
Incompressible flow approximation 
The original work was done by Rayleigh (1917) when he considered the collapse of a spher-
ical cavity, using the assumption of an incompressible fluid. The density is constant in an 
incompressible fluid, particles propagate instantaneously, and the velocity of sound is infinite. 
Therefore, no sound waves are radiated and the bubble oscillations go on forever. However, 
the theory provides a good description of the fluid flow close to the bubble. 
Using the incompressible flow approximation, the equation of motion of the bubble wall 
is derived below. The continuity equation, which expresses fluid compressibility, becomes 
1 	 av 2v _ (Le +v—ap ' 	— 	 (3.19) =0—+pa an an r 
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which may be integrated to find an expression for the particle velocity, 
(3.20) 
r2 	ar 
where F(t) is some function of time. Further integration yields the particle velocity potential, 
(3.21) 
The unknown time function is obtained from (3.20), substituting r = R 
F(t) = R2I, 	 (3.22) 
so that the particle velocity has the correct value at the bubble wall, 
vR. 	 (3.23) 
The derivative of the bubble radius, !, is taken on the moving bubble wall, and is necessarily 









where VB = 1 TER 3 . Thus, by comparing equations (3.15) and (3.21), it is clear that for the 
incompressible flow approximation F(t) = f(t). 
Substituting (3.20) & (3.21) for v and qp into the dynamic equation, (3.8), and using (3.3) 
and (3.22) gives 
R2 R+2RR2 R4R 2  PB — p (3.25) 
r 	2r4 	 p00 
which is the equation of motion of the fluid. At the bubble wall, where r = R, it becomes 
RR + 	
= PB - Poo 
2 Poo 
(3.26) 
This equation of motion of the bubble wall was first derived by Rayleigh (1917). The second 
term on the left is the kinetic energy of the water, which causes the oscillations. Note, how-
ever, that there is no radiated energy term on the right, and no sound waves are generated. 
It is therefore difficult to reconcile this approximation of the particle motion with the linear 
acoustic approximation, which is itself a good description at large distances from the bubble. 
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Non-linearly compressible flow approximation 
It is desirable to have a description of the fluid flow close to the bubble which is valid to the 
same level of accuracy as the linear acoustic approximation far from the bubble. For then, 
there is a smooth transition from one theory to the other. 
The analysis presented here is used in Trilling (1952) and Ziolkowski (1998) to get expres-
sions for the particle velocity and pressure fields in the water. The model of Ziolkowski (1998) 
described below, which he terms the non-linear acoustic approximation, links the description 
of the bubble oscillations to the acoustic radiation with the same set of approximations. 
The particle velocity potential which satisfies the linear acoustic approximation, given 
by (3.15), propagates outwards with constant velocity c. In this non-linearly compressible 
approximation, the time derivative of the particle velocity potential is also assumed to prop-
agate outwards with constant velocity c. Its value is found from the non-linear dynamic 
equation (3.8), 
a(p
1 f't T - r ( 	) = h+ -
i-. 	 (3.27) 
Therefore, as in the linear acoustic case, 
a (r'(P) 
	T) = - - = —c a — ( ra(P). 	 (3.28) 
	
f,,t ar 	at 
Substitution from (3.27) in (3.28) and taking the derivatives yields 
av 	ah cv2 	av 	ah 
rv—+r—+—+crv—+ch+cr—=O 	 (3.29) 
at at 	2 ar ar 
This equation is expressed in terms of (Eulerian) partial derivatives fixed in space. To describe 
the motion of the fluid requires (Lagrangian) total derivatives following the particle motion. 
Using the following expressions, 
Dh 	h 	h 	Dvav av 




and equations (3.6) and (3.7), equation (3.29) may be expressed as 
Dv 	2v 	3 	4v 	rDh 	v v 2 ) + v2(i - 
i—) = 
	 ( i 
	-) 
 
which is the equation of motion of the fluid incorporating compressibility. When the equation 
is evaluated at the bubble wall with h = PI-P... the equation derived by Trilling (1952) results. 
However, he went on to make further approximations and never used it in this form. For 
the peak pressures experienced with conventional airguns, E is small so the V, 
C 	
y term may be 
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neglected (Ziolkowski, 1998). At the bubble wall, where r = R, this becomes 
RR(l----- "l+—R -- 
2R 	3 . 	41?) 
= H'1 - 
	
+11, 	 (3.32) 
\ 	ci 22(1  3c 	c 
where the enthalpy at the bubble wall is found from the dynamic equation 
(3.33) 
Equation (3.33) links the enthalpy at the bubble wall arising from the oscillations to the wave 
function (3.15) obeying the linearised wave equation, and the acoustic propagation in the 
water. From equation (3.32) an expression for the particle acceleration at the bubble wall, /, 
may be derived. In the absence of compressibility, (3.32) reduces to Rayleigh's result (3.26). 
When it is linearised, it reduces to (3.18). 
Pressure and particle velocity 
The particle velocity in the water is found by substituting the linear acoustic solution (3.15) 
into the particle velocity potential defined by equation (3.2), 
v(r,t) = _! = !f'( t _)+-f(t _) . 	 (3.34) 
The enthalpy at a point in the water is found from the non-linear dynamic equation (3.8), using 
the wave function which satisfies the linear acoustic approximation (3.15). The pressure is 
obtained from the enthalpy by assuming that the density is constant, to give 
pb(?,t)—P - a(pv2 
P 	at
(3.35) 
where pb(r,t) is the pressure in the water caused by the oscillating bubble and p  is hydro-
static pressure. This assumption, though not at all necessary, is consistent with the level of 
accuracy that the non-linear acoustic approximation gives (Ziolkowski, 1998). Denoting the 
pressure difference in the water simply by p(r, t) gives 




P 	r ci 2 
3.4 The zones of propagation of a monopole source 
The oscillating bubble produced by an airgun may be several tens of centimetres in diametre, 
at its maximum. At optical wavelengths it may not appear spherical. However, the wave-
lengths of sound generated by such a bubble are of the order of tens of metres, for an upper 
frequency of 125 Hz. The bubble is small compared with the wavelengths of sound it ra- 
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diates. It behaves as a monopole source, and, consequently, has a spherically-symmetric 
radiation pattern. From section 3.3 it is clear that the wavefield of a monopole source has 
linear and non-linear zones of wave propagation. By considering the pressure and the particle 
velocity, and the relative influence of the terms they comprise, three distinct regimes of wave 
propagation may be defined: non-linear near field, linear near field and far field. 
The non-linear near field or "zero" field 
The zone closest to the bubble wall is where the particle velocities are highest, and a linear 
theory of wave propagation is inadequate. A complete description of the wavefield in this 






(3.37) p(rt)=— 	-- - 
2 
v(r,t) = -1-f' (if -+ - f(t - ). 	
(3.38) 
rc '. C) 
The non-linear zone is known as the "zero" field (Walter, pers. comm.; Ziolkowski, 1999). 
In the zero field, the non-linear pressure term represents "afterfiow" (Cole, 1948), which is a 
consequence of the bubble oscillations moving the water back and forth. 
A measurement in the zero field may be anywhere between the centre of the bubble and 
approximately 1 m. A measurement made inside the bubble, as opposed to in the water, must 
make use of the equation of motion of the bubble (3.32) to describe the pressure on the bubble 
wall, and hence in the water. This is discussed in more detail in an example with some 
experimental data in chapter 6. 
The linear near field 
At about im from the bubble origin, the linear near field begins. At this distance, the particle 
velocities are moderate enough to allow the linear acoustic approximation to describe the 
motion adequately. The pressure propagates linearly and is composed of a single term, 




The particle velocity, however, is still composed of two terms, 
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The second term on the right, inversely proportional to the square of the radius, is more 
important closer to the source than the first term, which decays linearly with distance. Trans-
formation of equation (3.40) to the frequency domain (noting that '-* -iw with the present 
conventions) gives 
-j() 	1 1 	
), V(ro)=F(U)—+-exp(ko- 	
(3.41) 1 rc rj 
from which it is clear that the two terms are 900  out of phase. The particle velocity may be 
written in terms of the pressure, by transforming (3.39) to the frequency domain 
—1(op 	 / T 
P(r,o)) 	r F(w)exp ((o_), 	 (3.42) 







The two terms in the particle velocity are therefore equal when r = . The linear near 
field exists where the out-of-phase term is significant, which is for distances up to about one 
wavelength. In the linear near field, the particle velocity is constantly changing shape with 
distance from the source; the pressure simply scales inversely with distance. 
A point source is therefore completely characterised by a pressure measurement at a 
known distance in the linear near field; the pressure elsewhere may be extrapolated knowing 
the geometry. (In fact, the particle velocity in the far field may be evaluated from a pressure 
measurement in the near field (see below).) A measurement of particle velocity, however, 
records a mix of two components—the wave function and its derivative. It does not allow the 
pressure or the particle velocity to be calculated elsewhere, without additional information. 
The far field 
At distances greater than about one wavelength, the pressure and the particle velocity propa-






v(r,t)= ---f'(t_). 	 (3.45) 
Thus, if either the particle velocity or the pressure is measured, the other may be calculated 
elsewhere in the far field, knowing the distance r and the material properties of water, c and 
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3.5 The airgun array 
The bubble oscillations produced by an underwater source result in a pressure signature which 
is long and complicated. In the frequency domain this is manifested by peaks and notches in 
the amplitude spectrum, as shown in Figure 3.3. Any single bubble has a characteristic period 
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Figure 33: (a) The pressure measured by the oscillating bubble produced by an 80 cu. in. 
airgun fired at 5m depth and 2000 psi. (b) The amplitude spectrum of (a) containing the peaks 
and notches produced by the oscillations. 
Rayleigh (1917), when considering the problem of a spherical bubble in an incompressible 
fluid, derived the time of collapse of the bubble. Equation (3.26), written again here for 
convenience, 
	
3J 2 	p 
RR+—= B 	 (3.46) 
2 Poo 
may be integrated to give 
R3E2 = 	—R 3 ), 	 (3.47) 
3p0 
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where R,, is the maximum bubble radius, and it is assumed that PB = 0. Denoting R by , 
the equation may be integrated further to yield the time to collapse t., 
te = 0,915R,,1 	. 	 (3.48) 
(P00 ) 
Assuming the time to collapse is the same as the time of expansion, as it is in an incompress-
ible fluid, the period of bubble oscillation T = 2t.. Willis (1941), when considering underwa-
ter explosions, proposed that the potential energy E of a spherical cavity is proportional to 
its radius R, and the hydrostatic pressure: 
4 3 
E = 7tR,, 1 poo. (3.49) 
Substituting for R,, from (3.49) in (3.48) for an expansion-contraction cycle yields the Rayleigh-
Willis formula 
T = 1.14pEp00. 	 (3.50) 
Now, further assuming that E is proportional to the pressure PG and volume VG of air in the 
gun yields the modified Rayleigh-Willis formula. This is 
T=KPVp, 	 (3.51) 
where ic is a constant which depends on the units used for the quantities in the equation, and 
is related to the source of the oscillations. The important point for airguns, is that the bubble 
period scales as the cube root of the gun volume. 
Thus, if guns of varying volumes are fired at the same depth and pressure, their bubble 
oscillations interfere destructively, while the initial peaks interfere constructively. The prin-
ciple is illustrated in the time domain in Figure 3.4. This is know as "tuning", and has been 
employed in airgun arrray design since the 70s (Giles & Johnston, 1973). The result in the 
frequency domain is that peaks in the amplitude spectrum of one gun fill in the notches of 
another, such that the combined effect tends towards a flatter amplitude spectrum over the 
bandwidth of interest. Typically, guns are arranged in a linear or areal array. 
3.6 The zones of propagation of an extended source 
An airgun array can be considered to be an extended source (distinct from a monopole source) 
if its largest dimension is of the same order as the wavelength of sound it radiates. The 
radiation pattern from an extended source is not spherically symmetric, but is, in general, 
angle- and frequency-dependent. The zones of propagation for an extended source are defined 
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Guns of different sizes: Delft airgun data 
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Figure 3.4: The pressure signatures from seven airguns in an array whose volumes increase 
from top to bottom. Notice how the initial peaks only are in phase. 
below. 
The non-linear near field (zero field) 
The zero field refers to the non-linear zone of fluid flow very close to a single bubble (sec-
tion 3.3). This definition is unchanged but there is now a zero field for each element in an 
array. Often airguns are arranged in clusters—several guns are positioned so close together 
that their bubbles coalesce, and the guns effectively act as a single element. In this case it is 
more complicated: the zero field extends between the guns in the cluster and envelops them, 
out to a distance of about im. 
The linear near field 
The near field is that part of the radiation field of an array where the effects of each individual 
source are felt, as well as the interference pattern which develops between them. In the near 
field, with increasing distance from the array, the signal changes both shape and amplitude. 
There is a direct analogue in Fraunhoffer diffraction in optics: at moderate distances from a 
slit, the physical size of the slit is experiencied in the near field. At distances large compared 
with the slit, it is the interference pattern caused by the diffraction slit which is felt. In the far 
field, the pressure and the particle velocity do not feel the effects of the individual sources. 
They show, more simply, that there is an extended source with a radiation pattern which varies 
with angle and azimuth. 
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Figure 3.5: The geometry used to estimate the near and far fields of an extended array of 
dimension D. 
Consider point Q in Figure 3.5, on the axis of a line array of dimension D. Q is just in the 
near field when the path differences between the various elements of the source array and its 
axis do not vary by more than about one half-wavelength. This corresponds to the onset of 
destructive interference. The greatest path difference is at the end of the array, thus the path 
difference C is such that 
Thus, from Pythagoras's theorem, 
D 	A 
c= --sin> ;. (3.52) 
z2+ 
(D 
 )2 = (z+) 2 , 	 (3.53) 
and substituting for gives for the point Q to be in the near field, 
z< —  — A —<-- 
4A 4'4X 
(3.54) 
The far field 
When the signal at a point Q, a distance z from the centre of an an array, ceases to change 
shape with increasing distance, Q is said to be in the far field. The amplitude of the signal 
in the far field decreases with increasing distance in any one direction. In general, a different 
signal is received in every direction from the source. Equation (3.54) is an approximate result 
which defines the distance just in the near field. There is a transition between the near field 
and far field. Consequently, a point of observation Q is said to be in the far field of an array 
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Figure 3.6: The geometry used to derive the radiation characteristics of a two-point extended 
array of dimension D. 
at ranges of z, 
D2 
z>-- (3.55) 
Thus, a single measurement of pressure in the far field of an array characterises the radiation of 
the array in that direction. It cannot be used to calculate the pressure in any other direction. To 
know the the pressure output of the array in all directions would require an infinite number of 
far-field measurements. An example of measuring the vertical far-field signature is described 
in chapter 6. 
3.7 Directivity and interaction 
An array of airguns has a radiation pattern which varies with direction. The variation is 
known as directivity. It is a geometric effect. The wavefield from an airgun is produced by 
a bubble oscillating in a background pressure. When the oscillations from one gun affect 
the oscillations of a neighbouring gun, the phenomenon is called interaction. It is a physical 
effect. 
Directivity 
Consider two non-interacting identical monopole sources, separated by a distance D as shown 
in Figure 3.6. Their combined pressure output at a distance z is 
p(z,t) r1'  I fq (t _ 
	
=- 	 (3.56) 
P 	r1 ci r2 	C 
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_). 	 (3.57) 
If the point Q is in the far field, such that z>> D, then the spherical divergence experienced 
by both sources is approximately the same: r1 z r2. Retaining the phase dependencies 





expzo_). 	 (3.58) 





which may be expressed as 
directivity 
P(z, (1)) = 





The term marked by the underbrace is the output of a monopole placed between the two 
sources. The cosine term is the directivity factor of the two-point array, which depends on 
the array's beamwidth. 
Arrays are usually tuned so that they produce an impulsive-looking pulse in the verti-
cal direction. Conservation of energy states that the signal which interferes destructively in 
the vertical direction must add up constructively in other directions. Thus tuned arrays are 
more directional than untuned arrays, and can have quite undesirable far-field signatures in 
directions away from the vertical. 
A similar expression is obtained for sources in a vertical array 










which is the case for a source at depth 2 , and its virtual image in the sea surface. On substi-
tution of (2.83) for cos, in the frequency-wavenumber domain, the factor becomes 
2i sin (k z ). 	 (3.61) 
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Interaction 
A simple consideration of energy conservation leads to the requirement for interaction (Zi-
olkowski et al., 1982). Consider two identical monopole sources separated by a distance D, 
and oscillating in a constant hydrostatic pressure p.  The far-field radiated energy Er  associ-
ated with each monopole in isolation is 
Er = 47tr2 f p(r,t).v(r, t)dt, 	 (3.62) 
so that their combined energy, by linear superposition, is 2Er. If the separation between the 
sources is reduced such that D << A then, together, they behave as a single monopole with 
spherical symmetry. The new monopole has twice the strength of the original monopole, and 
its radiated energy is 
Em = 4itr2 f 2p(r, t).2v(r, t)dt, 	 (3.63) 
so the new combined energy is 4E, Clearly both results cannot be correct. 
The problem is with the (assumed) linear superposition of sources. If two independent 
pressure measurements are each a solution of the linear acoustic wave equation (3.14), linear 
superposition states that their sum is also a solution. When D > A superposition gives the 
correct energy: The two monopoles together constitute an extended source which has a direc-
tivity pattern. This ensures that there is the correct conservation of energy through a balance 
of constructive and destructive interference. When D << A, the sources do not act as they do 
in isolation. In particular, each bubble no longer oscillates in a constant background pressure. 
Linear superposition of their "in-isolation" pressure signatures therefore violates the conser -
vation of energy. In order to solve the problem, the signatures must be found which describe 
each bubble oscillating in the presence of others, in a constant background pressure. Linear 
superposition applies to such signatures. 
Figure 3.7 illustrates the problem. The top panel shows the signature of an 80 cu. in. 
airgun firing in isolation. The middle panel shows the signature of the same gun when 5 other 
guns fire at the same time. Note in particular that the signature of the interacting source has 
an irregular bubble period. 
The interaction problem was solved by Ziolkowski et al., (1982) and Parkes et al., (1984). 
Consider the pressure at a hydrophone i in the near field of a single gun 
p1 (t) = pb(t) Pe, 	 (3.64) 
where the external pressure is Pe = p, and the pressure in the water caused by the oscillating 
bubble is pb(t). When another gun fires simultaneously, which is a distance less than A away, 
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Figure 3.7: The pressure produced by an oscillating bubble: (top) single source; (middle) 
interacting source; (bottom) notional source. 
there is interaction between the guns. The pressure experienced by hydrophone i is now 
P (t) = Pb(t) - 
	 (3.65) 
where p(t) is different from the pressure with a single gun firing, because p' = 	+ p, 1 (t), 
and p,1(t) is the modulation on hydrostatic pressure experienced at the hydrophone. If many 
guns are firing, p,?j(t) accounts for the modulation at hydrophone i caused by all the guns. 
Equation (3.65) may be written as 
p(t) = pb(t) - p,,(t) - Pe, 	 (3.66) 
and, by denoting p,(t) = pb(t) - p, 11 (t), this gives 
p(f) = p,(t) Pe 
	 (3.67) 
Thus, the actual situation of a bubble oscillating in a modulated background pressure (3.65) is 
replaced with the conceptual situation of a bubble of modulated internal pressure oscillating 
in a constant background pressure (3.67). The new bubbles, referred to as "notional" sources, 
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may be linearly superposed. The bottom panel of Figure 3.7 gives an example of such a 
notional source which is from a six element array. 
To solve the problem in practice, n near-field hydrophones are required for n guns. A 
method and example of measuring the source signature taking this effect into account is de- 
scribed in chapter 6. 
3.8 Conclusions 
It is possible to find an approximate solution to the non-linear wave equation which is appro-
priate for the oscillating bubble produced by a marine seismic source, such as an airgun. The 
expressions for pressure and particle velocity which derive from that solution show which 
measurements are required to fully characterise the source signature, at all ranges from a sin-
gle airgun. A consideration of the complexity introduced by an extended source reveals the 
measurements required at all ranges from an array of interacting or non-interacting airguns. 
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Multiple removal is a long-standing problem in controlled-source seismology; the multiples 
have been around for as long as the seismic method itself. Their discussion in the literature is 
almost as old. In 1946 a workshop was organised by the Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
(SEG) on the subject of multiple reflections. In 1997 another workshop (not the second) was 
organised by the SEG on the subject of multiple attenuation techniques. The multiples are 
still with us. 
This chapter discusses the main classes of sea surface multiple attenuation: those used 
today in routine processing; and those considered to be state-of-the-art. The different methods 
(and their degrees of approximation) are presented with a consistent notation so that they may 
be compared and contrasted more easily. The chapter covers the following material: (1) The 
various effects classified as multiples which are due to reflection at the sea surface; methods 
of multiple attenuation which are (2) Velocity-based; (3) Statistical; and (4) Wave-theoretical; 
and finally, (5) Conclusions. 
4.2 The sea surface effects 
The sea surface gives rise to many events on seismic data which are categorized simply as 
different types of "multiples". With the plethora of techniques available for suppressing mul-
tiples, it is often confusing which part of the whole multiple problem is being attacked. It 
is worthwhile, therefore, to discuss the different effects produced by the free surface at the 
air/water interface, in order to understand how the techniques described in this chapter com-
pare. Several classes of multiples are depicted in Figure 4.1 and are discussed in this section, 
in increasing order of complexity and difficulty of removal. 
The receiver ghost 
Consider a streamer at depth z = zr in the water, as depicted in Figure 4.2. An upward- 
travelling plane wave is depicted by the ray which is normal to the wavefront. It is measured 
by the receiver, reflected in the sea surface, and measured again. The combined effect for the 
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Figure 4.1: Different multiple raypaths associated with the sea surface. 
receiver is that it "sees" a wave travelling in the negative z-direction originating somewhere 
below it, and a wave travelling in the positive z-direction which originates above the sea 
surface. This latter wave is the receiver "ghost" reflection and occurs during recording. (The 
same phenomenon occurs, during the emission of energy, at the source side.) 
The net effect of the two waves travelling in opposite directions can be decomposed into 
the upward-travelling wave and a modulation due to the sea surface given by (see section 3.7, 
p. 50) 
(COZrcOS \ I 
2sin 	) I 	 (4.1) 
C 	I 
where 4 is the angle of propagation with respect to the vertical, c is the velocity of sound 
in water, and Ci) is the angular frequency. The upgoing plane wave is a reflection from the 
earth—its complexity depends on the earth model. This point will be returned to later. 
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of (4.1) for vertical incidence and various receiver depths. The 
notches in the ghost spectrum, at frequencies (Hertz): 
nc 
= 2z, cos 	
where n = 0,1,2,..., 	 (4.2) 
reduce the available bandwidth of the data as the depth of the receiver is increased. Filling 
in the amplitude spectrum at the ghost notch frequencies and correcting the it phase change 
introduced by the sea surface reflection is known as deghosting. One possible method of 
deghosting is to deconvolve the receiver ghost from the measured data. Because the ghost is 
dependent on angle, it can be removed properly only by treating each angle, or plane wave, 
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Figure 4.2: The raypath geometry for the receiver ghost. 
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Figure 4.3: Ghost notches for a pressure detector. 
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Figure 4.4: Ghost notches for a particle velocity detector. 
separately. In the frequency-wavenumber (0)-k) domain the receiver response, which includes 
the factor in (4.1) becomes 
1 — exp(ikz [2zrj), 	 (4.3) 
where k = /O02 1c2 - k - k. Successful recovery of the energy at the notch frequencies is 
dictated by the stability of the complex division by (4.3) which goes to zero when exp(ik z [2zr]) = 
+ 1. Removing the receiver ghost in this way from pressure data yields the upgoing wave. 
It is interesting to note that the ghost modulation for particle velocity, plotted in Figure 4.4 
and given by 
2cos ( 	 I 
f0)Zr Cos 
" C 	/ 
4\ 	
(4.4) 
is not the same as for pressure. The reason is that the sea surface is pressure-free, and hence 
the sea surface reflection coefficient for particle velocity (+1) has the opposite polarity to that 




4Zy cos 4 
(4.5) 
A comparison of the curves in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 shows that a suitable combination 
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Figure 4.5: A line source over a layered earth with no incident field. The gather on the left is 
the pressure; the gather on the right is the normal component of particle velocity. 
of pressures or velocities from two depths, or pressure and velocity from the same depth, 
results in a flatter spectrum (Haggerty, 1954). Equations derived in chapter 2 describe how to 
combine pressure and particle velocity at the same depth. 
These are possible methods of removing the receiver ghost. There are several others. 
What is left, however, after deghosting, is the upgoing wavefield in the water. This wave-
field may be of abitrary complexity, as noted earlier, and it still contains all other multiples 
indicated in Figure 4.1. 
Receiver deghosting is illustrated in the following example. Figure 4.5 shows the scat-
tered fields of the pressure and the vertical component of particle velocity, modelled using the 
reflectivity method (Fuchs & Muller, 1971), for the simple model of a water layer overlying 
an elastic half-space (Figure 4.6). Figure 4.7 shows the plane-wave combination of pressure 
and the vertical component of particle velocity, using the theory derived in section 2.4 (equa-
tions (2.79)), which yields the upgoing and dowrigoing pressure waves in the water. Note that 
while the receiver ghost has been eliminated from the panel on the left, the multiples have not 
been cancelled and are present in both wavefields. 
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Figure 4.6: Earth model of a water layer overlying an elastic half-space. The model properties 
are such that a P-wave source in the water excites a P-wave reflection, a P-wave refraction, a 
(Stoneley) interface wave, and many multiples of these. 
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Figure 4.7: Separating upgoing and downgoing wavefields with the scattered pressure and 
particle velocity: Upgoing pressure wave on the left; downgoing pressure wave on the right. 
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Figure 4.8: The raypath geometry for water layer reverberations. 
Water layer reverberations 
Energy which is trapped between the sea surface and the sea floor gives rise to water layer 
reverberations on the seismic record. The multiples which persist after receiver deghosting in 
Figure 4.7 are therefore water-layer reverberations. Pure water layer multiples are depicted 
in Figure 4.8, while so-called water-layer "peg-legs" are depicted in Figure 4.9. Note that 
the latter exist at both source and receiver side. Removing these reverberations requires an 
estimate of the sea floor reflectivity. When the receivers are on the sea floor as in OBC 
acquisition, the receiver ghost arrives at the same time as the receiver-side reverberations. 
The sea surface and a strong impedance contrast at the sea floor (relative to a solid/solid 
interface) present a wave guide for the propagation of sound (Burg etal., 1951). The problem 
was treated by Backus (1959) using linear filter theory, in a classic paper on multiple elim-
ination. His one-dimensional solution states that the water-layer reverberation filter has the 
Z-transform 
1 




where r1 is the seafloor reflection coefficient, Z is the unit delay operator for two-way travel 
in the water column, and the sea surface has a reflection coefficient of —1. The filter operates 
on the recorded wavefield twice: at the source side when energy penetrates the sediments as 
the downgoing wave; and at the receiver side when energy penetrates the water as the upgoing 
wave. The operator, Ffrev, which removes this effect is clearly 
1rev(Z) =(I + riZ) 2 = 1 + 2r1Z+ r?Z2. 	 (4.7) 
This concept was extended by Morley & Claerbout (1983) with the Split-Backus model which 
accommodates differences in multiple period at source and receiver locations (due for ex-
ample to a dipping sea floor (Levin & Shah, 1977)). Their operator, FLeV,  is an intuitive 
generalisation of Backus's original filter: 
=(1 +rZs)(1 +rZT ), 	 (4.8) 
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Figure 4.9: The raypath geometry for source and receiver side peg-leg reverberations. 
where r and rf are the reflection coefficients, and ZS  and  zr  are the delay operators, at the 
source and receiver locations, respectively. Although decoupling of the reverberations at the 
source and receiver side allows non-zero offset primary reflections, the method is still inher-
ently one-dimensional and requires the multiples in the water to propagate at normal inci-
dence. Note that in both dereverberation filters, an estimate of the seafloor reflection coef-
ficients is required. This is usually obtained by the minimisation of an error function which 
accounts for the energy left after subtracting the multiples from the data. In addition the 
two-way traveltimes in the water must be estimated. 
Since the advent of OBC recording there has been a lot of work published which uses both 
pressure and particle velocity. A much-popularised approach is that of Barr & Sanders (1989) 
who treat the problem in one dimension using dual sensor data (pressure and the vertical com-
ponent of particle velocity). They exploit the fact that reverberations have opposite polarity 
on the two sensors to eliminate them at the receiver side. Consider a unit impulse travelling 
upwards through the sea floor into the water column, and its passage past a pressure-sensitive 
detector; for simplicity's sake, suppose the detector is mid-way between the sea surface and 
the sea floor. Time zero is triggered when the impulse first passes the detector. The sea surface 
reflection coefficent is —1 for pressure, while the acoustic reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients at the sea floor are r1 and t1, respectively. The detector records upgoing and downgoing 
waves which travel between the sea surface and the sea floor. Denoting these waves by u(t) 
and d(t), their time series are 
u(t) = t1, 	—r 1 1 1 , 
d(t) = 	-ti, 	+r1t1, 	—rt1,... , 	 (4.9) 
where d(t) lags 14(t) by the one-way travel time in the water. If the detector is now positioned 
on the sea floor, the upgoing and downgoing waves are recorded simultaneously. The Z- 
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(4.10) D(Z)= 	—tiZ+ritiZ2—r?tiZ3+."= 1+r1Z' 
in which Backus's reverberation filter is obvious. The sums and differences of these waves 
are 
U(Z) +D(Z) = t (i —(1 + r1)Z+ (1 + ri ) ri Z2 _...) 
D(Z)_U(Z)= —ti (l+(1_rI )Z_(1_rl)T1Z 2 +...), 	 (4.11) 
which are related to the pressure and particle velocity in the frequency-wavenumber domain 
via equations (2.81). In the time domain the pressure and the vertical component of particle 
velocity may be written as 
p(t) = (u(t) + d(t)) 
vz (t) = (d (t) - u(t)) Cos 	 (4.12) PC 
Thus, the ghost and the water-layer reverberations at the receiver side are cancelled by a 
combination of p(t) and v(t): 
2t1 
Po (t) =p(t)—fbv(t) = 	 (4.13) 
1 - r1 
where po(t) is reverberation-free, and the Barr & Sanders filter fb  is 
Pc 1+r1 
A, = 	 (4.14) cos4 1 - ri' 
The method assumes vertical angles of propagation in a 1D earth, and requires that the seafloor 
reflection coefficient be estimated. 
Osen etal. (1999) present a method of multiple-removal that involves separating upgoing 
and downgoing plane waves just below the sea floor. Their formulation is analogous to that 
given in section 2.4, but for the elastic case. It includes separation into upgoing and down-
going waves for all four components of an OBC receiver. Their multiple removal step for 
pressure may be written in the frequency-wavenumber domain as, 
U = (PFosen V,) 	 (4.15) 
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where U is the desired "multiple-free" upgoing pressure, and the (kr , k, z, (o) dependence 
is assumed. The filter Fosen  depends on the density and P- & S-wave velocities of the sea 
floor, as well as on the plane wave under consideration. Although the wavefield separation 
is performed below the sea floor, and hence requires the estimation of more parameters, the 
upgoing wave which is left still contains most of the multiples. The receiver-side water-layer 
reverberations only have been eliminated. Thus, it is similar in scope to the approach of Barr 
& Sanders (1989), but is correct for all angles of propagation. The method assumes that the 
sea floor is locally flat. 
4.3 Velocity-based methods 
A key step in multi-channel seismic data processing which was first used to attenuate mul-
tiples is stacking (Mayne, 1952 & 1960; Schneider et al., 1965). This technique, like all 
velocity-based multiple attenuation methods, relies on there being sufficient moveout differ -
ence between primary and multiple reflections to discriminate between them. If the velocity 
in the sediments is higher than the velocity in the water layer, then the multiples will tend 
to have have a lower stacking velocity than the primaries, because they have spent more time 
travelling in the water. When data within a common midpoint (CMP) gather are normal move-
out (NMO)-corrected with a velocity appropriate for the primaries, then stacked, the multiples 
will tend to be suppressed as they are not as coherent horizontally as the primaries. 
Stacking is less effective the more complicated the geology becomes because of its sim-
ple underlying model of a ID earth and hyperbolic moveout curves to preferentially attenuate 
multiples. By definition stacking cannot be applied pre-stack. However, there are a num-
ber of approaches which make better use of possible moveout differences. In general, these 
methods transform the data into a domain where the primaries and multiples are more sep-
arable. An example is the method of Ryu (1982) which applies an NMO correction with a 
velocity between that of primaries and multiples: The primaries are over-corrected (concave 
hyperbolas—negative dip), and the multiples are under-corrected (convex hyperbolas—positive 
dip). On Fourier transformation to the o-k domain, the primaries map into the negative half 
of the w-k spectrum, while the multiples map into the positive half, and can be muted. On 
transformation back to the time-space domain and reverse NMO correction, primaries only 
should remain. Because there is less moveout at zero offset, multiple energy will be least 
well removed at the apex of the hyperbolas, and an inner trace mute is often required prior to 
stacking. 
A variation on the approach of Ryu (1982) is to NMO correct the data with the velocity 
field of the multiples. This renders the multiples approximately flat and they may be removed 
in the co-k domain with a k = 0 notch filter. 
Another popular transform associated with multiple removal is the discrete Radon trans- 
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form (DRT) (Beylkin, 1987). The DRT can take many guises depending on what is used as 
the basis functions. It assumes a 1D earth and is normally applied to CMP gathers, which 
approximate common shot gathers over a horizontally-layered earth. Like the w-k method 
above, the goal is to obtain separabilty in the transformed domain. The basis functions can be 
chosen such that either the primaries or the multiples are well described by them, and become 
very localised in the transform domain. It is then easy to isolate the primaries and inverse 
transform to get multiple-free seismograms, or to isolate the multiples and inverse transform 
to get a multiple model for subtraction from the multiple-contaminated data. 
Thorson & Claerbout (1985) were first to describe the DRT as a least-squares problem in 
their inverse velocity stacking algorithm for modelling hyperbolic reflections. They find a set 
of weights, or transform coefficients, which enable the model they find to describe the data 
they start with, while simultaneously minimising the misfit, in a least-squares sense. Hampson 
(1986) uses this approach to suppress multiples by transforming NMO-corrected gathers with 
the parabolic Radon transform. Foster & Mosher (1992) describe another implementation of 
the transform involving hyperbolic transforms and NMO-corrected gathers. In both of these 
Radon transform approaches the conclusions are the same: if enough velocity discrimination 
exists between primaries and multiples, the multiples will be effectively suppressed at all 
offsets equally. 
4.4 Statistical methods 
The common element to all statistical methods is that the multiples are assumed to be periodic, 
and therefore predictable. The data model for these statistical techniques is that the earth is 
one dimensional, and conforms to one of several statistical models. Important contributions 
in the statistical approach to multiple elimination include Robinson (1957), Backus (1959), 
Watson (1965), Silverman & Sparks (1965), Kunetz & Fourman (1968), which have led to 
what is now called predictive deconvolution (Peacock & Treitel, 1969). 
The seismic convolutional model (Robinson, 1954) underlying predictive deconvolution 
states 
x(t) = w(t) * g(t) + n(t) 	 (4.16) 
where x(t) is the seismic trace, w(t) is the seismic wavelet, g(t) is the (unpredictable) reflec-
tivity (or "geology") and includes absorption here, and n(t) is (Gaussian) noise. In this model, 
the wavelet is given by 
W(t) = m(t) *s e (t) 	 (4.17) 
where m(t) is the (predictable) multiples, and s(t) includes all convolutional effects at the 
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source and receiver: commonly the source signature, the source and receiver ghosts, and the 
receiver and recording responses. 
Various assumptions are imposed on all of the elements in equation (4.16) so that mul-
tiples can be predicted and subtracted using only knowledge of x(t). These are discussed in 
general in Ziolkowski (1984), and in the context of predictive deconvolution in Ziolkowski, 
Underhill & Johnston (1998) and Ziolkowski, Johnston & Underhill (1999). 
The problem with predictive deconvolution as a multiple attenuation technique is that it is 
only one dimensional. Even in a one-dimensional earth the multiples are periodic for the zero 
offset trace only, and become less so with offset. The problem is exacerbated by complex 
geologies. Taner (1980) describes a multi-channel procedure which exploits radial traces. 
It relies on multiples reverberating in the water layer with a constant angle of reflection, so 
that they lie on a straight line which passes through the origin in the time-space domain. A 
primary event at (t1 ,x1) on a particular trace is used to predict the multiples of it on other 
traces at (211,2x1), (3t1, 3x1), and so on. 
A change of domains from time-space to intercept time-slowness (t-p) via a linear DRT, 
extends the usefulness of traditional single-channel predictive deconvolution to non-zero off-
sets. For a ID medium multiples are periodic with respect to intercept time for all slow-
nesses and can be removed more effectively (Tatham et at. (1983), Tatham, (1989)). Taner et 
al. (1995) describe the same extension to non-zero offsets explicitly in the time-space domain. 
The two approaches are equivalent. 
When the sea floor is dipping, predictive deconvolution (both t-x and -r-p) fails because 
the multiples are no longer periodic. Hartley et al. (1998) solve this problem by defining a 
transformation which depends on sea floor dip and renders multiples periodic with the same 
wavelet stretch on each trace within a shot gather. Predictive deconvolution then has more 
chance of success. 
Lokshtanov (1995) adopts a data model which expresses the reflection response in terms 
of different types of multiples, as suggested by Kennett (1983). He then applies predictive 
deconvolution in the t-p domain to remove water-layer reverberations and peg-leg multiples 
for a locally ID sea floor. A single channel version removes source- and receiver-side peg-
legs over 1D structures, however, the multi-channel version for 2D geologies fails to fully 
remove source-side peg-leg multiples. The seafloor reflection coefficients are estimated in the 
process by minimising the energy in the processed data. 
4.5 Wave-theoretical methods 
The most sophisticated methods of multiple attenuation are wave theoretical. That is, they 
take account of wave propagation in the earth. The most complete methods effectively replace 
the sea surface with a non-reflecting boundary so that the material above the boundary is 
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water, not air. All multiples, no matter how complex, involving at least one upwards reflection 
against the sea surface, are removed. The data acquisition requirements for such a task are 
high: a full 2D array of shots, each of which must be recorded by a full 2D array of receivers. 
All offsets are required, positive, negative and zero. Both shot and receiver coordinates must 
be adequately sampled such that the full 3D wavefield is recorded. 
Assuming the water layer is homogenous and isotropic, the simplest wave equation any 
sea surface multiple attenuation technique must honour is the constant density acoustic wave 
equation. With this in mind, all possible solutions to the problem must be related, as shown 
below. They may, however, differ in their assumptions and their implementations. 
Wavefield continuation 
A method based on the wave equation which removes multiples related to a particular inter-
face, such as the water bottom, is the method of explicit wavefield extrapolation and subtrac-
tion (Wiggins, 1988). The data at the surface are a sum of upgoing and downgoing waves. 
After separating these waves, the method uses the wave equation to extrapolate the downgo-
ing wave forward (D), and the upgoing wave backward (U), to the water bottom. The forward 
extrapolation through the water predicts the multiples which are already in the backward-
extrapolated data. At the horizon the following statement holds 
U0 =U—rD, 	 (4.18) 
where r is a short operator which represents the reflectivity of the water bottom, or the horizon 
generating the multiples, and (J0 is the upgoing wave without the multiples, essentially just 
below the water bottom. The wave equation is used again to propagate the wavefield Uo 
(without water-bottom multiples) back to the surface. Energy minimisation of the difference 
between (Jo  and U at the reflector provides an estimate of r. 
"Noah's" deconvolution 
The first wave theoretical approach to multiple removal is a 2D formulation proposed by Ri-
ley & Claerbout (1976) in the time domain. They write in a caption to a figure of a submarine 
performing a seismic experiment deep below the sea surface, "Noah believed that the large 
problem with multiple reflections was due mainly to the presence of the sea surface. By ef-
fectively removing the sea surface Noah eliminated the disturbing amount of multiple energy 
associated with reflections off the sea surface". They formulate the problem first of all in 1D 
with, 
p?P:_W'*PPt_k 	 (4.19) 
k= I 
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where po is the data without multiples, Pt  the data with multiples, w 1 the inverse of the 
wavelet, and * denotes convolution. In the absence of any other deterministic means, they 
propose estimating w 1 directly from the data by requiring that p(t) in (4.19) is minimised 
(in a least-squares sense) over a window where multiples only exist. This is an energy-
minimisation criterion. Alternatively, equation (4.19) can be written as 
Po = P + poNp 	 (4.20) 
where N accounts for the wavelet inverse, the sea surface effect and the convolution. 
They go on to describe the forward and inverse problems for 2D multiples using a fi-
nite difference approach, and restricting wave propagation to near-vertical. The inverse solu-
tion (multiple removal) involves propagating upgoing and downgoing wavefields downwards, 
to remove multiples and image reflectors simultaneously. They conclude that imperfections 
in their multiple removal result arise principally from inaccuracies in estimating the source 
wavelet inverse. 
Reflection response 
An exact 1D solution is formulated by Kennett (1979) in the w-k domain for a line or point 
source at the surface, or just below it. He formulates the problem by recovering the plane-
wave reflection response of the earth. To do this requires detailed knowledge of the source 
time function and its directivity, and the properties of the medium between source and the 
surface. The multiple-free solution is found by effectively deconvolving for the source effect 
and performing an algebraic transformation of the data. 
Feedback loop 
The problem of the free surface in 2D is formulated in the o-x domain as a feedback loop by 
Berkhout (1982). (Earlier work on the feedback approach by Koehler et al. (1974) provides 
an exact result in the time domain for an impulsive plane wave in 1D.) The formulation is 
limited to the scattered field only, and assumes dipole line sources at the sea surface and line 
receivers just below the surface. The method is developed in Verschuur (1991), Verschuur et 
al. (1992) and Berkhout & Verschuur (1997). 
Using wave theory they begin by describing the forward model of seismic data with dipole 
sources at a non-reflecting surface and wave propagation operators for upgoing and downgo-
ing waves. Introducing the free surface they argue that the upgoing data at the surface is 
repeatedly multiplied by the sea surface reflection coefficient and added back to the downgo-
ing data in the form of a feedback loop. The expression for seismic data with multiples is then 
inverted to isolate the part which contains the primaries only. 
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They express the data with multiples as (for one frequency): 
P=P0—P0AP, 	 (4.21) 
where P is the recorded data, Po is the data without multiples, and A defines a "surface opera-
tor" which includes the source (signature) & receiver effects (all deterministic in theory). Po 
and P are matrices which are a function of source and receiver offset. From equation (4.21) it 
follows that the data without multiples are given by 
P0=P+P0AP. 	 (4.22) 
The contributions from different orders of multiples are explicit if this expression is rewritten 
as Pc, = P1(1 - AP) and expanded into a Taylor series: 
PO = P (i +(AP)+(AP)2 +(AP) 3 +...). 	 (4.23) 
All multiples can be removed by subtracting higher and higher order terms if the surface 
operator A is known. Alternatively equation (4.22) can be written in terms of a recursion 
(Berkhout & Verschuur (1997)): 
Pon 	 (4.24) 
where implicitly Pc,0 = P. With each iteration, successively higher orders of multiples are pre-
dicted and subtracted from the recorded data. Repeated application of (4.24) is equivalent to 
(4.23). It is also suggested that a first-pass multiple attenuation result using another technique 
can be used as the starting estimate for the multiple-free result. 
In all the published implementations of this method, knowledge of the source signature 
and the acquisition geometry are ignored. Instead, a least-squares estimate of the operator A 
(or a variant thereof) is found by minimising the energy in the multiple-free upgoing wavefield 
(Verschuur et al., 1989 and Verschuur & Berkhout, 1997). Finally, A now accounts for the 
deterministic effects mentioned above, plus any and all algorithmic deficiencies which result 
from the data not satisfying the initial assumptions: using total field instead of scattered field, 
using 3D data instead of 2D data, limited spatial aperture effects, data sampling effects, and 
so on. It remains to be proven that all the inadequecies in the method can be parameterised in 
this way. 
Acoustic reciprocity 
An exact solution to the full 3D problem for point sources and point receivers has been derived 
by Fokkema & van den Berg (1990, 1993) using Rayleigh's reciprocity theorem. The method 
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was developed by van Borselen etal. (1996) and explicitly includes the incident and scattered 
fields. 
Fokkema & van den Berg begin by defining two non-identical "states" in a data domain, 
and consider their interaction. One state is identified with the actual situation where the sea 
surface is present; the other state is the desired situation where the sea surface is absent. Using 
the Rayleigh reciprocity theorem, an integral equation is derived which expresses the desired 
pressure field in an unbounded medium in terms of the actual measured pressure in a bounded 
medium incorporating the free surface. In the w-x-y domain they write (for one frequency): 
deg + f PoBpdegdxdy , 	 (4.25) 
where p0 is the data without multiples, Pdg  is the deghosted wavefield, and B includes the 
effects of the source signature and the obliquity factor (which accounts for a correct decompo-
sition into plane waves to enable deghosting). Each of these quantities is a function of source 
and receiver coordinates (x & y). Van Borselen et al. (1996) formulate the problem in the 
double Radon domain, but the form of the equations is the same. 
Equation (4.25) represents an integral equation of the second kind, and can be written as 
A, = pdeg + 	 (4.26) 
or expanded into a Taylor series as, 
p0 = pdeg (i + (BP) + (BPdeg + (Bpder)3  +...). 	 (4.27) 
As before, the inclusion of higher-order terms in the series removes higher order multiple 
terms. 
The source signature is required for a proper implementation of equation (4.26) as matrix 
inversion, or (4.27) as prediction and subtraction. The authors note that the matrix inversion is 
accomplished faster in the double Radon domain where numerical techniques can take advan-
tage of data symmetries and data clustering. Van Borselen etal. (1994) formulate the problem 
of free surface multiple removal, when the source signature is unknown, as an optimisation 
problem. They use a modified conjugate gradient algorithm in the frequency domain to min-
imise the energy in their multiple-free result and deliver the inverse of a wavelet. At each step 
in the optimisation causality is enforced in the wavelet. The authors stress in their conclusions 
that their results do not prove the validity of the energy-minimisation criterion. 
Inverse scattering 
Based on a scattering theory description of the reflection process (e.g. Moses, 1956), Carvalho 
etal. (1991, 1992) and Weglein etal. (1997) derive an inverse scattering series solution to the 
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2D problem for line sources and line receivers. The method applies to the scattered field only. 
They begin by describing the forward scattering problem in which seismic data are ex-
pressed as propagation in a reference medium (for the free-surface case this is a half-space 
of water; for the no-free-surface case this is a whole space of water), plus a perturbation due 
to scattering at points in the earth where the medium properties depart from those of the ref-
erence. The full inverse scattering problem is to find the perturbations (the earth properties) 
given the seismic data. By analysing the infinite series in the forward problem, they identify 
the terms responsible for producing free surface multiples. This subseries of terms is required 
in the particular inverse scattering problem which removes sea surface multiples. Each higher 
order scattering term in the inverse series removes a higher order of sea surface multiple. In 
the co-x domain they write (for one frequency): 
p0 = pdeg + p0Jteg, 	 (4.28) 
where P0 is the data without multiples, pdeg  is the deghosted wavefield, and C is a factor 
which includes the effect of the source signature and the obliquity factor. P0 and pdeg  are 
matrices which are a function of source and receiver offset. Equation (4.28) can be expanded 
as a Taylor series, 
pPde(l+(CPde)+(Pder)2+(CPder)3+) 	 (4.29) 
As before, in the methods listed above, the solution is formulated, without knowledge of 
the source signature, as an optimisation problem. A search is performed for the "effective 
wavelet" which minimises the energy in the multiple-free upgoing wavefield. Carvaiho et 
al. (1994) and Ikelle et al. (1997) propose two more approaches to this same problem. Car-
valho et al. (1994) propose using a simulated annealing algorithm at a user-specified number 
of frequencies to define an amplitude scale factor, a time shift and a phase rotation. Ikelle 
et al. (1997) suggest that the wavelet should be estimated by removal of first order multiples 
only. They formulate the problem in the frequency-wavenumber domain and seek to find a 
wavelet which may vary with direction and with offset. 
Kirchhoff integral 
Another approach, somewhat related to the feedback method (inspired by Verschuur et al. (1988)), 
has been developed by Dragoset (1993), Dragoset & MacKay (1993) and Dragoset & Jerievié 
(1998) for the 2D problem of line sources and line receivers. They use Kirchhoff diffraction 
theory to select the correct traces which may be considered as primaries in the construction of 
a particular multiple. These traces are used to predict the multiple event in a wave-theoretical 
sense. The method applies to the scattered field only. 
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Their version of the multiple-free solution states (for one frequency): 
P0=P+P0DP, 	 (4.30) 
where P0 is the data without multiples, P is the recorded data, and D is a factor which includes 
the effect of the source signature and the obliquity factor. Equation (4.30) can be expanded as 
a Taylor series, 
PQ=P(l+(DP)+(DP)2+(DP)3+ ... ) 	 (4.31) 
which allows solution by predicting the multiples and adaptively subtracting them, by search-
ing for the inverse of the wavelet contained in D through some kind of optimisation. 
In the latest version of this method (Dragoset, 1999), an approximate wavelet is used in a 
first step to predict the multiples using the terms in the expansion in (4.31), then, in a second 
step, "adapative noise cancellation" is performed which matches the predicted multiples to 
the actual multiples by time- and offset-dependent filtering. The adaptive cancellation speeds 
up the computation and filters algorithmic and acquisition approximations out of the data. 
4.6 Conclusions 
There are too many multiple removal schemes to cover individually. This chapter illustrates 
the different multiples associated with the sea surface, and the range of techniques which have 
been used to remove and attenuate them. 
The most routine methods require the multiples to be periodic (statistical approach), or 
for the sediments to have significantly higher velocities than the the water layer (velocity-
based approach). Most of these techniques rely on an underlying one-dimensional model 
which limits their usefulness in areas with 2D and 3D geology. Newer methods which exploit 
particle velocity as well as pressure to eliminate reverberations are still limited to locally ID 
sea floors. Apart from the velocity-based approaches, all of these methods must somehow 
estimate the acoustic or elastic properties of the sea floor. These methods affect the amplitude 
of the primaries as well as removing multiples. 
The latest generation of techniques is fully-wave theoretical, and can attack all classes 
of multiples due to the sea surface without any knowledge of the sub-surface. In principle 
they can deal with fully 3D geologies given adequate data. However, most of the techniques 
described in section 4.5 are derived for the 2D situation only. Since the problem is the same for 
all, the different solutions can be cast in a similar way. They also have one thing in common: 
they all require the source signature to be known. This requirement is akin to knowledge of the 
sea floor reflection coefficient for the less complete, statistical, methods above. In the absence 
of any knowledge of the source signature, the wave-theoretical methods are reformulated to 
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use an energy minimisation criterion to estimate an effective wavelet which removes all the 
multiples in a statistical sense. In theory, these methods preserve primary energy. However, 
with the energy-minimisation to find the wavelet, this is no longer always the case. 
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The earth's plane wave reflection response is well-known in a layered medium (Thomson, 
1950; Haskell, 1953). The reflection response at a depth level z defines the reflection prop-
erties of the layered medium below that level. If the response is calculated below the free 
surface, it therefore excludes all multiples related to that free surface. 
In a three-dimensional earth, the reflection response concept may be applied to non-plane 
waves: a complicated reflected wave may be decomposed into plane wave components. Each 
of these scattered upgoing plane wave components comprise primary and multiple reflections. 
The primaries result from a multiplication of an incident downgoing plane wave component 
with a generalised reflection coefficient, or reflection response, unique for the particular down-
going and upgoing plane wave components chosen. The multiples represent a sum of products 
of scattered downgoing plane wave components with generalised reflection coefficients, re-
lated to the chosen downgoing and upgoing plane wave component. Applying this argument 
to marine seismic reflection data recorded over a 3D earth results in a set of simultaneous 
equations whose unknowns form the three-dimensional reflection response. The data them-
selves contain all the information required to remove the effect of the sea surface. The trick 
is how to manipulate them to do so. 
The chapter opens with an analytical example in ID which shows how data in the presence 
of sea surface multiples can be manipulated to yield the reflection response. The analytical 
result is recast as a ratio of upgoing to downgoing plane waves. The plane wave reflection 
response in terms of this ratio is then generalised to three dimensions, resulting in the simulta-
neous equations described in the paragraph above. The subsequent sections go on to describe 
how to manipulate the measured data to obtain the requisite plane wave components with 
which to express the three-dimensional reflection response. Once the equations have been 
solved it is necessary to construct multiple-free seismograms via a forward modelling step. 
After explaining this last step, the chapter closes with some conclusions. 
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5.2 The concept of the reflection response 
The concept of the reflection response has been used for many years to account for prop-
agation of plane waves within an acoustic or elastic earth, composed of homogeneous or 
inhomogeneous layers (for example: Thomson (1950); Haskell (1953); Goupillaud (1961); 
Kunetz and d'Erceville (1962); Treitel and Robinson (1966); Gilbert and Backus (1966)). 
Comprehensive reviews of wave propagation in layered media are provided in Kennett 
(1983) and Ursin (1983). Contained therein are analytical results which relate layer properties 
to generalised reflection coefficients. These coefficients account for the reflection properties 
of all the layers at once below the level at which they are calculated (including conversions 
between different propagation modes and inter-layer multiples). The generalised reflection 
coefficients, or plane wave reflection responses, represent transfer functions which convert 
the incident plane waves into scattered plane waves. The relations for the acoustic case are 
derived in chapter 2. The reflection response does not contain free surface multiples, such as 
those related to the sea surface, because it excludes all the effects above the level at which it 
is evaluated (Ross and Shah, 1987). 
It is relatively straight-forward to see how plane waves propagate in plane layers. Once 
the layers are no longer planar, or interfaces assume complicated geometries, as in a three-
dimensional earth, plane waves cease to have an obvious meaning. However, complicated 
waves may be decomposed into a multitude of plane wave components, each of which travels 
in a different direction. Thus, a number of transfer functions may be defined which convert the 
same incident plane wave into many scattered plane wave components. The more complicated 
the earth, the more numerous are the required transfer functions to describe the reflection 
process fully. This is the approach to sea surface multiple removal described in this chapter. 
5.3 The reflection response in 1D 
In the absence of the free surface 
Section 2.4 derives the reflection response of a stack of homogeneous acoustic layers bounded 
above and below by half-spaces. It is derived in terms of propagator matrices which depend 
on the material properties of the layers traversed, and the plane wave under consideration. 
These generalised reflection coefficients are equal to the ratio of the plane waves propagating 
in the upper half-space. 
For a ID model with no free surface there only two plane waves—a downgoing incident 
wave and an upgoing scattered wave, as shown in Figure 5.1. The reflection response is 
defined simply by 
0=i?i. 	 (5.1) 
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Figure 5.1: Plane waves propagating in a 1 D medium in a half space of water. 
In a seismic reflection experiment, a seismic source creates spherical waves, which may 
be decomposed mathematically into plane waves. The next part of this section goes on to 
describe an analytical result in 1D in which the upper half-space is replaced with a water 
layer whose upper surface is pressure-free, and in which a monopole source emits spherical 
waves. 
In the presence of the free surface 
In the critical reflection theorem, Fokkema and Ziolkow ski (1987) position a monopole source 
emitting spherical waves at (xs,ys,Zs) in a water layer of thickness Ze,  bounded above by a free 
surface. They consider the wavefield, reflected by a series of acoustic layers, arriving at the re-
ceivers at (x, y, z) in the water, and decompose it into plane wave components. Equations (29) 
and (31) of Fokkema and Ziolkowski are combined and rewritten in terms of wavenumbers 
instead of slownesses to give an expression for the field scattered by the layers, 
psCa( = 	 (5.2) 
[1 - exP(ik z [2zs])] [i - exp(ik z [2z])] R exp(ikz{2z e - _ - z]) 
1 + P exp (ik, [2z,] ) 
Note that although the analysis of Fokkema and Ziolkowski is for an acoustic layered half-
space, this expression for the scattered field is valid for an elastic layered half-space with an 
acoustic layer on top, in which the sources and receivers reside. This is the configuration for 
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the acquisition of marine seismic data. 
Taking to the front a phase factor which accounts for propagation from the source to the 
receivers, equation (5.2) may be written as 
1JSCOJ = 	 (5.3) 
{i _exP(ik z [2z])] {1_exP(iicz [2z])]iexP(ikz [2ze_2z]) 
1 +iexp(ikz [2zeJ) 
With the following substitutions, 
S' = 	_S(w) exp(ikzjzr - Zi) 	(direct "source" term) 
= 1 - exp (ikz [2z,]) (source ghost) 
Gr  = 1 - exp (ikz [2z] ) (receiver ghost) 
(5.4) 
V = exp ( ik,[2z,  - 2z]) (phase factor) 
W = exp(ikz [2ze]) 	(phase factor) 
X = 	= exp(ikz [2z]) (phase factor), 
the scattered pressure field may be expressed more compactly by 
pscar = S'GsGriV 	 (5.5) 
1 +RW 
In the absence of a free surface, (suppose for example the seismic reflection experiment is 
performed deep in an ocean trench, with a submarine instead of a boat towing all the equip-
ment; the sea surface is far enough away to produce no reflections within the time window of 
interest, as envisaged by "Noah" in Riley and Claerbout (1976)), the hypothetical scattered 
field, P0 , is 
PO = s'v. 	 (5.6) 
Comparing equations (5.5) and (5.6), the sea surface effect is clear: it produces the ghost 
reflections Gand G, and the factor which produces all the multiples, as noted in 
section 2.4. The hypothetical recording is simply the reflection response, referred to the 
receiver level, multiplied by an incident field which accounts for propagation of the source to 
the receivers. 
The goal for sea surface removal is to find an expression for the reflection response I from 
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Figure 5.2: Plane waves propagating in a 1D medium in a water layer. 
the data. An algebraic transformation of equation (5.5) gives 
pscas 
(5.7) 
S'GsGr - pscatx 
This is essentially the same approach used by Kennett (1979) to replace the sea surface with a 
non-reflecting boundary. The reflection response is referred to a plane at a depth z below the 
surface, and excludes all effects above this level, including the sea surface itself. 
Equation (5.7) describes the reflection response in terms of measureable quantities only; 
the right-hand side of the equation is independent of any earth parameters. Thus, the data 
themselves contain all the required information to remove the multiples. This is true in 3D as 
well, as shown later. However, the manipulation of the data is slightly more complicated. 
A simpler form for the response can be found by dividing throughout by the source and 
receiver terms, S'GS Gr , 
pdec 
RV= 	- 
1 - pdecX 
(5.8) 
where pdee  is the scattered field deconvolved for source and receiver effects. Expanding the 
denominator in a Taylor series gives 
iv = pder(1 +PX + (pdecX)2  + (pdecX)3  +...), 	(5.9) 
from which it is obvious that addition of successive terms refines the removal of higher and 
higher order multiples from !. (The multiplications of the data with themselves corre-
spond, in the time-space domain, to convolutions which apply time and offset phase shifts 
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which align the data with successively higher orders of multiples in themselves.) To predict 
and subtract all orders of multiples correctly requires all the terms in the series. The form of 
equation (5.9) is basically the same as the wave-theoretical approaches described in chapter 4. 
Another form for the response can be obtained from (5.7) by dividing throughout by the 
receiver ghost Gr, 
pSCaJ/G 
(5.10) 
S'GS - jiscatx/G 
In section 4.2 it was established that receiver deghosting of the scattered pressure gives the 
upgoing wave. Therefore, in accordance with equation (2.112) of section 2.4, equation (5.10) 
is equivalent to 
PV= 1+ 1) , 
	 (5.11) 
Equation (5.11) gives the reflection response for a single plane wave in terms of the upgoing 
and downgoing scattered and incident plane wave components. This numerical description is 
equivalent to the analytical description of equation (5.10) for a one-dimensional earth. 
Given a wavefield recorded over a complex three-dimensional earth, it is possible to de-
compose the recorded data into upgoing and downgoing plane wave components numerically. 
This generalisation to 3D of the result given above for 1D is the approach adopted in the for-
mulation of Ziolkowski, Taylor and Johnston (1999) (abbreviated to ZTJ from now on). The 
following section describes the general three-dimensional method of multiple-removal. 
5.4 The reflection response in 3D 
In ZTJ's analysis of a generalised (313) reflection response there are a number of key steps. 
First, source measurements are used to isolate the scattered field from the total measured field. 
Second, in the presence of a two- or three-dimensional earth, a complicated non-plane wave is 
reflected in response to a single incident plane wave. It is assumed that this reflected wave can 
be decomposed into plane wave components as depicted in Figure 5.3. The complicated wave 
is most faithfully represented as the number of plane wave components approaches infinity. 
The number of plane waves is ultimately limited by the discretisation of the data: by the shot 
location spacing to stimulate the earth with energy, and by the receiver spacing and temporal 
sampling to record the wavefield. Third, the generalised reflection response is referred to 
a plane boundary within the water column, at a depth below the sources. The relationship 
between the upgoing and downgoing waves at this notional interface acts as a lower boundary 
condition to the problem, and defines the three-dimensional reflection response. 
The formulation in the frequency-wavenumber domain is essentially the same for the 
2D and 3D problems. The 3D problem introduces two new coordinates compared with the 
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Complicated wavefield _
- 
Plane wave components 
Figure 5.3: Decomposing a non-plane wave into plane wave components. Note that the plane 
wave components are infinitely long, but for the sake of clarity are drawn here only where 
they constructively interfere to reproduce the complicated wavefield. 
2D problem. For 2D data, which corresponds to line sources perpendicular to recorded dip 
lines of receivers, Fourier transforms are applied over source and receiver x-coordinates. 
For 3D data, which corresponds to point or areal sources over recorded areal patches of re-
ceivers, Fourier transforms are applied over source and receiver x- and y-coordinates. Thus, 
to record 3D data requires adequate sampling of five dimensions: 2 source directions, 2 re-
ceiver directions, and time. In practice, a two-dimensional grid of receivers must record a 
two-dimensional grid of shots. 
In the absence of the free surface 
Consider the situation of a three-dimensional earth, with a plane wave propagating in an upper 
half-space of water, as depicted schematically in Figure 5.4. 
A single downgoing incident wave denoted symbolically by I is reflected by the earth to 
yield a complicated upgoing scattered wave U. Suppose the plane wave is incident at an angle 
,, which is defined in terms of the downgoing horizontal wavenumbers using (2.83): 
w sin 4 
(5.12) 
C 
Let this combination of (kf', k, o) be denoted simply by the subscript i. Thus, the particular 
downgoing plane wave is I. The non-plane scattered wave may be decomposed into upgoing 
plane wave components, each of which is characterised by its angle of propagation 4j, defined 
by upgoing horizontal wavenumbers 
k'+k'— 
co sin 4 
-	 (5.13) 
C 
and denoted simply by the subscript j, a unique combination of (k', k', (o). Thus, for every 
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Figure 5.4: Plane waves propagating in a 3D medium in a half space of water. 
downgoing plane wave Ii incident on the three-dimensional earth, there are an infinite number 
of upgoing plane wave components U1 scattered by it. In the frequency-wavenumber domain, 
for a single plane wave arriving at an angle 4,, the reflection response is defined for the 
multitude of scattered angles 4, by 
O(i4',kf,z,co, 	= R(k, 	 k, Zw, co,z3 ). 
(5.14) 
In the more compact notation, (5.14) becomes, 
(5.15) 
where N is the number of plane wave components per upgoing wave. Equation (5.15) is 
repeated with different i for all of the N possible downgoing incident plane waves. 
The reflection response is referred to a plane z = z above the sea floor and below the 
sources. To do this, the plane wave components in 1, U and b must be referred to z. This 
is discussed later. The 3D nature of the earth is obvious by comparison with the 1D case: N 
plane wave reflection responses are recovered per incident plane wave. The upgoing scattered 
plane wave components contain only primaries and internal multiples, so recovering the Riji  
for the 3D earth essentially deconvolves the source signature. 
In the presence of the free surface 
When the the free surface is introduced, a more complicated picture results as shown in Fig- 
ure 5.5. Any downgoing incident wave arriving at an angle Oi is reflected from the 3D earth 
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resulting in many scattered plane wave components, travelling upwards and downwards. Both 
the upgoing and downgoing waves contain the primaries and the multiples. The free surface 
reflects an upgoing plane wave Ufi  into a downgoing plane wave component !. However, 
there are many other downgoing scattered plane waves bk,  propagating at an angle denoted 
by 4k  and defined by 
(0 sin  Ok 
	
k+k.,= 	. 	 (5.16) 
C 
These downgoing plane wave components arise from the reflection of the incident wave  Ii 
from the plane wave component of the 3D reflection response denoted by Rki.  The reflection 
response is defined in terms of these plane wave components as 
U(k',k',z, o,k,kç,z) = i(i4', 	w,k, k,z)I(k,k,zw, o),z) 	(5.17) 
+ 	ff h (kU ku z (ok ky5 zs )f)(kxl )~y) zwl co 7 kx-D l kyD ,z,)dkxdky . 
By comparison with (5.14), the primaries are obvious in the first term of (5.17). The second 
term represents the multiples, which are a result of all the downgoing plane wave compo-
nents reflected from the different plane wave components of the three-dimensional reflection 
response. 
Alternatively, the discretised version of equation (5.17) is 
au =&i.ui+ 
Lxy 
1 jk.bki,i 	1,... ,N, 	 (5.18) 
where now the upgoing wave, the jth of N possible plane wave components, is fixed, and 
i is varied over the possible downgoing incident plane waves which contribute to it. Equa-
tions (5.18) are a set of simultaneous equations for every upgoing (jth) plane wave compo-
nent, in terms of all the possible downgoing plane wave components (the is), where the Rjj are 
the unknown plane wave components of the three-dimensional reflection response. Equations 
(5.18) may be rewritten in matrix form, in which the structure is more obvious: 
Oil 	11tb'i 	 ... 	 I j 1 
U12 'l2 	12+D2 	'N2 	R2 
, 	 (5.19) 
Is! 	Is' 
U jN 	 L/IN ... IN + bNNI  RJN 
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Equations (5.19) are solved for every upgoing plane wave component j. The 1D solu-
tion is found in the leading diagonal terms. The off-diagonal terms represent the three-
dimensionality of the earth. In words, the equations state: each jth upgoing plane wave 
component is the product of the ith incident downgoing plane wave with the jith plane wave 
component of the reflection response, plus a sum of products (over k) of all the kith scattered 
downgoing plane wave components with the jkth plane wave components of the reflection 
response. 
The remainder of the chapter is devoted to an explanation of how the terms in equa-
tions (5.17) may be extracted from the measured data. Finally, the forward modelling step to 
produce multiple-free seismograms is discussed. 
5.5 Separating the total field into constituent parts 
In the analysis presented in section 5.4 a clear distinction is made between incident and scat-
tered plane waves. To do so in practice requires a consideration of the measured data. 
Figure 5.6 compares two hypothetical acquisition scenarios. In Figure 5.6(a) there is a 
source and a number of receivers in a half-space of water. The receivers measure the incident 
field only since there is no earth to produce a scattered field. In Figure 5.6(b), in which the 
earth is now present below a water layer, the receivers measure the total field, which is the 
sum of the incident and scattered fields. The incident field travels directly from the source to 
ten 
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see sudace 
(a) Recording of the incident field. 
	 (b) Recording of the total field. 
Figure 5.6: Configurations for defining different parts of the recorded wavefield. 
the receivers (the direct wave including the source ghost). The scattered field is all the energy 
reflected from the subsurface. 
Before the analysis of section 5.4 may be applied, it is necessary to remove the incident 
field from the total field. There are several ways in which the incident field may be removed 
to yield the scattered field, some of which are explained below. 
Time-space domain muting 
The incident field can be muted in the time-space domain, by multiplying by the filter 
Jo while incident field exists, 	
(5.21) 
i i otherwise. 
If the sources and receivers are far enough from the subsurface, as is the case with conven-
tional streamer acquisition in deep water, this approach can be satisfactory. The concept is 
illustrated in Figure 5.7 with a shot record from the Rockall Trough, West of the United King-
dom (the source signature for this survey is discussed in section 6.4). The linear event starting 
near t = 0 is the direct arrival at the hydrophones. Because the water is deep the first primary 
reflections don't arrive at the hydrophones until about 4s. The first order multiple reflections 
are clearly visible around 8s. 
The energy from the source dies away to the noise level by the time the hydrophones start 
recording the first reflections from the earth. For streamer data recorded in shallow water, 
or OBC data, time-space domain muting is difficult to apply because the incident field from 
the source interferes directly with the scattered field from the earth. Any attempt to mute the 










HOCKaii i rough snot record 
Figure 5.7: A common shot gather recorded in deep water, in which the incident field arrives 
at the hydrophones before the scattered field. 
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Figure 5.8: The upper part of the diagram shows the travel paths at the sea surface for the 
incident field from the source and its ghost to the receivers. The lower part shows the resulting 
linear moveout which plots as a straight line in the (t, x) domain and the (a), k,,) domain. 
incident field removes some of the scattered field, which is required to accurately recover the 
reflection response and remove the multiples. 
Frequency-wavenumber domain filtering 
It can be muted in the frequency-wavenumber domain. This is a plausible solution for 
streamer data with sources and receivers at the same depth, as shown in the upper part of 
Figure 5.8. The source and its ghost are denoted by the circles, and the receivers, by the trian-
gles. The incident field travels through the water horizontally from source to receivers (true 
for the direct arrival, and approximately so for the ghost arrival). It gives rise to simple linear 
moveout in the time-space domain as indicated in the lower part of Figure 5.8. 
In the frequency-wavenumber domain the incident field lies along the line = k + k, CT X 
where c is the velocity of sound in water. Figure 5.8 shows the 2D case, for which k = 0. 
This line corresponds to horizontally-travelling energy and may be removed with a carefully-
constructed notch filter. There is always the possibility, however, that some of the required 
scattered field is removed as well. 
It is not possible to do this with OBC data because the incident field has non-linear 
moveout in the time-space domain, which means the energy is spread out in the frequency-
wavenumber domain. 
Modelling and subtraction 
The airgun array can be modelled and an incident field calculated, and then subtracted from 
the field data in the time-space domain. Experience suggests that modelling does not ac- 
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Figure 5.9: Vertically-travelling farfield wavelet estimated by modelling, and high-cut filtered 
to simulate the earth's attenuation (Courtesy of Shell UK Expro). 
curately represent the pressure output of the guns under the field conditions that the arrays 
operate in. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 allow a comparison between a modelled vertically-travelling 
farfield wavelet and one constructed from source signature measurements. The wavelets have 
been filtered with a 40Hz high-cut filter to simulate the attenuating effect of the earth. Note 
that the modelled wavelet is deficient in low frequencies, and has significant phase differences 
from the deterministic wavelet. If the field data are not properly calibrated in units of pres-
sure (they are usually voltages on tape), a discrepancy arises in scaling, due to airgun array 
modelling programs providing units of pressure. This makes subtraction more difficult. 
Measurement and subtraction 
The source wavefield can be measured in the field, during acquisition of the total field data. 
The incident field may then be calculated and subtracted from the data to leave the scattered 
field. Chapter 3 explains the theory of how these measurements may be made in principle, 
and chapter 6 shows how they are made in practice, for several acquisition configurations. 
Since the source signature is an integral part of the solution for the reflection response, 
this last method is the preferred way to isolate the scattered field. Section 5.6 describes the 
construction of the incident field from the source elements which make up a typical airgun 
array. The scattered field is then 
pSeat(Xy,Z,t XS, YSZS) 	pt01(XYZtX Y S, ZS )  Pi" (XYZt  XS, Y S, ZS) 
(5.22) 
where scat, tot and inc denote scattered, total, and incident fields, respectively. 
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Figure 5.10: Vertically-travelling farfield wavelet constructed from measurements, and high-
cut filtered to simulate the earth's attenuation. 
5.6 Constructing the incident field 
The incident field is defined in the presence of the sea surface, but in the absence of any reflec-
tors as shown in Figure 5.6(a). The wavefield pinc  at the receivers at (x,y,z), 
arriving from the source at (xx , Ys,  zs ), is therefore composed of two parts: The direct wave is 
jd(xyZtX YS , ZS) and its reflection in the sea surface or ghost wave is jT(X,y,Z,t,Xs,YS, — ZS) . 
The direct and ghost arrivals are related by the free surface boundary condition of vanishing 
pressure at the receiver, which is 
i 2'(x , y 7 z 	0,t,x,y 51 z5 ) 	_ i' (x,y,z = 0,t,x5 ,y5 , — z5). 	(5.23) 







qk =Sk(t)5(X—X s —Xk)6(Y—y s —Yk)ö(Z — Zk) 	 (5.25) 
is the kth notional monopole source, and c is the velocity of sound in water. The monopole 
source and the source array are discussed in detail in chapters 3 and 6. 
In a common shot gather the wavefield measured at each receiver is the point response 
from the source array. Fourier transformation over horizontal receiver coordinates and time 
decomposes the point response at the receivers into plane wave components. The incident 
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field transforms to 
ydIkx, ky, co z,,x,y,z) N id(x,y,z,t,xs ,ys ,zs )exp(+i[o)t_kxx_kyy])dtdY, IS  
(5.26) 
so that (5.24) becomes 
Pt 
(_k2_k2++)!d_. (k Z 2 +)id =_Qk 	 (5.27) 
/ where the vertical wavenumber is k = j 2 - k
2 - 2 , and 
Qk = Sk(W) exp(— ik[x +xk]) exp(—ik[y, +yk])(z - Zk). 	 (5.28) 




x, y ,Z,(J),Xs ,Y s ,Zs ) 	 Qk(Z) 	 (5.29) 2k k=1 
where 
Qk(z) =Sk(w)exp(—ik[x S +xkj)exp(—ik[yS +yk])exp(+ikZ Iz—zkI). 
(5.30) 
The solution (5.29) is a sum of n plane wave decompositions. The decomposition is discussed 
in chapter 2. The is known as the "obliquity factor" from diffraction theory in optics, which 
arises in the plane wave decomposition of a spherical wave. Each of the notional sources in 
the source array emits a spherical wave which is decomposed by the Fourier expansion along 
the receiver x- and y-axes. 
The ghost wave results from the direct wave scattering off the sea surface. It therefore 
satisfies the homogeneous wave equation, which in the frequency -wavenumber domain is 
+)id =o. 	 (5.31) 
The solution is 
!T(kkyZ()xçy_) IT(kx,ky,z0,(o,xs,ys,_zs)exp(+ikzz) 
= Td(7. k,z = O,w,x,y,z)exp(+ikz), 'lcx, 
Pt 
	
=—--(z), 	 (5.32) 
Z k=1 
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plane wave front 
Figure 5.11: Simulation of a vertically-travelling plane wave by firing many closely spaced 
sources simultaneously. 
where 
or (z) = Sk((o) exp(— ik[x +xk])exp(—iky{yS +ykl)exp(+ikZ{z + Zk]). 
(5.33) 
Note that in the solution (5.32) to the homogenous wave equation there are no upgomg scat-
tered waves, since, in this analysis, there are no scatterers below the receivers. 
The incident field is the sum of the direct and ghost arrivals, 
i 	Ti 
1(k 1 k,z,(0,z,y5,z) = J-k(Z)(1 —exP(ik z [2zk])) 	(5.34) 
and inverse Fourier transformation over horizontal receiver coordinates and frequency yields 
pinc(x,y,z,t,x, Y S '  z), the incident field arriving at the receivers in a common shot gather. This 
can be subtracted from the total field to yield the scattered field. 
5.7 Creating a downgoing incident plane wave 
A vertically-travelling plane wave may be constructed in the field by firing many sources 
simultaneously as shown in Figure 5.11. The plane wave front, indicated by the dashed line, 
is simulated by the constructive interference of the spherical waves from the closely spaced 
sources. If time delays are introduced to the firing times of each source, then plane waves at 
any angle may be generated. This is sometimes known as beam steering an array. Fortunately 
it is not necessary to resort to such a complicated, and error-prone, operational procedure to 
create plane waves. Fourier analysis of a wavefield allows different angles to be constructed 
mathematically. 
The incident field for a single shot is defined in plane wave components by (5.34). To 
relate this to a notional boundary z = z in the water requires an additional vertical phase 




1(k7ky,zw,c.o,zs,y5,zs) 	- 	Qk(zw)(1 —exp(ikz [2zk])) 	 (5.35) 
Z k= I 
where 
Qk (z) = Sk (ci) exp( - ik [x5  + Xk] exp ( - ik [Vs + yk] exp( +ik Zn - Zk 
(5.36) 
To construct incident plane waves for all angles (real and imaginary) requires all the 
sources to be summed up with the appropriate phase shifts corresponding to their spatial 
locations. Formally, the sumation is as follows 
I(k, 	(0, z5) = ff i(k, 	(0,Xs,ys,Zs) exp(+i[kx5  + I4)y5])dxdy5, 
- 	 (5.37) 
which is a Fourier tranformation over horizontal source coordinates. The incident plane waves 
described by (5.37) are required in equations (5.17) for the 3D reflection response. 
58 Separating the scattered field into constituent parts 
Section 5.4 gives an expression for the reflection response in terms of upgoing and downgoing 
plane wave components. However, after subtraction of the incident field the scattered field 
remains, containing upgoing and downgoing waves. 
There are several ways to extract the upgoing and downgoing scattered waves, depending 
on the measurements available. Some of these are discussed in chapter 4. However, all of the 
techniques for wavefleld separation essentially follow from the solution of the acoustic homo-




+kPa = 0, 	 (5.38) 
where the scattered wavefield is 




=- - k. The well-known solution of (5.38) is a sum of upgoing and down- 
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going waves, which may be expressed as 
,3SCOJ(1. 
X, ky , Z,(O,Xs, Ys, Zs) =U(k,k,z= 
O,w,x, Ys,  z)exp(—ikzz) 
I' 
= 0,(o,x,y 5 ,z)exp(+ik zz). 	(5.40) 
Key to separating the upgoing and downgoing waves is the free surface boundary condition: 
the wavefield is zero at the sea surface, and thus the upgoing and downgoing waves must 
exactly cancel. At the receivers below the surface, the upgoing and downgoing waves are out 
of phase and unequal. 
A number of techniques have been developed which rely on pressure measurements at 
two depth levels, as in a dual streamer configuration (e.g. Sonneland et al. (1986); Monk 
(1990)). Section 4.2 explains how this deghosting works in principal. The methods used here 
are applied to individual plane wave components, which involves Fourier transformation over 
horizontal receiver coordinates and time. 
Ocean bottom cable acquisition 
If pressure and the normal component of particle velocity are measured at the sea floor, the 
additional information provided by the particle velocity may be exploited, in much the same 
way as a second pressure measurement at another depth level. The up/down separation using 
these two measurements is derived in terms of an eigenvalue decomposition in chapter 2 in 
the analysis of waves in layered media. An alternative derivation is presented here, in brief, 
for completeness. 
The pressure and particle velocity are related by the equation of motion, which in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain may be written as 
alp 
=ipwV, 	 (5.41) 
az 
in which the dependence on (k ) ky ,z,o,x,ys,zs) is understood. This dependence is written 
explicitly below only where necessary. From equation (5.41) follows the upgoing and down-
going waves of the vertical component of particle velocity in terms of the pressure: 
U=—U,, 	 (5.42)
kz 
where the subscript v denotes that the wavefields are related to the particle velocity. Using 
equation (5.40), the analogous relation for the vertical component of particle velocity, plus 
equations (5.42), the upgoing and downgoing pressure waves may be separated: 
20 = pccat 
- IO) 7 scat 	2!) = pscal +17zsc'w (5.43) 
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Equations (5.43) are implicitly evaluated at the receiver level at depth z.  To refer these plane 
wave components to the notional boundary z = z below the source requires the following 
phase shifts 
U(kx,k y ,zw,o,xs,ys, ZS ) = 
b(kx ,ky ,z w ,co,xs ,ys ,zs)=b(kx ,ky , z,(io,xs ,ys ,zs )exp(+ikz [z w —zI). 
Streamer acquisition 
If pressure only is measured, the free surface boundary condition gives 
U(kx,k v ,z = O, co, x',ys ,Zs ) = — b(kx ,ky ,z = 0,c),x,y, ZS) . 
Use of (5.45) to substitute for the downgoing wave in equation (5.40) gives 
pScat(k, k, z, (),Xs,Ys,Zs) 
U(k,k y , z,CO,x,y,z)  
1 - exp (ik, [2z] ) 
whereas substitution for the upgoing wave gives 
f,s 	:.c v 
	
ai 1 	, 
x, r y , z,(0,Xs,ys,zs)exP(+ik z [2z]) 
b(k,k y , z ) oi,x,y,z) = -  





Alternatively, the downgoing wave may be obtained from the scattered pressure and the up-
going wave directly 
O(k,k y , z,(o,x,y,z) = pcCat(/,kY,Z,W,XS,yS, ZS) _U(k,.,k Y ,Z, CO , XS ,yS,ZS). 
(5.48) 
To refer these upgoing and downgoing plane wave components to the notional boundary z = 
z, the phase shifts given in (5.44) must be applied. The separation is achieved through 
deconvolution of the scattered pressure by the receiver ghost. This is similar to the approach 
presented by Levy and Stinson (1986). 
Both of the principles described here for separating upgoing and downgoing waves are 
discussed in chapter 4 with reference to the different effects of the sea surface. 
5.9 Analysis of the scattered field response to plane waves 
To calculate the scattered field response to a single shot, the data are Fourier analysed with 
respect to horizontal receiver coordinates. This is the step performed in section 5.8. In the 
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frequency-receiver wavenumber domain the upgoing and downgoing plane wave components 
of the response are separated. 
In section 5.4, however, the reflection response is defined in terms of upgoing and down-
going plane wave components in response to an incident plane wave. To derive the scat-
tered field response to plane waves, the data must be reordered from common shot gathers 
to common receiver gathers, and then Fourier analysed with respect to the horizontal source 
coordinates: 
Y 7 	 ff 	 X 	Y = 
15(k,k y , zw, w,kf,k,z) = ff b(kx ,ky , Zw, w,x,y,zs ) exp(+i[kfx + ky])dx sdys . 
- 	 (5.49) 
The upgoing and downgoing plane wave components in equations (5.49) are the quantities 
required for equations (5.17). 
Clearly, the transform over shot position does not affect the up/down separation in sec-
tion 5.8, which depends on upgoing wavenumbers only. Therefore, the transforms over source 
coordinates may be applied to the scattered field(s), prior to separation into upgoing and 
downgoing plane wave components. 
5.10 From the reflection response to multiple-free data 
The reflection response in the five-dimensional transform domain is essentialy broadband, in 
frequency and in wavenumber. The directivity of the source array and the signatures of the 
firing elements comprising it are a common factor in U, 15 and 1 o equations (5.19). Solution 
of the equations for E removes the directivity and the signatures associated with the array. 
A new incident field is required which has desirable characteristics in the absence of the 
sea surface. By analogy with the direct part of the incident field, given by equations (5.29) 
and (5.30), the desired incident field Jz is 
iZ (kx ,ky , Zw, (O,X s ,ys , Z5) - Sz((o)Xz(k)Yz(k) exp(+ik{z - z5]). 
(5.50) 
The factor Sz((0) has a smooth amplitude spectrum which results in a short wavelet with 
good resolving power in the time domain. To control the amplification of noise outside the 
signal bandwidth, it should ideally be based on the amplitude spectrum of the original signal 
(Ziolkowski, Underhill and Johnston, 1998). The factors Xz(kf)  and YZ(k) perform a similar 
role for the wavenumber amplitude spectra in the x- and y-directions, replacing the extended 
array with something more localised in space. 
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The new downgoing incident plane waves containing the desired incident field are corn-
posed, as before, by summing over the horizontal source coordinates, 
(o,z) = ffP(k,,,k,,z wl 	exp(+i[k + ])thdy. \ 
(5.51) 
To produce seismograms, a downgoing incident plane wave must be propagated from a 
chosen level z = Z.s• to the notional boundary z = Z, where it is multiplied with the reflec-
tion response. The band-limited reflection response is now the scattered field response to a 
plane wave—it contains upgoing primary energy only. This upgoing plane wave may then be 
propagated back to the receiver level z with an additional phase shift: 
o p (ku ku z, w, k, k,z) = l(k', 	 w,z) exp(ik' [zw - x ,  y' 
(5.52) 
where P0 denotes the multiple-free data. In the compacted notation this procedure is 
Pjj = exp(ik[z - z]). (5.53) 
It is carried out for all j components of the reflection response. The downgoing plane wave is 
changed and the process is repeated. 
Finally, the data are summed over source wavenumbers to isolate the contributions from 
each individual source position, 
pofkU kU 
 = 	P 	
ku z) 	, ,z)exp(i[xs ±x ,  y ,	 x, y , k (22 ff  
(5.54) 




= (2) 3 
(5.55) 
The data without multiples are p° (x,y,z,tx,y, ZS )  . 
5.11 Conclusions 
Sea surface multiples can be removed by calculating plane wave reflection responses below 
the sea surface. In constructing these responses, the data themselves contain the information 
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required to eliminate the multiples. In addition to the reflection data at a two-dimensional 
grid of receivers, in response to a two-dimensional grid of shots, the spatial and temporal 
signature of the source array must be measured. As a result, the formulation deals explicitly 
with realisitic source arrays, such as those described in chapters 3 and 6. 
The formulation is carried in the frequency-wavenumber domain where the problem and 
its solution are most easily conceptualised. By generalising the idea of plane waves in layered 
media, the data are manipulated to construct plane waves, and to analyse the plane wave 
response to these waves. In this domain, the multiples are eliminated with a direct solution, 








A key element in the multiple removal scheme is knowledge of the source signature. This 
signature is the source-time function at the source location, where the convolution with the 
impulse response of the earth occurs. 
The acoustic wavefield generated by an oscillating bubble is isotropic because the bub-
ble is a monopole at seismic frequencies. Thus, the dimensions of the physical bubble are 
small compared with the wavelengths of sound it radiates. However, it has non-linear and 
linear zones of wave propagation. The acoustic wavefield generated by an array of oscillat-
ing bubbles is, in general, directionally-dependent, because the dimensions of the array are 
comparable with the wavelengths generated. In this chapter two different methods of mea-
suring the pressure wavefield of an array of airguns are presented with field data. The steps 
necessary to extract the source signature from the measurements are discussed in the context 
of constructing the incident field required in the multiple removal scheme (see chapter 5). A 
third approach is presented which allows the pressure and particle velocity wavefield to be de-
termined for a single monopole airgun source, using experimental data. The three techniques 
differ in their measurement requirements. 
6.2 Measurement of the wavefield in the zero field 
A method for measuring the wavefield of an airgun array using pressure sensors situated in 
the non-linear zone of wave propagation has recently been published (Ziolkowski, 1998). The 
sensor may simultaneously measure the firing time of the gun relative to the time break, the 
pressure output performance of the gun with time, and the manifold pressure (Ziolkowski, 
1999). Such measurements in the non-linear zone of wave propagation are referred to as 
being in the "zero field" (Walter, pers. comm.; Ziolkowski, 1999). The data in this section 
result from a study performed in collaboration with Bolt Technology Corporation, using a 
prototype zero-field pressure sensor called the Bolt Stainless Steel (BSS) sensor. A single air 
gun was used in the experiment. The data were shot in Seneca Lake NY, USA, in 1994. 
A theory of source signature measurement which allows pressure sensors to be located 
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close to the airgun ports is given in Ziolkowski (1998). What follows here is a summary of 
the theory presented in that paper, and its relation to the experimental data from Seneca Lake 
published in Ziolkowski and Johnston (1998). 
In the zero field, in the absence of the free surface and any other reflections, the pressure 
recorded by a single hydrophone at (x,y,z) in response to a single air gun at (X s ,ys ,Zs) is given 
by 
p(r,t) = f'(t 	
r 	pv2 (r,t) 
r 	 2 	
(6.1) 
and the particle velocity is given by 
, 
v(r,t) = 1 -f (t - 
r 
-) + I -f(t -r 
	
(6.2) 
rc 	c 	r- 	c 
where r = 	- x) 2 + (y - ys) 2  + (z - z) 2 , p and c are, respectively, the density and veloc- 
ity of sound in water. f(t) is essentially the source-time function, or "source signature" and, 
in the incompressible case (see chapter 3), it is the time derivative of the wave function, 
1 dVB 
f(t) 	 (6.3) 
4n dt 
where VB is the bubble volume. (Multiplying f(t) by p gives units of pressure x distance.) 
Thus, the source-time function is proportional to the rate of change of the bubble volume 
velocity. These expressions are derived in chapter 3. 
Substitution of (6.2) into (6. 1), and neglecting terms in (rc) 2 , yields 
p(r,t) = f'(t - 
r 	c - 
	- ). 	 (6.4) 
	
2r4 	C 
In equations (6.1), (6.2) & (6.4), the second term on the right reflects the non-linear nature 
of the wave propagation associated with the bubble motion. This "afterfiow" term (Cole, 
1948) is negligible at distances greater than approximately im for pressure (Ziolkowski and 
Johnston, 1997); and at distances greater than about one wavelength for particle velocity 
(Stoffa and Ziolkowski, 1983). (See chapter 3 for details.) At distances much less than 
im, in the zero field, the afterfiow is important. Hence, useage of pressure measurements at 
distances of less than Im requires knowledge of the particle velocity. Put more precisely, a 
complete description of the wave propagation is provided by the wave function f(t) and its 
first derivative f(t), as in equations (6.1) and (6.2). Therefore, once these quantities have 
been found, the pressure (and particle velocity) may be evaluated anywhere in the water. 
A problem with measuring the wavefield in the zero field is that sometimes the sensor 
is in the water, and at other times it is inside the airgun bubble: a measurement made in the 
water is related to the pressure elsewhere in the water through the acoustic wave equation; a 
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measurement made inside the bubble is related to the pressure outside in the water through the 
equation of motion of the bubble wall. The theory of Ziolkowski (1998) provides a description 
of the bubble dynamics to a level of accuracy that is commensurate with the description of 
the non-linear acoustic wave propagation in the water, in the vicinity of the bubble wall. This 
allows a recursive scheme to be developed which calculates f(t) and f'(t) in the water by 
numerically integrating the bubble radius and the particle velocity. When the pressure sensor 
is outside the bubble (as determined from the dynamic bubble radius—see below), the particle 
velocity is evaluated at the sensor using the acoustic wave equation. When the sensor is inside 
the bubble, the particle velocity at the bubble wall is evaluated by integrating the equation of 
motion of the bubble. 
Outside the bubble 
Assuming an initial value for the particle velocity v(r,t) at time t = c, the values of f(t) and 
f'(t) may be found by rearranging equations (6.2) and (6.1): 
f(t— 	
= r (v(rT) - p(r,t) - v2(r,t 	 (6.5) 
)\ 
PC 	2c )  
- = (P(rr)+ v2 (rt)\ f(r) r 	
p 	2 
The value of the particle velocity at a subsequent time v(r, 'r + At) may be found by numerical 
integration using a truncated Taylor series expansion: 
v(r,t+AT) =v(r)+v'(r,t)At+v"(r,t). 	 (6.6) 
2 
Similarly, assuming an initial bubble radius R(t) at time t = t, the value at a subsequent time 
is 
	
R(r,t + At) = R(t) + I(t)At+ R(T) 
AT  
----. 	 (6.7) 
The purpose of the scheme is to calculate f(t) and f'(t) on a sample-by-sample basis, stepping 
forward by &, using equation (6.6) to update the particle velocity, and using equation (6.7) 
to follow the movement of the bubble. 
Equation (6.6) requires v'(r,t) and v"(r,'r) which may be found by successive differentia-
tion of equation (6.2). This, in turn, requires f'('r— f ), f" (t— ) and f'"('r— ) which may be 
found by successive differentiation of equation (6.1). The pressure measurement p(r, t) may 
be differentiated to get p'(r,t) and p"(tt). 
Evaluation of v(r,t) and v'(r,t) at the bubble wall (using (6.2) and its derivative), gives 
the E(t) and P(t) required for equation (6.7). Evaluation of equation (6.1) at the bubble wall 
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provides the dynamic bubble pressure p(R,'r), which is the difference between the pressure in 
the bubble and hydrostatic pressure. The absolute pressure in the bubble is simply 
PB(t) =p,0+p(R,t), 	 (6.8) 
where p is hydrostatic pressure. 
Inside the bubble 
Assuming initial values for the bubble radius R(t) and the bubble wall velocity R(t) at time 
z = r, the values of the wave function and its first derivative at the bubble wall are (neglecting 
the time delay R/c) 




C 	2c  
f'('r) =R(?--?+ 24t)). 
The value of the bubble radius R and the bubble wall velocity R at a subsequent time may be 
found by numerical integration: 
	
R(t+AT) = R(t) +I(t)At+(t)—, 	 (6.10) 
= E(t) +i('r)&+R('t) At2 	 (6.11) 
The purpose of the scheme is to compute f(t) and f(t) at the bubble wall, and hence the 
pressure anywhere in the water. The instantaneous pressure in the bubble is calculated as the 
bubble moves back and forth. The key assumption here, as in equation (6.8) above, is that 
the pressure is uniform throughout the bubble, including at the bubble wall, and decays with 
distance away from the bubble wall. This implies that knowledge of the pressure at the bubble 
wall connects the advancing pressure wave in the water with the absolute pressure inside the 
bubble. 
Equations (6.10) and (6.11) require the bubble wall acceleration R , and its derivative k. 
These can be found from the equation of motion of the bubble wall, equation (3.32). 
The Seneca Lake experiment 
An experiment was conducted to measure the pressure in the non-linear zero field using Bolt's 
gun-mounted BSS sensor, and in the near and far fields using conventional hydrophones. The 
BSS had previously been used to measure the internal time break of the gun, but the gun had 
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Figure 6.1: The acquisition set-up for the test in Seneca Lake. 
been modified to allow the sensor to measure the pressure in the water instead. The purpose 
of the experiment was to test the feasibilty of the BSS as a means of measuring the source 
signature. Using the zero-field measurement, it is possible to predict the pressure at any 
distance from the gun, such as at the near- or far-field hydrophones, where the computation 
can be checked. 
Figure 6.1 shows the acquisition set-up for this experiment. A single air gun is deployed 
6m below the lake surface. A near-field hydrophone is situated im above the gun ports; the 
zero-field sensor is attached to the gun 0. 16m from the gun ports; and a far-field hydrophone is 
situated approximately 1 lOm below the gun. The measurements at the three sensors are shown 
in Figure 6.2. Note that the two hydrophone measurements have units related to pressure, 
whereas the zero-field sensor has units of volts. The hydrophones were calibrated. Each is of 
a known sensitivity which is independent of frequency. However, the sensitivity of the BSS 
is frequency dependent. Table 6.1 shows results of a sensitivity and phase analysis performed 
on the sensor after the Seneca Lake experiment. The analyis is for the 6-40 Hz frequency 
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range only, and the phase estimates were unreliable due to the noise floor of the sensor being 
too high. Figure 6.3(a) shows the data points from Table 6.1 in the 6-40 Hz range for 
frequency sensitivity phase 
(Hz) (volts/Pa) (degrees) 
6 0.007 60 
8 0.0085 55 
10 0.01 50 
12 0.011 46 
14 0.011 38 
16 0.012 35 
18 0.0115 32 
20 0.0125 25 
30 0.013 18 
40 0.014 15 
Table 6.1: Sensitivity and phase analysis of the BSS sensor. 
amplitude (above) and phase (below), plotted as squares. Through these points is constructed 
a possible amplitude and phase spectrum. The amplitude spectrum includes an anti-alias 
recording filter, and the phase is constrained to be minimum. The resulting time-domain 
response corresponding to this amplitude and phase is shown in Figure 6.3(b). Deconvolution 
of the BSS measurement for this response should yield the pressure at the BSS which could 
then be used in the scheme described above. Unfortunately the response shown in Figure 6.3 
is not accurate enough to obtain the true pressure at the BSS. 
Pressure in the near field 
Starting with the measurement at the near-field hydrophone, it is possible to apply the theory 
given above to predict the pressure in the zero field. This necessarily calculates the non-linear 
acoustic radiation near to the gun ports, as well as the motion of the bubble wall and the 
pressure inside the bubble. 
The first step in the procedure is to remove any DC signal from the measurement by cal-
culating the mean value and removing it. DC signal corresponds to energy at zero frequency, 
which clearly should not exist, but often is introduced by recording circuits. The second step 
is to resample to a higher sampling interval. Because the scheme described above is recursive, 
propagation of errors could be a problem. Transforming the data to the frequency domain and 
increasing the Nyquist frequency by a factor of 4 with zero padding is adequate (see below). 
The measurement at the hydrophone (where the afterfiow term is negligible) is 
?n(r,t) = h[---f'(t— 	- ---f'(t - 	 (6.12) Lr(t) C 	r (t) 	c 
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(b) The voltage recorded at the zero-field sensor. 
















(c) The pressure recorded at the far-field hydrophone. 
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Figure 6.3: Impulse response of the BSS sensor. (b) is the Fourier transform of (a). 
where h is the (known) sensitivity of the hydrophone, and 
r(t) 	V(xxs)2+(yys)2+(z_[zs_vzt])2 	 (6.13) 
(t)= \/(X_X) 2 +(y_y) 2 +(z+[ZVt])2 
are the time-dependent distances for the direct and ghost arrivals, caused by the bubble rising 
towards the surface with constant velocity v. The bubble rise velocity is typically around 
—1.0ms 1 (Ziolkowski and Johnston, 1997). Note that equation (6.12) is different from the 
theoretical expression (6.1), and includes the reflection in the sea surface of the outward-
travelling wave from the bubble. 
At I  the afterfiow term in (6.1) is negligible, and the outgoing pressure from the bubble 
is obtained from the measurement at the hydrophone as 
p(r,t) = m(rt) + ) f'(t_- ) ). 	 (6.14) 
The addition of the term on the right removes the source ghost. The source ghost arrives at a 
time t = rg ( r ) 
 r 
r( t) 
after the direct arrival. Therefore, causality ensures that the data exist, which 
do not include, or have already been corrected for, the ghost term, to use as the corrections 
on the right-hand side of equation (6.14). The time T is, in general, a non-integer value, and 
the required values of f(t) are found by interpolation of the previously recorded values, as 
shown in Figure 6.4. The pressure at the hydrophone at lm and the deghosted pressure are 
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idelay+r(0)/c 	tau 	 At t < rg(0)/c the ghost At t = rg(0)/c or greater, 
has not arrived and we the ghost is present but 
I 	essentially measure the we can always remove its 
source signature: effect using causality: 
For i:1—>Ng Fori:I — >NS— Ng 
SO) = ,(i). p(i) s(i+Ng) = r(i+Ng) 
where 	r(i) = r(0) + Vz.t 
fp(i+Ng) + val/rg(i+Ng)) 
where rg(:) = rg(0) + Vz.t 
and val=(I—frac). 
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Figure 6.4: The time-varying interpolation used to remove the source ghost reflection. 
shown in Figure 6.5. 
The first and second derivatives of the outward-travelling pressure wave (Figure 6.5(b)) 
are required to calculate p(t) and p"(t). These are calculated with a time-domain finite dif-
ference scheme and are shown in Figure 6.6. Resampling the data by the factor of 4 described 
above, permits p(t) to be reconstructed faithfully from p'(t) and p"(t) using the truncated 
Taylor series expansion as an integration scheme. 
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Figure 6.6: (a) The first derivative; (b) the second derivative, of the deghosted near-field 
pressure. 
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Figure 6.7: (a) The wave function f(t); (b) the first derivative of the wave function f(t). 
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Pressure in the zero field 
The next step in the scheme recursively computes the values of the material quantities as-
sociated with the fluid flow and the acoustic radiation caused by the bubble motion. This 
requires two constants to integrate each of, the particle velocity v(r,'r), and the bubble radius 
R('r). These are found by trial-and-error, by predicting the pressure at a second location. The 
second location was chosen to be the pressure at the BSS (zero-field) sensor. The constants 
of integration are adjusted until the peak amplitude predicted in the zero field matches the 
measurement there. 
The initial particle velocity at the hydrophone was found to be 0. 13ms', which allowed 
the wave function to be integrated using equations (6.5) and (6.6). The wave function and its 
first derivative are shown in Figure 6.7. 
The initial bubble radius was found to be 0.1 33m. This value begins a recursion which 
permits calculation of the bubble radius, bubble wall velocity and internal pressure of the 
bubble. The bubble radius and bubble wall velocity are essentially integrated using the two 
constants of integration. The bubble properties are plotted in Figure 6.8. Monitoring the 
dynamic bubble radius is important for knowing at which times the zero-field sensor, a dis-
tance rz from the centre of the gun ports, is outside the bubble. At this stage in the bubble's 




At such times that the zero-field sensor is inside the bubble, the pressure is given by 




Figure 6.9 shows the pressure calculated at the zero-field sensor, after convolution with the 
estimated instrument response of Figure 6.3. The agreement between the actual measurement 
and that predicted using this scheme is good, showing that the the non-linear nature of the 
particle motion and acoustic wave propagation are well described in the zero field. 
For completeness, the pressure in the far field is predicted using equation (6. 1), including 
the reflection from the lake surface. This is shown in Figure 6.10 compared with the actual 
measurement made by the far-field hydrophone. Again, the agreement is good, although the 
measurement suffers from reflections from the sea bottom and objects in the lake. 
This section demonstrates a recursive scheme capable of correctly predicting the non-
linear acoustic radiation experienced when pressure measurements are made very close to an 
airgun. The extension of the theory to arrays of airguns is presented in Ziolkowski (1998). 
Using measurements made in the zero field to predict the pressure elsewhere has yet to be 
demonstrated on experimental or field data. 
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(c) The volume of the bubble. 
Figure 6.8: The dynamic quantities associated with the oscillating bubble. 
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Figure 6.9: The voltage at the zero-field sensor: (a) measured; (b) simulated. 
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Figure 6.10: The measured pressure (above) and simulated pressure (below) at the far-field 
hydrophone. 
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6.3 Measurement of the wavefield in the near field 
A method for measuring the wavefield of an airgun array using pressure sensors in the (near-
field) linear zone of wave propagation has existed for many years (Ziolkowski et al., 1982, 
Parkes et at., 1984). Historically, the patent to the method (Ziolkowski etal., 1984) is owned 
by Schiumberger Geco-Prakia and BP Amoco, the former of whom developed a product for 
source signature estimation (SSE) called Trisor (Lunde et al., 1995). This is the only com-
mercially available system for seismic source measurement using near-field hydrophones. 
The data in this section result from a study performed for Enterprise Oil plc., to validate the 
measurements and calculations of the Trisor system using production seismic data. The data 
were shot in the North Sea in August 1995. 
The theory of source signature measurement using near-field hydrophones is well docu-
mented (Ziolkowski et al., 1982; Parkes et al., 1984), and a means of quality controlling the 
measurements and the wavefield calculation is discussed in Ziolkowski and Johnston (1997). 
What follows here is a summary of the theory presented in these papers. 
In the near field, the pressure recorded by a single hydrophone at (x,y,z) in response to a 
single airgun at 	y,, z,) is given by 
1 	r 	1 
—), p(x,y,z,t) = —s(t - -) - s(t— 	 (6.17)  r C 	rg 	C 
where s(t) = pf'(t), p and c are as before, and 
T 
and 
rg = \/(x_xS ) 2 +(y_ys) 2 +(Z+ZS) 2 . 
The first term is due to the direct pressure wave from the source while the second term is its 
reflection in the sea surface; the sea surface reflection coefficient is —1. Note that the non-
linear "afterfiow" term is not present. The important point of the method (Ziolkowski et al., 
1984) is that the hydrophones are positioned in the linear near-field, so that the afterfiow is 
negligible. The s(t) is known as the "notional source" (Ziolkowski et al., 1982), and is the 
monopole pressure output of the gun taking the effect of interaction with the free surface into 
account. The oscillation of a bubble in isolation is different from its oscillation in the presence 
of another bubble. Interaction describes the change in behaviour of the bubble. Suppose there 
are n guns of varying sizes, as in an array, each displaced (xk,yk,zk) from the nominal source 
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Figure 6.11: Geometry of a point source, its virtual image in the sea surface and a hydrophone. 
location (x' , Ys, z5) then the pressure recorded by a single hydrophone is 






4 = 	(x_x S _xk) 2 +(y_yS _yk) 2 +(z+zS +zk) 2 . 
This represents one equation in n unknowns which is insoluble. In order to find the sk(t), k = 
1,... , n, n hydrophone measurements are required. Let the source positions be denoted simply 
by the subscript k and the hydrophone locations by i then 
1 r1 pi(t) 
= 	
I 
—sk(t - -) - —Sk(t - ik 	z = 1,. . ,n 	 (6.20) 
k=l Ir C 	rg 	C 
where 
rik 	Xk) 2 + (y 	yk)2  + 	(Zj Zk) 2 , 
and 
=(xj_xk) 2 +(yj_yk) 2 +(zi+zk)2 . 
These equations represent the ideal situation of static bubbles and stationary hydrophones 
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recording pressure. In practice, each airgun or cluster is suspended from a frame which houses 
a hydrophone. The frames are hung from a float which is towed behind the ship moving 
forward. When a gun fires, the bubble it emits is dragged backwards relative to the ship (and 
all the hydrophones) with velocity v, and since the bubbles are buoyant they float towards the 
surface with velocity —v (see Figure 6.12). The hydrophones respond to changes in pressure 
but record voltages with (often unknown) sensitivies to convert these readings to pressure. 
The relative motion between bubbles and hydrophones introduces time-dependent distances 
rlk(r) and r, (t): ik 
0 	 rk(t) 	 r 




Sk(t 	_!k-)] , 	= 1,... ,n, 
C ik k= I (6.21) 
where 
rjk(t) = \/ (Xi _[xk+vxt]) 2 +(yi_yk) 2 +(zj_[zk_vzt]) 2, 
r,(t) = (X, - [xk + vt])2 + (y1  —yk)2  + (Zj+ [zk - vt])2, 
m j (t) are the measurements at each hydrophone, and h, are the hydrophone sensitivities. So-
lution of these equations involves: precise knowledge of the distances between the guns and 
the hydrophones; calculation of the hydrophone sensitivities; and determination of the v and 
v, to find the notional sources Sk(t),k = 1,... ,n. 
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Figure 6.12: Geometry of the kth point source, its virtual image in the sea surface and the ith 
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The Enterprise array 
The symmetrical array used by Enterprise Oil was composed of two identical sub-arrays, port 
and starboard. A schematic of the array is drawn in Figure 6.13. Each sub-array is made up of 
two strings of airguns. The six firing elements of each string increase in gun volume from the 
back to the front, where there is a three-gun cluster. The cross-line dimension of the array is 
much larger than the in-line dimension. The array was designed in this way to prevent bubble 
interactions occurring between the airgun strings. In the calculation of the notional sources 
each string may then be treated separately. If this is not the case, the cross-line geometry must 
be known accurately. Current technology does not yet allow this (Sabel et al., 1998). 
Figure 6.13: The configuration of the Enterprise airgun array equipped with near-field hy-
drophones (Note: not to scale). The star denotes the centre of the array. The total volume of 
the array is 2 x 2368 (4736) Cu. in.. 
Measurement of the gun-hydrophone geometry 
In the Trisor system, each hydrophone is fixed to a frame, from which each firing element is 
hung, and all the frames are hung at fixed intervals from a float. Hence, the distances between 
the guns and the hydrophones in a single string is known accurately. The distances may be 
measured on the back deck of the boat, prior to any survey. The coordinates of the guns and 
hydrophones for the Enterprise survey are listed in Table 6.2. 
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x 0.00 2.92 5.96 9.01 12.05 15.14 
Gun 	y -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 
Starboard z 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Outer x 0.00 2.93 5.96 9.01 12.05 15.14 
Phone 	y -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 
z 4.06 4.20 4.21 4.31 4.30 4.30 
x 0.00 2.85 5.91 8.96 12.06 15.15 
Gun 	y -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 
Starboard z 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Inner x 0.00 3.00 6.03 9.08 12.13 15.19 
Phone 	y -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 
z 4.04 4.20 4.20 4.31 4.29 4.32 
x 0.00 2.89 5.96 8.96 12.06 15.08 
Gun 	y 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
Port z 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Inner x 0.00 3.06 6.10 9.13 12.17 15.21 
Phone 	y 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
z 4.02 4.20 4.22 4.34 4.39 4.33 
x 0.00 2.87 5.90 8.98 12.05 15.10 
Gun 	y 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
Port z 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Outer x 0.00 3.04 6.09 9.13 12.16 15.20 
Phone 	y 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
z 4.08 4.22 4.23 4.33 4.33 4.37 
Table 6.2: The gun and hydrophone geometries for the four strings (coordinates are in metres). 
Calculating the relative sensitivites 
If the hydrophones are uncalibrated, their sensitivities can be found by firing each gun sep-
arately at the start of a line. When one gun only fires, the signal is recorded on every hy-
drophone. Due to spherical divergence, the amplitude of the signal from the gun which fires 
decays as 11r; hence, given the amplitude at one hydrophone, the amplitude at another hy-
drophone may be predicted knowing the geometry. Suppose the kth gun fires. Let the ampli-
tude of the first peak of the pressure signal from this gun be Ak bars at im. This is recorded 
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Taking the ratio of these numbers yields 
!fli,peak = hirfk (6.24) 
mj,peak 	hj rj 





Knowledge of the geometry of the guns and hydrophones allows the relative sensitivities to 
be found. The relative sensitivities may be converted to absolute sensitivities if one of the 
hydrophones is calibrated with a known sensitivity. Alternatively, using the technical specifi-
cations of any gun firing in isolation, the numbers recorded by the adjacent hydrophone may 
be converted to the quoted peak pressure if the operating conditions are the same (Ziolkowski 
and Johnston, 1997). 
The single gun shots for the four strings are shown in Figures 6.14-6.17. The numbers 
below each gather indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which fires, as documented in the 
observer's logs. There is one mis-fire per string. Since the bubble period is proportional to 
the cube root of the gun volume (see chapter 3), it is clear that the observer's logs are wrong 
for the starboard outer string (Figure 6.17). Interpretation of the data allows the true story to 
be revealed, as shown in Figure 6.18. 
All the hydrophones in the Trisor system are properly calibrated, such that the data 
recorded is in the units of millibars. The values of the hi in equation (6.21) are therefore 
Calculating the relative velocities 
The v and v can also be found by firing each gun separately. When a single gun fires there is 
one notional source only, and the calculated notional sources at the other guns should be zero. 
Once the sensitivities are known, equations (6.21) are solved for the sk(t) while minimising 
the energy of the notional sources at the guns which do not fire (all but the firing gun). A 
velocity scan is performed to find the correct combination of v and v that yields minimum 
energy (a least-squares solution). Figure 6.19 shows the search for the velocities using a gun 
in the starboard outer string. The procedure is repeated for all the guns in each string to 
get representative velocities for the string. Table 6.3 gives the relative velocities used in the 
calculation for the notional sources for each of the four strings. 
The Trisor system uses the relative velocities published in Parkes et at. (1984): for v, the 
speed of the ship through the water, 5 knots —2.5ms 1 , which may not necessarily be the 
speed of the bubbles through the water (as noted by Parkes et al. (1984)); for v, — l.Oms, 
which is a velocity optimised for the data in Parkes et al. (1984). 




54 	 90 	 125 	195 	 290 	1950 
Figure 6.14: Single airgun shots for the port outer string. The numbers beneath each gather 
indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which fires in isolation. 
PORT INNER 
30 	 54 	 90 	155 	 235 	1550 
Figure 6.15: Single airgun shots for the port inner string. The numbers beneath each gather 
indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which fires in isolation. 
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STARBOARD INNER 
30 	54 	 90 	155 	 235 	1550 
Figure 6.16: Single airgun shots for the starboard inner string. The numbers beneath each 
gather indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which fires in isolation. 
STARBOARD OUTER 
54 	 90 	125 	 - 	290 	1950 
Figure 6.17: Single airgun shots for the starboard outer string. The numbers beneath each 
gather indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which is documentated as firing in isolation. 




54 	90 	125 	195 	290 	- 
Figure 6.18: Single airgun shots for the starboard outer string. The numbers beneath each 
gather indicate the volume of the gun or cluster which actually fires in isolation. 
Starboard outer - bubble 4 
Figure 6.19: Velocity scan for bubble rise velocity and hydrophone velocity. 
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vx vz 
starboard outer —1.1 —1.5 
starboard inner —1.1 —1.5 
port outer —1.5 —1.5 
port inner —1.5 —1.5 
Table 6.3: The relative velocities of bubble and hydrophone for the four strings. (values are 
in ms'). 
Calculating the notional source signatures 
Using the known gun-hydrophone geometry, the known sensitivities, and the known relative 
velocities, equations (6.21) are solved on a shot-by-shot basis when all the guns fire simulta-
neously, yielding the notional sources, sk(t),k = 1,... ,n. 
The actual situation in the water consists of bubbles of varying sizes, filled with air sup-
plied at a constant initial pressure, oscillating in water of varying background pressure. This 
is replaced with a fictitious situation consisting of bubbles of different sizes whose internal 
pressure is varying, oscillating in water of constant background pressure. Thus, the pressure 
modulation due to the presence of other sources is moved from the outside of the bubble to 
the inside. This is explained fully in chapter 3. In the fictitious situation, the oscillating bub-
bles are the notional sources, for which superposition applies because they exist in a constant 
background pressure (Ziolkowski et al., 1982). 
Following Parkes et al. (1984), the equations are solved by successive approximations. 
Rewriting equations (6.21) explicitly for the notional source at the kth gun 
	
___ 	 1 	r ( t ) 1 [m 	____  _______ _______ 
Sk(t) =rk I - - 
S/(t_ 	
)] i= 1,... ,n, 
L h, 	k=1 rfk(t) c 	k=I r(t) k5i 	 (6.26) 
an iterative solution is obvious. The signal at any one hydrophone (the ith, say) is dominated 
by the pressure coming from the adjacent gun (the kth, say, where k = i). The measurement 
at the ith hydrophone is therefore a good first approximation to the notional source for the 
kth gun (k = i). The addition of the summation terms on the right-hand side of (6.26) refine 
the kth notional source with each iteration. Each airgun string may be treated independently 
because they are sufficiently separated that there is no interaction between strings. 
The notional sources for the port outer and port inner strings are plotted in Figure 6.20 
and 6.21 for shot number 2268: The first 6 traces are the near-field measurements; the second 
6 traces are the notional sources derived from equations (6.26). The notional sources are quite 
different from the near-field measurements. In general, they decay more rapidly, but there 
are important amplitude and phase differences as well. For shot number 2269, the notional 
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channel number 
44 	46 	48 	44 	46 	48 
Cl, 
E 
Near fields and notional sources: port outer 
Figure 6.20: Notional sources for the port outer string on the last 6 channels. The near-field 
measurements are on the first 6 channels. 
sources for the starboard inner and starboard outer strings are plotted in Figures 6.22 and 6.23, 
respectively. Note that in Figure 6.23 the near-field hydrophone signal on channel 31 is very 
weak. The corresponding gun experienced a mis-fire on this shot, and thus the notional source 
was set to zero, as observed on channel 31 (right). 
Constructing a far-field wavelet 
Once equations (6.21) are solved, the wavefield may be calculated anywhere in the water, 
by linear superposition of the non-interacting notional sources, as in equation (6.20). To 
calculate a far-field wavelet, the location is typically chosen to be vertically below the array, 
at say 5000m distance. The calculation includes the reflection from the sea surface, or source 
ghost. 
The far-field wavelets calculated from the near-field measurements are shown in Fig-
ures 6.24 and 6.25, for the port and starboard sub-arrays, respectively. In the absence of any 
other quality control check on the validity of the notional source signatures, and hence the far -
field wavelet, a comparison was made with the calculations of the Trisor System performed 
during production. In Figures 6.24 and 6.25, the wavelets calculated on-line by Trisor are on 
the left, and those calculated in Edinburgh (U0E) are on the right. The Trisor calculations 
terminate at 500ms. The RMS difference between the two sets of calculations is 5.9% for the 
port sub-array, and 5.2% for the starboard sub-array. The two sub-arrays were supposed to be 
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Near fields and notional sources: port inner 
Figure 6.21: Notional sources for the port inner string on the last 6 channels. The near-field 
measurements are on the first 6 channels. 
channel number 




Near fields and notional sources: starboard inner 
Figure 6.22: Notional sources for the starboard inner string on the last 6 channels. The near-
field measurements are on the first 6 channels. 
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channel number 
E 
Near fields and notional sources: starboard outer 
Figure 6.23: Notional sources for the starboard outer string on the last 6 channels. The near-
field measurements are on the first 6 channels. 
identical, and indeed the RMS difference between the port and starboard sub-arrays is 1%. 
The agreement with the independent calculations of Trisor suggests that the far-field 
wavelet is valid, and hence the notional sources correctly describe the pressure output of 
the array. However, it is more desirable to have a continuous check on the validity and quality 
of the notional source calculations, independent of the measurements which give the solu-
tion. This is provided by extra hydrophones on the airgun array which are supplementary to 
the requirement of n measurements for n airguns, as discussed in Ziolkowski and Johnston 
(1997). 
In signature deconvolution, a filter is found which shapes the far-field wavelet into some-
thing more desirable for subsequent processing, such as its minimum-phase equivalent (Drag-
oset etal., 1987), or a much shorter smoother wavelet altogether (Ziolkowski, 1984 and 1987; 
Ziolkowski, Underhill & Johnston, 1998; Ziolkowski, Johnston & Underhill, 1999). 
Constructing the source signature 
The signature which is required for the multiple removal scheme is not the far-field wavelet. 
It is the signature of the source array at the source location—this is where the convolution of 
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Channel number 
50 	 50 
Farlield wavelet for port sub-array (FFID 2268) 













50 	 50 
Farfield wavelet for starboard sub-array (FFID 2269) 
Figure 6.25: The far-field wavelet for the starboard sub-array. Trisor left, UoE right. 
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describe the signature of the airgun array, including any anisotropic radiation pattern: 
SA(X,Y,Z,t) =sk(t)(x—[Xs+xk])(y  [ys+yk])ö(z —  [zs+zkl), (6.27) 
where SA is the distributed area! source. It is sA(x,y,z,t) which should be used in the con-
struction of the incident field (see chapter 5), incorporating each of the notional sources with 
appropriate amplitude scaling and time delays, to account for the propagation from source 
array element position to receiver location. 
If it may be argued that the array is compact enough in space to be treated approximately 
as a point source; then it can characterised by a single source signature. The point source 
signature is formed by superposing the notional sources, with suitable scaling and delays, at 
a point in the centre of the array: 
n 
SE(X,y,Z,t) = 	—Sk(t - —), 	 (6.28) 
	
k=lrk 	C 
where 5E  is the effective source signature of the array, and rk is given by equations (6.19). Any 
error which is incurred by assuming the array to be a point increases with frequency. (The 
wavelengths of sound radiated are 300-15m for 5-100Hz. Thus at 100Hz, a 15m wide array 
is comparable with one wavelength, and may not be considered to radiate seismic energy as 
a monopole.) The effective source signature may be calculated for any particular angle of 
incidence by choosing a point, at which to sum the notional sources, which is offset from the 
centre of the array. 
6.4 Measurement of the wavefield in the far field 
The measurement of the wavefield of an airgun array using a single hydrophone in the far-field 
region has been possible for many years (e.g. Lugg, 1979; Frick et al., 1985). A hydrophone 
placed further than a distance rf from an airgun array, where 
D2 
rf= --, 	 (6.29) 
D is the length of the array, and X is the wavelength of interest, is said to be in the far field 
(chapter 3). 
In the far field, the array behaves like a point source in that the shape of the signature 
propagating from the array does not change with distance; the signature's amplitude decreases 
according to spherical divergence. However, because the point source is not a monopole (it 
comprises an array of airguns) it has a different far-field signature in every direction. Thus a 
number of hydrophones are needed to measure the signature as a function of direction. 
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While it is relatively simple to define the distance from an array at which a single pressure 
measurement fully characterises the wavefield of the array in that direction, it not so easy to 
make the measurement. Airgun arrays are usually tuned to optimise the wavefield travelling 
vertically downwards into the earth, and therefore the signature is generally required vertically 
below the airgun array. For an array which is 22m long, and considering an upper frequency 
of interest of 125 Hz, a hydrophone would have to be placed at least 40m below the array. 
Assuming the majority of the signature passes in 0.5s, there must be at least 375m of water 
below the hydrophone to allow it to be recorded in isolation. On the continental shelf, the 
water is usually too shallow to permit either the deployment of a hydrophone in the far field 
(because the sea floor intervenes), or the recording of far-field signatures uncontaminated by 
reflections from the sea floor. 
The data in this section result from a survey conducted by the British Institutions Re-
flection Profiling Syndicate (BIRPS), across the Rockall Trough, West of Ireland, UK. The 
depth of the water in this area (200-3000m) allowed a far-field hydrophone to be deployed 
in a deep-tow "fish", to monitor and record the vertical far-field signature of the array on a 
shot-by-shot basis. The data were shot in August 1993 by Digicon Geophysical Corporation 
(now Ventas DGC). 
The pressure recorded by a single hydrophone at (x, y, z) in the far field of an airgun array 
with centre coordinates (Xs,ys,Zs) is given by 
1 	rj 	1 	R 
	
p ( rf ,t ) = — SE(t - -) - —SECt .._L) 	 (6.30) 
rf 	C R1 c 
where SE is the effective source-time function of the array, and, for the vertical direction, 
rf z - z5  and Rf z + Z5. Equation (6.30) may be written as a convolution, 
p (r,t) = SE (t) *
I
ö(t - 	- —1--(t - 	)] 	 (6.31) 1 r 	c R1 	c 
where * denotes convolution, and the 8-functions represent the time delays required to prop-
agate the effective source-time function SE(t) from its origin to the far-field hydrophone, for 
the direct arrival from (xs,ys,Zs), and for the ghost arrival from (xs, ys, —z 5 ). Transformation 
of equation (6.31) to the frequency domain gives 
Ii 	. rj 	1 	. Rj l 
P(rj-,W) = SE((0). I —exp(lc)—) - —exP(1C)—)] 	 (6.32) 
Lrf 	C C 
where the convolution has been replaced by a multiplication, and the time delays, by complex 
phase shifts. The source-time function may be extracted through a complex division for the 
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geometrical factors related to source and receiver positions 
SE (CO) = 
	P(rf,w) 	
(6.33) 
exp(iw) - I  
The denominator is never zero because it is the difference of two quantities which cannot be 
zero simultaneously, since r1 <Rf. Thus, the division is stable. Moreover, the result is causal. 
Equation (6.33) represents a frequency-domain deconvolution of the measured pressure by 
the impulse response of the medium. This response is the Green's function for propagation 
in a homogeneous half-space bounded by a free surface. SE (w) is the (frequency-domain) 
effective source signature for the array, at the centre of the source location. 
The WESTLINE airgun array 
The Western Extension across Slyne Trough (WESTLINE) profile was shot across the 250km 
wide Rockall Trough basin to provide controls on its age and development, with respect to 
the understanding of continental rifting and margin development. Because the basin is very 
deep (water depths up to 3km in places, and lower crustal reflectors at 10km), the airgun array 
was designed to maximise the signal output by deploying as many guns as possible. Thus, the 
conventional desired characteristic of a high primary-to-bubble ratio is sacrificed in exchange 
for deeper penetration of the low frequencies. The radiated energy at low frequencies is 
governed by the bubble oscillations, and not by the initial shock wave which carries the high-
frequency energy. 
A schematic of the airgun array is shown in Figure 6.26. The non-symmetrical array 
comprises two sub-arrays, port and starboard. Each of the sub-arrays comprises two strings 
of ten air guns, with the volume of the guns generally increasing from the back of the array 
to the front. The numbers indicate the chamber volume of the gun in cubic inches'. Note 
that the cross-line dimension of the array of 50m is much larger than the in-line dimension of 
22m. Since the array is two-dimensional, it is always the larger of the two dimensions which 
should be considered in the deployment of a hydrophone in the far field. For frequencies 
of 125-30 Hz the far-field region of the array's radiation pattern is greater than 208-50m. 
Figure 6.27 is a cartoon illustrating the idea behind the deployment of a hydrophone in the far 
field of an airgun array to record the vertically-travelling signature. Note that the signature 
arriving at the streamer, travelling almost horizontally from the extended source array, is very 
different from the signature propagating vertically towards the far-field hydrophone. 
The WESTLINE airgun array was modelled using the Modgun marine seismic source 
signature modelling software of PGS 2 Seres. This was done to assess the variation of hy- 
'1 Cu. in. 	001641 
2Petroleum Geo Services 
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460 100 460 100 
370 350 370 350 
460 380 460 380 
460 380 370 380 
300 260 300 260 22m 
200 260 200 260 
100 240 100 240 
80 100 80 100 
60 80 60 80 
40 60 40 60 
1 O 	 30m 	 10m - 
Figure 6.26: The configuration of the WESTLINE survey airgun array (Note: not to scale). 
The star denotes the centre of the array. The total volume of the array is 9390 cu. in.. 
drophone depth on the far-field signature, and to obtain an idea of what the signature from 
the WESTLINE array might look like. Modgun allows the pressure output of arrays of sin-
gle guns and clusters to be modelled, taking the effects of interaction between the guns into 
account. The kernel of the modelling is based on the theory of Ziolkowski (1970; 1982). 
Figures 6.28 & 6.29 show the far-field signature for two positions, 45m and 75m vertically 
below the array. The signatures are calculated with a sampling interval of 0.5ms, without any 
recording filters. The difference between the two signatures is in their high frequency Content, 
as indicated by the peak-to-peak amplitude and the primary-to-bubble (P/B) ratio indicated on 
the right of the plots. (The peak-to-peak amplitude is measured from the peak to the trough of 
the primary pulse, marked by the first two circles on the left of the plots. A similar measure 
may be made for the secondary (bubbble) pulse, marked by the second two circles. The P/B 
ratio is the ratio of the distance between the first two circles over the distance between the 
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second two.) The period of bubble oscillation is approximately the same, indicating that the 
low frequency content of the two signatures is similar. At 45m the high frequencies travelling 
from the different guns in the array arrive out of phase to reduce the amplitude of the primary. 
45m is therefore not in the far field of the array for all the frequencies in this modelled result 
(up to a Nyquist frequency of 1000 Hz). 
Figures 6.30 & 6.31 show the same far-field signatures filtered with a recording instru-
ment filter which attenuates frequencies above 80 Hz. Note that, with the reduced bandwidth 
imposed by the recording filter, the array is now much less directional, and the signature at 
45m is very similar to the signature at 75m. At this bandwidth, 45m and 75m are both ef-
fectively in the far field of the array. At the low frequencies (< 35 Hz) returning from the 
target this is even more true. Thus, a measured far-field signature will be of practical use in 
the processing of reflection data if the hydrophone is at least 45m deep. 
sea surface 
gun array  
\ 	 : : 	streamer cable (6km) 








Rockall Trough floor 
Figure 6.27: Cartoon illustrating the principal elements in the acquisition of the far-field 
signature of the airgun array as the boat steams to the left. The broken arrows indicate possible 
travel paths for the energy from the source to the receivers. 
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Far-field signature of array: WESTLINE 
Distance: 45 in Azimuth: Odeg Angle of vertical: Odeg 
Primary 93.3 burnt Source depth 10.0 m 
Peukpeuk 181.5 bo Streamer depth 0.0m 
P/B ratio 5.3 Pilter 	Not applied 
Period +1-) 121.0/ 123.0 moec Volume 9390 min. 
Pressure 1900 p0/ 
Ghost strength -1.0 
Scu temperatur 7.0 C 
0 	 500 
msec 
Figure 6.28: Unfiltered synthetic Modgun far-field signature 45m vertically below the WEST-
LINE airgun array. 
Far-field signature of array: WESTLINE 








Primary 128.1 born Source depth lOOm 
Peak-peak 245.3 batrn Streamer depth 0.0 m 
P/B ratio 6.3 Filter 	Not 	pplied 
Period (+/-): 121.51123-5 moec Volume 9390 coin. 
Preatute 1900 p0/ 
Ghoul strength .1.0 
Sea temp—tor 7.0 C 
0 	 500 
msec 
Figure 6.29: Unfiltered synthetic Modgun far-field signature 75m vertically below the WEST-
LINE airgun array. 
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Far-field signature of array: WESTLINE 




0 	 500 
msec 
Figure 6.30: Modgun far-field signature 45m vertically below the WESTLINE airgun array, 
filtered with a DSS-240 instrument filter. 
Far-field signature of array: WESTLINE 
Distance: 75 m Azimuth: 0 deg Angle of vertical: 0 deg 
Primary 	: 39.2 harm Source depth 	10.0 m 
Peak-peak 98.6 barns Streamer depth: 	0.0 m 
P/B ratio 3.0 Filter: out - 80 DSS-240 
Period (+/-): 115.5/125.0 imec Volume 	9390 cub. 
Pressure 1900 psi 
Glsoststiength 	-1.0 




0 	 500 
msec 
Figure 6.31: Modgun far-field signature 75m vertically below the WESTLIINE airgun array, 
filtered with a DSS-240 instru 
Primary 	: 35.2 barn, Source depth 10.0 m 
Peak-peak 86.6 bares 5treumer depth 0.0 m 
P/B ratio 2.9 Filter: out - 80 DSS-240 
Period (+1-) 116.0/ 125j marc Volume 9390 coin. 
Pressure 1900 psi 
& 
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shot point number 






far-field signatures 4420-4519 
Figure 6.32: Far-field signatures from the central (deepest) part of the Rockall Trough, un-
contaminated by any sea floor reflections. 
The recording system 
The Digicon far-field recording system (DFFRS) was a PC-based system comprising several 
elements. At one end, the far-field hydrophone is housed in an Endeco deep-tow depressor 
703 hydrodynamic tow fish, which, in theory, is capable of reaching depths of lOOs of me-
tres. However, due to a combination of prevailing weather conditions and ship speed, the 
far-field hydrophone in the WESTLINE survey was rarely at depths greater than 60-70m. 
The hydrophone itself is an Engineering Acoustics LS-93 which, through the use of a high 
impedance charge-coupled amplifier (with variable sensitivities), has an accuracy which is 
unaffected by the tow cable length. A Hewlett Packard I-IF 35665A signal analyser provides 
real-time displays of the far-field signature in the time and frequency domains, permitting po-
sitioning of the hydrophone during deployment. Finally, the signal is digitised with a Keithley 
metrabyte DAS-102 A/D card which permits sampling rates up to 100 kHz. 
Two seconds of the far-field data were recorded to PC at a sampling rate of 5000 Hz (0.2 
ms sampling interval). No recording filters were applied due to the high sampling rate. How-
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shot point number 
7840 	7860 	7880 	7900 	7920 
far-field signatures 7826-7925 
Figure 6.33: Far-field signatures from the south-easterly flank of the Rockall Trough, where 
the signal is contaminated by sea floor reflections. 
Thus, before any combined processing of streamer and far-field data is possible, the latter 
must be convolved with the DSS-240 out-80 Hz high-cut filter. During the initial deployment 
and testing of the far-field acquisition system the hydrophone signal was contaminated by 
both a capacitive discharge and 60 Hz noise (Sacks, 1993). Removing the HP 35665A sig-
nal analyser from the recording circuit remedied the problem. It was assumed that the signal 
analyser was faulty (Sacks, 1993). 
Examples of some of the far-field signatures recorded with the system are given in Fig-
ures 6.32 & 6.33. The first 500ms only are plotted. The signatures are displayed with SEG 
normal recording polarity, such that positive pressures are recorded as negative numbers on 
tape. The initial compressional pulse from the airgun array therefore plots as a negative ex-
cursion (trough). Figure 6.32 is from the central area of the trough where the water depth is 
around 3km. In this case, the sea floor is far enough below the far-field hydrophone that the 
vertically-travelling signature may be measured without contamination by reflections from 
the earth. Figure 6.33 is from the Rockall slope where the profile approaches the continental 
shelf. At this point, the water depth is at most 180m deep and too shallow to get an effective 
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measure of the far-field signature. This is illustrated by the reflections from the sea floor and 
the layers below cutting across the far-field signatures, beginning around 0.25s at shot point 
(SP) 7826, and continuing to almost 0.2s at SP 7925. 
There is some additional information in Figure 6.33 which unfortunately does not fulfil 
its intended potential. A problem in the use of deep-tow systems is the lack of precise infor-
mation on the location of the hydrodynamic fish, and hence the recorded data. Every hour 
during production shooting, the guns at the four corners of the array were fired individually 
to establish the far-field hydrophone position by triangulation. These positioning shots were 
recorded through the HP 35665A signal analyser, resulting in SPs 7836, 7840, 7844, 7848 in 
Figure 6.33, which are dominated by a strong DC signal, which is possibly the capacitative 
discharge mentioned in Sacks (1993). (SP 7916 in Figure 6.33 is a noise file where no guns 
fire.) Almost without fail, the shot points listed in the observer's logs (Bulat, 1993), which 
correspond to the single guns firing, record this DC signal. Often, the adjacent shots are con-
taminated as well, as illustrated in Figure 6.34. SP 4994 is the positioning shot where one gun 
only fires. These contaminated traces are presumably caused by the faulty HP 35665A signal 
analyser being switched in and out of the recording circuit. 
shot point number 
C 
0 
0 a; (a 
far-field signatures 4993-4996 
Figure 6.34: Far-field positioning signatures from the Rockall Trough, where the signal is 
dominated by a strong DC component. 
In the absence of any other positioning information, the range to the hydrophone may 
be determined from the first-break time, knowing the velocity of sound in water. On-board 
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monitoring of the hydrophone position suggests the hydrophone was, at most, 4° astern of 
the array centre (P. Sacks, pers. comm.). Modelling with Modgun shows there to be little 
difference in the signatures obtained with the WESTL[NE array for 0 0 and 40 to the vertical. 
Constructing the source signature 
The purpose of far-field recording is to monitor the array behaviour, and to extract the effective 
source signature. The steps required to do this are illustrated below, using a typical far-
field signature from the deep part of the WESTLINE profile at SP 3540. The hydrophone is 
approximately 62m below the source array. The first step is the removal of any so-called DC 
signal in the data by calculating the mean value and removing it. DC signal corresponds to 
energy at zero frequency, which clearly should not exist, but often is introduced by recording 
circuits. At this point the data are converted to meaningful units of pressure, if possible, 
and the polarity is reversed from the SEG's recording convention, so that positive pressure 
corresponds to positive numbers. After these manipulations, the quasi-raw data are shown in 
Figure 6.35 with its amplitude spectrum. 
It is clear from Figure 6.35(b) that there is practically no energy above 500 Hz, so the 
data are resampled from a sampling interval of 0.0002s to 0.001s. To ensure that no energy 
above 500 Hz is aliased, the data are convolved with a minimum-phase Gaussian filter. The 
filter is defined in the frequency domain, by requiring that its amplitude spectrum falls to a 
value of 1 at 350 Hz. The resampled data are shown in Figure 6.36. The source ghost is 
clear at approximately 62 Hz. This frequency corresponds with a source depth of 12m, which 
differs from the nominal source depth reported in the observer's logs. Transformation of the 
data to the frequency domain allows the source signature to be calculated by deconvolution 
using equation (6.33). On transformation back to the time domain, the data in Figure 6.37 
result. This is the vertically-travelling effective source signature of the array. Note that there 
is no time delay on the signal. It represents the source time function which appears in equa-
tion (6.31) as a convolution, at the origin, of the seismic energy with the impulse response of 
the medium. In the absence of the source ghost, Figure 6.37(b) now shows the ghost notch 
filled at a fundamental frequency of 62 Hz, with smaller (raised) amplitudes at harmonics of 
124, 186 and 248 Hz. 
To relate the source signature of Figure 6.37 to the signature in the reflection data requires 
knowledge of the streamer recording system. The reflection data were sampled every 0.004s 
through a DSS-240 recording filter. The DSS-240 is an out-80 Hz high-cut filter, with a 
72dB/octave roll-off at the high end, as shown in Figure 6.38, sampled every 0.001s. This 
filter was convolved with the source signature to give the data in Figure 6.39. The high-cut 
filter attenuates the amplitudes in the data above 80 Hz to permit sampling every 0.004s, as in 
the reflection data recording. Decimation to 0.004s of the DSS-240-filtered source signature 
gives the data in Figure 6.40. These are essentially the same data as in Figure 6.39, but with 
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Figure 6.35: Far-field signature for SP 3540 after flipping the polarity and removing DC. (a) 
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Figure 6.36: Far-field signature for SP 3540 after preliminary processing and resampling from 
0.0002s to 0.001s. (a) wavelet; (b) amplitude spectrum. 
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Figure 6.37: Effective source signature for SP 3540 by frequency-domain deconvolution of 
the far-field signature. (a) wavelet; (b) amplitude spectrum. 
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Figure 6.38: Digicon's DSS-240 instrument response: An out-80 Hz high cut lifter with a 72 
dB/octave roll-off slope. (a) wavelet; (b) amplitude spectrum. 
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a larger sampling interval. This now is the source signature which is present in the recorded 
reflection data. 
If the data are to be processed at a larger sampling interval than the one used during 
recording, such as 0.008s, the source signature must be anti-alias filtered with the same fil-
ter as the reflection data and resampled to 0.008s. The result of applying a minimum-phase 
Gaussian filter with a high-cut of 35 Hz at the Ile point to the DSS-240-filtered source sig-
nature, and resampling to 0.008s is shown in Figure 6.42. The signature is long and ringy. If 
the free surface is removed from reflection data acquired with the WESTLINE airgun array, 
the signature in Figure 6.40 or 6.42 will remain. Clearly some kind of signature shaping is 
desirable so that the reflections are not obscured by the source signature. 
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Figure 6.39: Effective source signature for SP 3540 convolved with DSS-240 instrument 
response (& = 0.001s). (a) wavelet; (b) amplitude spectrum. 
6.5 Conclusions 
It is always possible to make measurements of the wavefield of a single airgun or an array of 
airguns. The key to making useful measurements is to know which measurements to make, 
and how to manipulate them. Three different methods of measuring the wavefield of airgun 
sound sources are presented based on published theories. The analysis which is required 
to extract the source signature from these measurements is demonstrated using real data. If 
properly-sampled reflection data are acquired concurrently with source measurements, then 
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Figure 6.40: Effective source signature for SP 3540 convolved with DSS-240 instrument 
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Figure 6.41: Effective source signature for SP 3540 convolved with DSS-240 instrument 
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Figure 6.42: Effective source signature for SP 3540 convolved with DSS-240 instrument 
response (it = 0.008s). (a) wavelet; (b) amplitude spectrum. 
the source signatures can be extracted as outlined above. These signatures are the key element 
in the implementation of the multiple removal scheme presented in chapter 5. 
1E!A! 
MULTIPLE ELIMINATION IN ONE DIMENSION 
Chapter 7 
7.1 Introduction 
Many approaches have been developed to the problem of eliminating sea surface multiples in 
a one-dimensional earth, as discussed in chapter 4. 
Evaluation of the earth's reflection response, presented in chapter 5, removes all multiples 
related to the sea surface. In one dimension, the reflection response is simply the ratio of the 
upgoing to the downgoing plane waves. Unlike other methods, which are designed specifi-
cally for the one-dimensional case, the up/down ratio is valid for non-vertical incidence, and 
produces multiple-free seismograms which preserve the amplitude of the primary reflections. 
Synthetic seismograms calculated over a plane layered elastic model illustrate the success 
of the technique for streamer and OBC data. Both line source and point source examples are 
given. In the latter case, to analyse the data in plane wave components, an extra spatial Fourier 
transform is applied, instead of the Hankel transform which involves asymptotic Bessel func-
tions. A sensitivity analysis reveals how the method performs in the presence of random noise, 
and errors in the input parameters. Finally, in the OBC case, the effect of working with the 
total field is examined before drawing some conclusions. Some of the material shown here is 
in a paper (Johnston, Ziolkowski and Taylor, 1999), requested by the Petroleum Exploration 
Society of Great Britain, after a presentation at their 1998 technical exhibition. The paper is 
included as appendix C. 
7.2 A synthetic example with line source streamer data 
The synthetic data used to illustrate the multiple removal scheme are computed in a water 
layer overlying an elastic earth with the reflectivity method (Fuchs and MUller, 1971). The 
modelling code used is OSIRIS of ødegaard A/S. A simple layered earth model is used where 
P- and S-wave velocities increase with depth, as tabulated in Table 7.1. Because the complex-
ity of the earth model is contained within the upgoing and the downgoing wavefields, it does 
not affect the recovery of the earth's reflection response, as described in chapter 5. 
Figure 7.1 shows a schematic of the acquisition set-up. The line source time function is a 
two-loop Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 25 Hz (see Figure 7.2). 128 hydrophone 
receivers are arranged in a line below the sea surface 6.25m apart (Figure 7.1). The offset 
between the source and the first receiver is zero. Figure 7.3 shows seismograms for the scat- 
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Depth(m) P-wave (mis) S-wave (mis) density (kg/m') 
75 1500 0 1000 
575 2000 1155 2200 
1075 2500 1443 2150 
1775 3000 1732 2200 
2775 3500 2021 2200 
00 4000 2309 1 	2400 
Table 7.1: Earth parameters used for the simple layered earth model. 
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Figure 7.1: Model acquisition geometry for ID line source streamer synthetics. 
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Figure 7.2: Ricker wavelet used as the source time function. 
tered pressure field in the presence and absence of the sea surface: the left panel corresponds 
to Figure 7.1(a); the right panel corresponds to Figure 7.1(b). Most of the events on the left 
of Figure 7.3 are therefore free-surface multiples. The goal of multiple removal is to convert 
the data in the left panel of Figure 7.3 to those in the right panel. 
Data preparation 
Because the data are synthetic, it is possible to model what the receivers would measure di-
rectly, or to model parts of the wavefield separately. The first step of the multiple removal 
scheme requires the scattered field to be isolated from the total field, by calculating the inci-
dent field and subtracting it from the total field. This step is performed implicitly, by mod-
elling the scattered field only. The incident field is discussed later, and is plotted in Figure 7.6 
beside the scattered field. 
In this simple 1D model, the earth properties change in one direction only, the z-direction, 
which is vertical. Wave propagation from the line source is in two dimensions (the x- and 
z-directions, say), with invariance in the third dimension (the y-direction, say). To get the 
data p °1 (x r , Zr, t, z5 ), recorded at depth Zr in response to a line source at depth Z,  into the 
frequency-wavenumber domain it is sufficient to apply a Fourier transform over time t, and 
over distance x: 
Ps' (kx,Zr,W,ZS) = ff  seat xr ,zr ,t,zs )exP(+i[o)tkxx1)dtth. 	(7.1) 
To accommodate the operations applied in the frequency-wavenumber domain, the data are 
padded with zeros, in time and offset, prior to the transforms, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. 
An exponential taper is applied to the time axis prior to the transform to frequency. This 
makes the frequency complex (see appendix A.!) which stabilises computations involving 
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Figure 7.3: A line source over a 1D elastic earth with no incident field. The gather on the left 
is the pressure in the presence of the sea surface; the gather on the right is the pressure in the 
absence of the sea surface. 
the vertical wavenumber k (see appendix A.2). Because the data are real-valued and do 
not exist before t = 0, data for —w are the complex conjugates of the data for ±w, so only 
the positive frequencies are processed. The data for negative offsets are simulated from the 
positive offsets, making the data split-spread. The data at - and ±k are then identical so 
that only the positive wavenumbers are processed. 
Separating Upgoing and Downgoing Waves 
When the acquisition geometry is towed streamers, it is possible to separate the upgoing and 
downgoing waves by deconvolving the receiver ghost. In the frequency-wavenumber domain 
the receiver ghost is 
i — exp(ik z [2z]) 	 (7.2) 
where k = 	- k 2 . This factor becomes zero whenever exp(ik[2z s]) equals ±1. There- 
fore, to remove the receiver ghost, the deconvolution is performed by a stabilised complex 
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Figure 7.4: The data preparation required to transform from the time-space domain to the 
frequency-wavenumber domain, using line source data over a 1D earth. 
division (Deregowski, 1971 and 1978) 
* 
P CGJ (kx,Zr,W,Zs) 1  - exP(ikz [2zr])] 
U'(k,z,co,z) = 	 1 2 (7.3) 
1 - exp(ikz[2zr]) + F 
where c is a small real constant, ensuring that the denominator is never zero. The downgoing 
wave is obtained from the scattered field by subtracting the upgoing wave: 
ñS,(1.
x, Zr,(O,Zs) = pSCat(kZ(0Z)_ U ° (kx ,Zr,(O,Zs ) 	 (7.4) 
The upgoing and downgoing waves, which together from the scattered field on the left of 
Figure 7.3, have been extracted following these equations, and are shown in Figure 7.5. Note 
that the multiples are contained in both the upgoing and the downgoing waves. 
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Figure 7.5: Separating upgoing and downgoing wavefields with pressure only: Upgoing 
wavefield at Z = Zr on the left; downgoing wavefield at z = z on the right. 
Calculating the Incident Field 
In addition to the upgoing and downgoing scattered wavefields, separated in the frequency -
wavenumber domain, the downgoing incident field must be calculated. 
Defining the incident field as that part of the total field which exists in the absence of the 
sea floor and the layers beneath it, as in chapter 5, each component of this field is defined in 
the frequency-wavenumber domain as 
1(kx ,Zr,O),Zs) = 	-S((0) (exP(ikz lZs_zrl) _exp(ik z [zs+zrl)). 	(7.5) 
where S(co) is the spectrum of the single source signature used to produce the synthetic seis-
mograms (see section 5.6 for details). The two phase factors in brackets propagate the source 
signature to the correct location in space for the direct arrival and its ghost. Transformation to 
time and space gives the recording of the incident field that would be made if the water were 
a half-space. 
The incident pressure field calculated for the acquisition geometry given in Figure 7.1(a) 
is plotted in Figure 7.6 together with the scattered pressure field. A towed hydrophone would 
record the sum total of these two wavefields. 
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Figure 7.6: The scattered and incident fields for line source streamer data over a 1D elastic 
earth. The gather on the left is the pressure modelled in the presence of the free surface; the 
gather on the right is the calculated incident field (by definition direct and ghost arrivals). 
The reflection response 
In the case of a horizontally-stratified earth, the situation is simplified considerably compared 
with the general 3D case. In the frequency-wavenumber domain, each upgoing scattered plane 
wave is simply the product of a downgoing incident plane wave with the reflection response 
plus the product of a downgoing scattered plane wave with the reflection response: 
USC0) (kx ,Zr,c),Zs) = f(k x ,z r,(o, Zs) (kx,zr,( 0 ,ZS) 
	
+ b"(k, Zr, CO, z5 )l( k, Zr, (0 7  Zs). 	 (7.6) 
(In the 3D case, the second term on the right is replaced by a summation over all possible 
downgoing scattered plane wave components.) Or, in other words, the reflection response 
of the whole earth (by definition in absence of the free surface) is equal to the ratio of the 
upgoing wave to the downgoing wave: 
U0)(k,z1,(o,z5) 	. 	 (7.7) (kx,Zr,O),Zs) =  I(kx ,Zr,(),Zs)+!(kx,Zr,(0,ZS) 
This spectral division is evaluated in a stabilised way. 
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Figure 7.7: Multiple removal with line source streamer data over a 1D elastic earth. The 
gather on the left is pressure modelled with no free surface; the gather on the right is the 
result of processing the seismogram with multiples to remove them. 
Re-introducing an incident field 
Carrying out the division in equation (7.7) results in the reflection response of the earth which 
is broad-band, where deconvolution for the source signature S(() is carried out implicitly by 
the division. In order to view the reflection response in the time-space domain it is necessary 
to band-limit it: an idealised incident field is propagated to the boundary where the reflection 
response is defined, multiplied by the response, and then propagated up to the receivers. In 
this case the reflection response is defined at the receiver level, so only propagation from the 
source to the receivers is required. The idealised incident field 1z is defined thus, 
Zr, (0,  Zs) iz( k . x,Zr)C,Zs)R@x,Zr,(O,Zs), 	 (7.8) 
where 
F(k, Zr, (0, Zs) = 	Sz( (I) ) (exp (iklz - zD)1 	 (7.9) 
and SZ(o)  has some smooth desired wavelet spectrum. In practice, the original signal S(w) 
represents a long and oscillatory air gun array signature; however, in this synthetic case, the 
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Figure 7.8: Multiple removal with line source streamer data over a 1D elastic earth. The gather 
on the left is the difference between the modelled with no free surface case and the processed 
to no free surface case; the gather on the right has been processed to no free surface. 
S(o)) is a Ricker wavelet which already has the desired spectral characteristics, so Sz(o) = 
S((). 
Multiple-free seismograms 
Transformation of P° (kx ,Zr ,(0,Zs) back to the time-space domain, 
p°(x,z,t,z) = (1)2]/po(kZ(OZ)exP(_i[C1)t_kx])dcOdk 
(7.10) 
allows interpretation to follow. The result of sea surface multiple removal following these 
steps is plotted in Figure 7.7. The seismogram modelled without the free surface is on the left; 
the seismogram modelled with the free surface, then processsed to remove the multiples is on 
the right. The difference between these is small, as shown in Figure 7.8. The plot on the right 
of Figures 7.7 and 7.8 is comparable with the pressure data (with multiples) in Figures 7.3 
and 7.6 (left panel). The multiples have clearly been eliminated, while the amplitudes of the 
primaries are intact. 
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7.3 A sensitivity analysis with line source streamer data 
To calculate the reflection response of the earth as a ratio, as shown in the previous section, 
the data (P" (k,, Zr, (o,  Z)  and S(co)) must have the correct amplitudes in units of pressure. 
This means that the data cannot be tapered in offset to try to reduce any undesirable edge 
effects, otherwise incorrect amplitudes result in the frequency-wavenumber domain, giving 
incomplete multiple elimination. In addition, any recorded dataset must be internally con-
sistent so that measurements at the source array can be related to the data recorded by the 
streamer. Both of these recordings should be converted to pressure. 
What follows below is a discussion of some possible sources of error which might in-
fluence the performance of the multiple-removal scheme. It is given in the context of the 
simple case of a line source over a ID earth. However, the results are generally valid for more 
complicated examples which appear later in the thesis (chapter 8). 
Random noise 
Uncorrelated, normally distributed, random noise can be simulated using a portable random 
number generator. Processing synthetic data with additive noise gives an indication of the 
algorithm's robustness and stability. This is important when considering the application of a 
multiple removal scheme to real data which always contains noise of some kind, uncorrelated 
and/or correlated. 
Figure 7.9 shows the data of Figure 7.3, with increasing amounts of random noise added. 
The noise is specified with respect to the maximum value in the gather: 0.1%, 0.3%, 1.0% and 
3.0%, clockwise from the top left. Figure 7.10 shows the application of the multiple removal 
scheme to the data in Figure 7.9. 
The scheme performs well in all of the four cases given here. The primary information 
is recovered, and the multiples are supressed. As the noise level increases, the weaker pri-
maries, which are obscured by the multiples in the noise-free case (left panel of Figure 7.6), 
are obscured by the noise in the processed result. Note, however, in the worst case given 
here of 3.0% additive noise, that the primary reflection (Figure 7.10) between 0.5 and 0.8s 
is recovered from a zone where there is very little amplitude information in the original data 
(Figure 7.9). The stability of the multiple-free result is ensured through careful handling of 
the complex division for the reflection response in equation (7.7). 
Input parameter selection 
The recovery of the reflection response, and hence multiple removal, is performed in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain. Small errors in the required input parameters have a compli-
cated effect which is felt for all times and all offsets. Because the method presented in this 
thesis is deterministic, and as such requires all the input data to be defined as precisely as 
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Figure 7.9: The scattered pressure wavefield for line source streamer data in the presence of 
random noise. The noise is calculated as a percentage of the maximum value in the data: 
0.1%, 0.3%, 1.0% and 3.0%, clockwise from the top left. 
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Figure 7.10: The processed multiple-free wavefield for line source streamer data in the pres-
ence of random noise. The noise is calculated as a percentage of the maximum value in the 
(multiple-contaminated) data: 0.1%, 0.3%, 1.0% and 3.0%, clockwise from the top left. 
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possible, insight can be gained into the stability of the multiple-free solution by varying some 
of the possible parameters. 
The reflection response is described as a ratio involving three quantities, 01, r)SC(2t and 
I. Writing these quantities out in terms of the data, which are invariant, and parameters, their 
variation with respect to a particular input value can be assessed in isolation: 
Os' (kX,zT,(,z) = PSCtJJ(k Z  CO , Z)Uf 	 (7.11) 
where U1= [i _exp(ikz[2zr] 
TI, 
(7.12) 
bt(kX,ZT,o,ZS) peal 	 (7.13) 
where b1 = - [i - exp(ik z [2zr
])1 _ 1 
 exp (ik z [2z,]) 	 (7.14) 
J(kx,Zr,W,Zs) = S(o))If 	 (7.15) 
where If = [exp (ikz I zs — z, 	exp(ikz[zs+zr])] j 	 (7.16) 
The two factors Of  and Df depend on the water velocity c (via ks ), and the receiver depth Zr, 
whereas if  depends on the source depth Zs,  as well as c and z. By calculating the amplitude 
and phase of each of these quantities for a fixed frequency co and horizontal wavenumber k, 
the effect of varying each of Zs, Zr and c can be monitored independently of the data. The 
associated effect on the reflection response is given by the amplitude and phase of 
Of - 	_ 	 (7.17) 
If +Df 
Figure 7.11 shows, for a dominant co and k, the amplitude and phase of U, bf , if and fif  
for fixed c and z, and varying Zr from 4m to lOm in im steps. The correct receiver depth 
is 7m. The im steps correspond to a 14% change. If undergoes a phase change about the 
correct value of z; this is accompanied by gradual changes in both Of and I)f. The change 
in I acts essentially as a scale factor, since the incident field does not affect the upgoing 
and downgoing waves, only their ratio. The changes in Of and Of are more subtle, but their 
effect on the upgoing and downgoing waves is biggest when the receivers are too shallow. 
The combined effect of these errors on the reflection response in the time-space domain is a 
failure to remove all the multiples when the receivers are too deep, and a complete breakdown 
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Figure 7.11: Amplitude and phase factors for the upgoing, downgoing, incident and reflection 
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Figure 7.12: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
receiver depth is in error by —Om (0%), —im (14%), —2m (28%), —3m (42%), clockwise 
from the top left. 
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Figure 7.13: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
receiver depth is in error by +Om (0%), +lm (14%), +2m (28%), +3m (42%), clockwise 
from the top left. 
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Figure 7.14: Amplitude and phase factors for the upgoing, downgoing, incident and reflection 
frequency-wavenumber domain responses, for varying c. 
Figure 7.14 shows, for a dominant w and k, the amplitude and phase of Of , b1, if and 
ij for fixed Zr and Z,  and varying c from 870ms to 2130ms 1 in 210ms steps. The 
correct water velocity is 1500ms. The 210ms 1 steps correspond to the same 14% (im) 
change in Zr above. It is unlikely that the water velocity would vary as much in practice, but 
keeping the percentage change in parameters the same allows for a better comparison. All of 
Cf , D- and if undergo gradual changes as c is varied about the correct value. The error in 
c means that an incorrect dispersion relation is being used to propagate the data in the water 
layer. For the incident field this essentially means scaling. For the upgoing and downgoing 
fields extracted from the scattered field, this means a complex distortion through treating the 
propagating and evanescent parts of the data incorrectly. The combined effect on the reflection 
response in the time-space doman causes the scheme to become unstable when c is too low by 
amplifying horizontally travelling waves, and causes the scheme to break down when c is too 
high (Figures 7.15 and 7.16). In Figure 7.16, the lower two plots show coherent noise when 
displayed with a gain which is higher than the other displays in this section. 
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Figure 7.15: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
acoustic velocity is in error by —0ms (0%), —210ms' (14%), —420ms (28%), 
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Figure 7.16: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
acoustic velocity is in error by +Oms (0%), +210ms' (14%), +420ms' (28%), 
+630ms' (42%), clockwise from the top left. 
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Figure 7.17: Amplitude and phase factors for the upgoing, downgoing, incident and reflection 
frequency-wavenumber domain responses, for varying Z3. 
Figure 7.17 shows, for a dominant w and k, the amplitude and phase of Of  b,  if and 
ij for fixed Z  and c, and varying z from 4m to lOm in im steps. The correct source depth 
is 7m. The im steps correspond to a 14% change. To measure the source signature correctly 
requires the source depth to be known accurately (to within 10%: Ziolkowski and Johnston, 
1997). Uj- and Df are unaffected by an error in the source depth. If  undergoes a phase change 
about the correct value of z3 , as observed when Zr  changes. If the the upgoing and downgoing 
waves are extracted from the scattered field correctly, fif is only affected by the change in I 
as observed in Figure 7.17. The implications of this are clear: as z, passes from too low to 
too high, the reflection response passes through the correct value, where the ratio of upgoing 
to downgoing waves is properly balanced by the incident field. On either side of the correct 
value of Rf, the ratio is not correct and either too much or too little multiple energy is removed 
so that in the time-space domain we observe the phase change in the multiples caused by the 
error in Z  (Figures 7.18 and 7.19). Only at the correct value of z5 are the multiples completely 
cancelled. 
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Figure 7.18: The multiple -free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
source depth is in error by —Om (0%), — im (14%), —2m (28%), — 3m (42%), clockwise 
from the top left. 
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Figure 7.19: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
source depth is in error by +Om (0%), -1-1m (14%), +2m (28%), +3m (42%), clockwise 
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Figure 7.20: Amplitude and phase factors for the upgoing, downgoing, incident and reflection 
frequency-wavenumber domain responses, for varying Z  and Zr. 
Figure 7.20 shows, for a dominant w and k, the amplitude and phase of Uf , D1, If and Rf 
for fixed c, and varying z5  and Zr concurrently from 4m to lOm in I  steps. The correct source 
depth and the correct receiver depth is 7m. The effect of changing both Z  and Zr at the same 
time causes a gradual change in the incident field, and gradual changes in the upgoing and 
downgoing fields, as for changing Zr alone. The net effect on the multiple-free seismograms 
(Figures 7.21 and 7.22) is dominated by the change in Zr,  seen already in Figures 7.12 and 
7.13. 
In summary, errors in Zr and c have a complicated effect on the upgoing, downgoing and 
incident wavefields, hence the reflection response, and the multiple-free seismograms. Errors 
of up to ±14% in c are tolerable, and the result is still useful (that is to say, the majority 
of the multiples are eliminated at the expense of some wavefield distortion). Errors of up to 
+35% in Zr are tolerable, whereas having the receivers too shallow is not, and the scheme 
breaks down. Errors in Zr  are more damaging to the multiple-free result than errors in Z.. 
Errors in the source depth, are tolerable up to ±20%. However, the passage either side of 
the correct Z  value results in the multiples undergoing a phase change, at which point they 
are completely eliminated. This is a characteristic of the incident field effectively scaling 
the ratio of the upgoing and downgoing scattered fields. The tolerated errors are larger than 
the precision with which the measurements are currently available, and therefore well within 
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normal acquisition specifications. 
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Figure 7.21: The multiple-free wavefield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
source and receiver depths are in error by —Om (0%), —im (14%), —2m (28%), —3m (42%), 
clockwise from the top left. 
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Figure 7.22: The multiple-free wavelield calculated from line source streamer data. The 
source and receiver depths are in error by +Om (0%), +lm (14%), +2m (28%), +3m (42%), 
clockwise from the top left. 
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7.4 A synthetic example with OBC data 
The synthetic data used to illustrate the multiple removal scheme are computed at the interface 
between a water layer and an elastic earth with the reflectivity method (Fuchs and Muller, 
1971). The modelling code used is OSIRIS of ødegaard AJS. The layered earth model is 
detailed in Table 7.1. 
(a) With the free surface 
Figure 7.23: Model acquisition geometry for ID point source OBC synthetics. 
Figure 7.23 shows a schematic of the acquisition set-up. The point source time function 
is a two-loop Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 25 Hz (see Figure 7.2). 64 two-
component receivers (pressure and the vertical component of particle velocity) are arranged 
in a line on the sea floor 6.25m apart (Figure 7.23). There is zero offset between the source 
and the 1st receiver. Figure 7.24 shows seismograms for the scattered pressure field in the 
presence of the sea surface, corresponding to Figure 7.23(a): the left panel is pressure; the 
right panel is the vertical component of particle velocity at the sea floor which is assumed to 
be continuous across the interface. Figure 7.25 shows seismograms for the scattered pressure 
field in the absence of the sea surface, corresponding to Figure 7.23(b): the left panel is 
pressure; the right panel is the vertical component of particle velocity. Most of the events 
on Figure 7.24 are therefore free-surface multiples which obscure the primary reflections and 
mode-conversions clearly observed in Figure 7.25. The goal of multiple removal in the water 
layer using OBC data is to convert the data in Figure 7.24 to the data in the left panel of 
Figure 7.25. 
Data preparation 
As in section 7.2, the scattered field only is modelled so that the incident field need not be 
subtracted from the total field. It is shown later that for OBC data over a 1D earth this step is 
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Figure 7.24: A point source over a layered earth with no incident field, in the presence of 
the free surface. The gather on the left is the pressure; the gather on the right is the vertical 
component of particle velocity. 
not necessary. 
In this simple ID model, the earth properties change in one direction only, the z-direction 
which is vertical. Wave propagation from the point source is in three dimensions (the x-, 
y- and z-directions). To get the data PSCI(X r ,Y T ,Zr,t,ZS ), recorded at depth Zr, in response 
to a point source at depth z, into the frequency-wavenumber domain, the data are Fourier 
transformed over time t, and over distance x and y: 
J5srW(kx,kpZr7(Oi Zs ) = N P 
seat  (Xr,Y r ,Zr,t,Zs ) exp(+i{cot - kx - kyJ)dtthdy, 
where the change from lowercase to uppercase P indicates transformation from time to fre-
quency, and the , transformation from distance to wavenumber. 
The propagation of spherical waves in a horizontally-layered medium is cylindrically 
symmetric about an axis pointing vertically downwards. The wavefield along a single line 
may therefore be expressed in the frequency-wavenumber domain by an expansion into cylin-
drical waves, as expressed by the Sommerfeld integal in equation (2.59). However, this in-
tegral (a Hankel transform) requires the calculation of asymptotic Bessel functions which is 
difficult to do with precision. Instead, (orthogonal) Fourier transforms are applied in two 
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Figure 7.25: A point source over a layered earth with no incident field, in the absence of 
the free surface. The gather on the left is the pressure; the gather on the right is the vertical 
component of particle velocity. 
spatial directions. 
The transform to frequency is applied first. To stabilise computations in the frequency-
wavenumber domain involving the vertical wavenumber k (see appendix A.2), an exponential 
taper is applied to to each trace in the the time domain which makes the frequency complex 
(see appendix A.1). Zeros are added to the time axis to accommodate the operations applied 
in the frequency-wavenumber domain. This is shown schematically in Figure 7.26. Because 
the data are real-valued and do not exist before t = 0, data for —w are the complex conjugates 
of the data for +w, so only the positive frequencies are processed. 
Each frequency slice is a function of the x-direction, but the transform (equation (7.18)) 
requires data in both the x- and y-directions. Consider a point source of energy radiating in 
a one-dimensional earth. Spherical waves spread out in all directions away from the source 
location. Because the earth is ID and the radiation pattern of a point source is spherically-
symmetrical, the measurements along a horizontal line will be invariant with the position of 
the line. In other words, using the symmetry of the wavefield and the invariance of the earth 
model in the x- and y-directions, data on an (x,y) grid can be interpolated from data along a 
line in x. Every point on a desired (x,y) grid is mapped back onto the x-axis, and its value is 
found by cubic spline interpolation of the existing data. With N receivers along the x-axis, the 
largest square (x,y) grid is of side 2 N  (as indicated on the extreme left of Figure 7.27). 
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Figure 7.26: The data preparation required to transform from the time-space domain to the 
frequency-space domain, using point source data over a 1D earth. 
Figure 7.27 shows schematically how each 1D frequency slice is interpolated onto a 
2D grid. The data for negative x and y are simulated from the positive values making the 
data split-spread. Zeros are added in the x- and y-directions to accommodate operations in 
the frequency-wavenumber domain, and therefore prevent wraparound in the time-space do-
main. The data at negative and positive wavenumbers are then identical, so only the positive 
wavenumbers are processed. 
This process is illustrated on the data shown in Figure 7.24. The data in the time-space 
domain are transformed to the frequency-space domain where they are interpolated on a per-
frequency basis. Figure 7.28 shows a frequency slice through the data to illustrate the inter-
polation from a line (in the this case the ordinate x) to a grid in (x,y). The amplitudes decay 
away radially from the source location in the bottom left-hand corner. The concentric arcs re-
flect the cylindrical symmetry exploited. Figure 7.28 shows positive offsets only. Figure 7.29 
shows the non-unique offsets mirrored in the x- and y-directions and spatial data padding. 
Separating Upgoing and Downgoing Waves 
When the acquisition geometry is OBC it is possible to separate the upgoing and downgoing 
waves by scaled sums and differences of the pressure and the vertical component of particle 
velocity: 
2U'°'(kx ,ky , Zr ,W,Zs) = Petw 'I I' ky' Zr,CO,Z5 	
seat 
) - -- VZ 	(kx ,ky , zr , (), Zs) , 
k  
(7.19) 
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Figure 7.27: The data preparation required to transform from the frequency-space domain to 
the frequency-wavenumber domain, using a line of point source data over a ID earth. 
and 
- scat 1 
2[YCOt(kx,ky,Zr,(),zs) = pwat (kx,k y ,Zr,(), Zs ) + -----
O) 
 V 	kx ,ky ,zr,W, Zs) , 
z 
(7.20) 
where k = 
W2 	 kY2  - k52 - 	is the vertical wavenumber, and p and c are, respectively, the 
density and compressional wave velocity in the water. Application of equations (7.19) and 
(7.20) to the data of Figure 7.24 is shown in Figure 7.30. 
Calculating the Incident Field 
In addition to the upgoing and downgoing scattered fields, the downgoing incident field from 
the source array to the receivers is required. Defining the incident field, as before, as that part 
of the total field which exists in the absence of the sea floor and the layers beneath it, each 
component of this field is defined in the frequency-wavenumber domain as 
1(kx,ky,zr,w,zs) = *( P_D _exP(ikz [zs+zr])) 	
(7.21) 
where all terms are as described previously. Figure 7.31 shows the incident field calculated 
for the acquisition geometry of Figure 7.23(a), with the scattered pressure field of Figure 7.24. 
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Figure 7.28: Data interpolation from a line of receivers along the x-axis to fill an (x,y) grid of 
receivers, per frequency slice. The amplitudes decay away radially from the source position 
in the bottom left-hand corner. 
The reflection response 
In the frequency-wavenumber domain the reflection response is defined as: 
= 	
U seat  (kx,ky,Zr,cO,Zs) 	
. 	(7.22) 
 I(kx ,ky ,zr,W,z s)+fr(kx ,ky , zr ) O),zs) 
This spectral division is evaluated in a stabilised way. 
Re-introducing an incident field 
To view the reflection response in the time-space domain requires band-limiting with an ide-
alised incident field !Z: 
P° (k ) k,z,(,z) = P(kx ,ky ,zr) W,z s )a'(kx ,ky , Zr,CO ) Zs) , 	 (7.23) 
where 
X Y) ' Zr,(O,Zs) =-Sz (w)(expkz _ zr I)) 	(7.24) 
also propagates the plane waves to the receiver level. The frequency is complex to stabilise 
divisions by k, such as in the obliquity factor in equation (7.24). However, increased stability 
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Figure 7.29: Using the data for positive offsets over a 1D earth to simulate a split-spread 
geometry to give data at negative offsets in the x- and y-directions, per frequency slice. 
may be achieved by not dividing by kz  at all. The partial derivative with respect to depth 
() is equal to —ik in the frequency-wavenumber domain. Therefore the factor = - TZ 	 k.
in equation (7.24) effectively integrates the source pulse. Including the sea surface ghost 
reflection effectively differentiates the source pulse and cancels the effect of the 	factor. kz 
Therefore, a more desirable incident field which results in multiple-free seismograms with 
less numerical noise is 
iz(kx , ky  Zr,(0,Zs) 	Sz(WXp(ikzIZsr_eXP(i1(z[Zs+Zr])). 	(7.25) 
Multiple-free seismograms 
Fourier transformation of P° (k, k, Zr, (, z) over frequency o, and over horizontal wavenum-
bers k and k, 
300 
p0 (Xr,yr,Zr, t, 
Zs) = () N — 	PO (kx)ky7 Zr7 (0 j Zs). 271 
exp (—i[(ot - kx - ky]) doxlkdk, 	(7.26) 
allows interpretation to follow. The multiple-free seismograms calculated using this wavefield 
division approach are plotted in Figure 7.32. Figure 7.33 shows the multiple-free seimograms 
using (7.25). In both cases the gather modelled with no free surface is on the left, and the 
gather modelled with the free surface, then processsed to remove the multiples is on the right. 
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Figure 7.30: Separating upgoing and downgoing waves with the scattered fields of pressure 
and the vertical component of particle velocity for point source data over a ID earth: Upgoing 
pressure wave on the left; downgoing pressure wave on the right. 
The multiples have clearly been eliminated in both cases, although including the source ghost 
in the forward modelling step reduces numerical noise considerably. 
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Figure 7.31: The scattered and incident fields for point source OBC data over a 1D elastic 
earth. The gather on the left is the pressure modelled in the presence of the free surface; the 
gather on the right is the calculated incident field (by definition direct and ghost arrivals). 
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Figure 7.32: Multiple removal with point source OBC data over a ID earth. The gather on 
the left is pressure modelled with no free surface; the gather on the right is the result of 
processing the scattered field seismograms with multiples to remove them. The incident field 
band-limiting the reflection response excludes the source ghost. 
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Figure 7.33: Multiple removal with point source OBC data over a 1D earth. The gather on 
the left is pressure modelled with no free surface; the gather on the right is the result of 
processing the scattered field seismograms with multiples to remove them. The incident field 
band-limiting the reflection response includes the source ghost. 
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Figure 7.34: A point source over a layered elastic earth including the incident field. The 
gather on the left is the pressure; the gather on the right is the normal component of particle 
velocity. 
7.5 The incident field in OBC data 
The first step in the multiple-removal scheme is the subtraction of the incident field from the 
total measured field to yield the scattered field. In the special case of a ID earth, any single 
downgoing plane wave component gives rise to a single upgoing plane wave component (they 
propagate with the same angle). Therefore, to calculate the plane wave reflection response of 
the earth requires spatial transformation of the data with respect to the source or the receiver 
coordinate. Because of this, in the OBC recording geometry over a 1D earth, the incident 
field need not be subtracted from the total field before separation into upgoing and down-
going waves. For wave propagation in a 1D earth, to separate all the plane waves, spatial 
transforms are required over source or over receiver coordinates, but not over both. In 2D or 
3D this is not the case, and the incident and scattered fields need to be treated separately to 
achieve a stable multiple-free solution (see chapter 8). The equations for wave separation in 
the frequency-wavenumber domain ((7.19) and (7.20)) follow from solution of the homoge-
nous wave equation for pressure and the vertical component of particle velocity. Solution of 
the inhomogeneous wave equation, which includes a source term, gives rise to equations for 
the upgoing and downgoing wave which include the incident field implicitly in the downgoing 
wave, providing Z <Zr as in OBC recording. 
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Figure 7.35: Separating upgoing and downgoing waves with the total fields of pressure and 
the vertical component of particle velocity, for point source data over a 1D earth: Upgoing 
pressure wave on the left; downgoing pressure wave on the right. 
If the total field is expressed as the sum of a scattered and an incident field, 
P°" X 	 - 	 XI k ky , Zr,CO,Zs ) 	P ° (k ky,zr,(O, Zs) 
 + eat (kk Y ,z,o),z2), 	(7.27) \  
and 
- v tot 	 -7 (k,k,z,(o,z5) = v i,wi k.z ,ky , Zr,(O,Zs)+Vz °'(kx ,ky,Zr,(),Zs), 	(7.28) 
then the upgoing pressure wave is given by 
2Ut0t(kx ,ky , Zr,O),Zs ) = piflC(kx,ky,Zr,(0, Zs) +psCa$ (kx ,ky , Zr,(),Zs ) 
O) / - inc 
- k_(\Vz (k x ,ky ,z r ,co,zs)+cz
scat 
 (kx,ky,zr,Co,zs)), z (7.29) 
while the downgoing pressure wave is 
21Y°' (kx,ky,zr,O),zs) =piflc(kx,ky,Zr,o),  Zs)  +psCat(kX  k Zr,(O,Zs) 
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Figure 7.36: Multiple removal with point source OBC data over a 1D earth. The gather on the 
left is pressure modelled with no free surface; the gather on the right is the result of processing 
the total field seismograms with multiples to remove them. The incident field band-limiting 
the reflection response excludes the source ghost. 
When z < Zr, as is the case in OBC recording, 
- inc C ' P"' (k, k,z 1 , co, z5 )— --- 	kx ,ky , zr ,(O, Zs) =O, 	 (7.31) kz  
and 
2Frw(kx,  k Zr,(),Zs ), ' 	y k 
(7.32) 
and 0 1 t contains only the upgoing scattered pressure, 
2Ut°'(kx ,ky , zr, co, zs) = pSeat(kx,ky,Zr, CO, Zs) - j 
O)  z scat 
(K x ,ky , Zr ,(_O, ZS)  , 
(7.33) 
whereas !Y  contains the downgoing scattered pressure plus the incident pressure, 
pSCal (kx 	 -kyZro)Zs) + 	
scat
(kx ,k y , Zr,(0,Zs ) kz  
+2PLIW (kx ,ky , Zr ,(o, Zs) . 	 (7.34) 
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Figure 7.37: Multiple removal with point source OBC data over a 1D earth. The gather on the 
left is pressure modelled with no free surface; the gather on the right is the result of processing 
the total field seismograms with multiples to remove them. The incident field band-limiting 
the reflection response includes the source ghost. 
This shows that for a 1D earth the total field data may be used directly to separate the up-
going and downgoing waves, without first removing the incident field. This is illustrated in 
Figure 7.35 where the total field data of Figure 7.34 have been separated into upgoing and 
downgoing waves using equations (7.33) and (7.34). Figure 7.35 should be compared with 
Figure 7.30 where the inclusion of the incident field on the downgoing wave is obvious in the 
total field data. A comparison of Figures 7.24 and 7.34 reveals the incident field recorded on 
the particle velocity (right panel) as a positive pulse on first arrival, where on the scattered 
field a negative pulse is recorded. The difference is more difficult to detect on the pressure 
(left panel) since the first arrivals of the incident and scattered fields have the same polarity. 
Figure 7.36 shows the result of calculating the reflection response as the ratio of upgo-
ing to downgoing plane wave components. The incident field band-limiting the reflection 
response includes the direct wave from the source only. There is some noise in the result. 
Figure 7.37 shows the multiple-free seismograms when the incident field band-limiting the 
reflection response includes the direct wave plus the source ghost. There is less numerical 
noise and the results are better than those of Figures 7.32 and 7.33, where the scattered fields 
only were modelled. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
The earth's reflection response has been successfully recovered from ID synthetic seismo-
grams contaminated by sea surface multiples. After band-limiting the reflection response with 
a suitable incident field to propagate a source wavefield through the response to the receivers, 
multiple-free seismograms result. 
The scheme works successfully with line source and point source data, with both stream-
ers and OBC dual sensors recording geometries. In the special case of OBC acquisition over 
a 1D earth, the total field data recorded on the sensors may be used directly. Addition of ran-
dom noise shows the scheme to be robust to moderate levels of noise where the signal is still 
identifiable. Errors in input parameters which are within the measurement error of current 
acquisition technology do not adversely degrade the multiple elimination. 
MULTIPLE ELIMINATION IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
Chapter 8 
8.1 Introduction 
The sea surface multiple problem is conceptually more complicated in 2D and 3D than in 
1D. When the earth departs from a horizontally-stratified model, recovering the reflection 
response, and hence multiple removal, becomes more difficult: the earth reflects a single 
incident plane wave into many plane wave components, each of which is reflected at the sea 
surface. 
Undoing the effect of the sea surface in 2D requires more data than in ID. Although the 
data manipulation required to yield the reflection response is more involved than in 1D, all 
orders of sea surface multiples can successfully be removed with properly sampled data. 
This chapter begins with the data requirements for a 2D test of the method described in 
chapter 5, and the synthetic data which are suitable for this purpose. The next section dis-
cusses a direct method of solution of equations (5.17) for the reflection reponse, followed by 
an explanation of the data preparation necessary before transforming the data to the frequency-
double wavenumber domain. Synthetic data examples for streamer and OBC configurations 
illustrate the separation into the different plane wave components, and solution of the equa-
tions to allow recomposition of the data into multiple-free seismograms. Some of the material 
shown here is published in conference proceedings as Johnston and Ziolkowski (1999), and in 
internal reports as Johnston and Taylor (1999) and Johnston, Taylor and Ziolkowski (1999). 
8.2 The data required for a two-dimensional test 
The 2D problem is one in which the earth properties vary in two directions (x and z, say), 
and are invariant in the third (y, say). The source is of infinite extent in the y-direction so 
that wave propagation is confined to the other two directions. Because both the earth and the 
wave propagation are constant in the y-direction, receivers are required at different positions 
along a line in the x-direction only. Movement of the source location along the x-axis, with 
respect to the line of receivers, provides all the information about the 2D structure below the 
surface. As long as the spatial sampling in the source and receiver directions is sufficient for 
the frequency content of the input signal, the data contain the predictive capabilities to remove 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; 2 diffractors 
Figure 8.1: A cube of 2D synthetic data for varying source and receiver offsets. The total 
field is modelled in the presence of the free surface for 128 receivers and 128 shots with 2 line 
diffractors at lOOm depth. 
the effect of the free surface completely. 
Two-dimensional data are impossible to collect in practice because line sources do not 
exist. An earth structure may be dominantly two dimensional, but the wave propagation from 
the source is three dimensional. To test a wave-theoretical technique for sea surface multiple 
removal requires data, both with the sea surface present and with the sea surface absent. The 
"answer" is then known in advance of trying to remove the multiples. The only way to do 
this is to synthesise the reflection experiment, either numerically, or in a physical modelling 
experiment. The former of these options is discussed here. Kelly and Marfurt (1990) provide 
a comprehensive review on the subject of numerical modelling of seismic wave propagation. 
It is common practice in the testing of wave-theoretical multiple removal schemes (e.g. 
Verschuur, 1991; Carvalho et al., 1991) to use the finite-difference method (Alterman and 
Karat, 1968) to produce synthetic seismograms. A gridded velocity model is designed in the 
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Figure 8.2: Ricker wavelet used as the source time function. 
x- and z-directions, and then waves are propagated through the model in time steps, using 
finite differences to approximate the wave equation. The process is both time-consuming and 
inexact. Artefacts may result due to the artificial boundary conditions which are imposed 
at the edges of the (finite) computation. These boundary conditions try to mimic real life, 
where, at the free surface, the energy is reflected, but, in all other directions, it dissipates 
with distance from the source. However, realisitic earth models can be constructed so that 
complicated seismograms can be produced which resemble real data. 
The inaccuracy of the finite-difference method is its main weakness as an aid to testing a 
multiple removal scheme. Artefacts related to the modelled data are indistinguishable from 
artefacts related to the multiple removal algorithm applied to the synthetic data with multi-
ples. What is required is synthetic data that is accurate to machine precision, and is cheap 
and quick to produce. Since the data themselves contain the information required to remove 
the multiples, a wave-theoretical solution to remove the sea surface multiples is, in theory, 
independent of the complexity of the earth. With this in mind, Taylor (1999) developed a 
theory and computer program to model line diffractors in a constant acoustic background 
medium. Exact seismograms are constructed in the frequency-space domain from combina-
tions of monopole line source solutions to the acoustic wave equation. For further details see 
appendix B. The seismograms are not necessarily very complicated, and do not look like field 
seismograms. However, they are very fast to produce, and they have all the characteristics re-
quired for testing multiple removal algorithms (Taylor and Johnston, 1999). In fact, because 
diffractors radiate energy in all directions, removing multiple diffractions is a severe test of 
any multiple removal scheme. 
The synthetic data used here are a suite of seismograms calculated in the frequency do-
main for a number of source and receiver positions: the receivers are fixed in space and the 
source position is moved along the x-direction. The earth model can be a combination of 
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line diffractors at depth in an acoustic half-space. One feature of the modelling is that the 
diffractors are designed to radiate energy equally in all directions when stimulated by an ex-
ternal source, regardless of its location in relation to the diffractor. The synthetic seismograms 
are calculated for the ideal world where sampling requirements are completely satisfied and 
money is no object. It is important to understand how the theory performs with as few of 
the assumptions compromised as possible, before introducing sources of possible error due to 
incomplete data. 
Figure 8.1 shows an example of a data cube calculated with Taylor's modelling code in 
terms of source and receiver number, and time. In this model the free surface is present; two 
diffractors are positioned at (-50,100)m and (100,100)m in a half-space of water, with respect 
to the midpoint of the receiver spread and the z = 0 surface. The sources are positioned at 
6m depth, and the receivers, at 25m depth. There are 128 receivers spaced 6.25m apart. In 
the first common source gather (the front face of the cube in Figure 8. 1), the source location 
is x-coincident with the first receiver. In common shot gather n, the source location is x-
coincident with receiver number n. The spatial extent of the cube is therefore 0.63 km  for 
128 sources and 128 receivers. The source time function is a two-loop Ricker wavelet with a 
central frequency of 25 Hz (see Figure 8.2). 
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show source and receiver gathers, respectively, which cut through 
the cube shown in Figure 8. 1, and do not appear already on the faces of the cube. Note 
that, because source and receiver depths are not equal, interchanging source and receiver 
number does not result in the same seismograms. The incident field is easily identified as the 
mainly linear event arriving at earlier times, whereas the scattered field is composed of all the 
interfering hyperbolas. 
Figures 8.5-8.7 show data collected over the same model except that the free surface is 
replaced by a half-space of water. Source and receiver positions are as before. This is the 
goal of the multiple removal scheme, except that in the processed result the incident field is 
removed in the first step. Note that the seismograms show all orders of free-surface multiples 
(Figures 8.1, 8.3 & 8.4), and all orders of internal multiples, as seen in Figures 8.5-8.7. The 
magnitude of the internal multiples is controlled by the diffractors' stimulation factors E,(c)) 
(see appendix B), which correspond to reflection coefficients in the case of specular reflectors. 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; source 128 
Figure 8.3: Slices along different source numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.1. 
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FS out zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; 2 diffractors 
Figure 8.5: A cube of 2D synthetic data for varying source and receiver offsets. The total 
field is modelled in the absence of the free surface for 128 receivers and 128 shots with 2 line 
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Figure 8.6: Slices along different source numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.5. 
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FS out zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; receiver 33 
Figure 8.7: Slices along different receiver numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.5. 
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8.3 Solution to a large set of simultaneous equations 
The equations to be solved are (5.19) in chapter 5. They are written again here for conve-
nience: 
11 b'11 	1) 	 'ji 
U12 = 	D 12 12 +b,., DN2 	R12 
, 	 (8.1) 
~OjNl 	DIN 	152N 	... IN + D'NN 	RJN 
where 
b= --- Dki 	 (8.2) 
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They can be rewritten in traditional matrix notation as 
AX=B 	 (8.3) 
where A is non-singular and n-by-n, B is n-by-p, and the desired X is n-by-p. Equations (8.3) 
represent the classic multiple right-hand side problem in matrix algebra (Golub and Van Loan, 
1996). One way to solve these equations directly is to write 
X=A'B 	 (8.4) 
which involves calculating a matrix inverse. Instead, a more effecient algorithm results from 
factoring A into lower and upper triangular matrices (Cholesky's LU decomposition) such that 
A = LU, 	 (8.5) 
to enable the solution of 
LY=B 	then 	UX=Y, 	 (8.6) 
by block forward, and then block reverse, substitution. The LU factorisation is a form of 
Gaussian elimination, and allows the solution X to be found without explicitly calculating the 
inverse of A. unless of course B is I the identity matrix. The matrix A need be factored only 
once. 
In terms of the seismic data, frequency slices of the upgoing & downgoing scattered and 
incident plane wave components are required in the source/receiver wavenumber domain. The 
total downgoing wavefield (1+ O') is factored once per frequency. 
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8.4 Data preparation 
The equations of section 8.3 are formulated in the frequency-double wavenumber domain in 
terms of upgoing and dowagoing plane wave components. Data preparation is required to 
produce these elements from the collected data (measurements of the total field of pressure, 
and possibly the vertical component of particle velocity as well). 
The first step is the separation of the incident field from the total field, to isolate the 
scattered field. This step is performed implicitly in modelling by calculating the scattered 
and incident fields separately. A single cube of data in terms of (x r ,t,x) is now referred 
to as "a dataset", whether it is an incident field, PmC (XT ,ZT ,t,XS ,ZS ), or a scattered field, 
pscat (xi , Zr, 1, X, Zs). 
Transformation to frequency 
Each dataset has zeros added to the time axis to prevent temporal wraparound (after data 
processing and transformation back to the time domain). This is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 8.8. When complex frequencies are used (see appendix A. 1) an exponential taper 
is applied to each trace prior to the Fourier transform over time, to stabilise computations 
involving k (see appendix A.2). The transform is 
pscat(Xr,Zr,O,Xs,ZS) = L 	
scat'xr ,zr ,t,xs ,zs )exp(+i[cot])dt. 	(8.7) 
The data consist of frequency slices as a function of receiver and source wavenumber, for 
positive and negative frequencies. Because the data are real-valued and causal in the time 
domain, upon transformation to the frequency domain, the values of the data at negative 
frequencies are the complex conjugates of those at positive frequencies. Consequently, the 
data for positve frequencies are processed only. 
Transformation to wavenumber 
Each frequency slice is a function of source and receiver offset, as shown in Figure 8.9. 
To accommodate the operations in the frequency-wavenumber domain (and thereby prevent 
spatial wraparound), the data are padded with zeros in both source and receiver directions. 
This process is illustrated schematically in Figure 8.9. In common shot gathers, the data are 
transformed to the horizontal receiver wavenumber domain: 
= 	 Pwat 	(8.8) 
This decomposes the earth's response at the receivers into plane wave components. Trans- 
form 8.8 can be considered as discretising the downgoing incident wavenumbers, as illustrated 
in Figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.8: The data preparation required to transform from the time-space domain to the 
frequency-space domain. 
Next, the data are reordered into common receiver gathers, and transformed over source 
coordinate: 
psrar(krZW/sZ) = fPt(kxr,zr ,o),x s , ZS) exp(+i[kxxs])dxs . 	 (8.9) 
Transform (8.8) sums up all the plane wave contributions from each source to simulate the 
response at the receivers due to plane waves. This can be thought of as discretising a chosen 
upgoing wavenumber, as illustrated in Figure 8.11. Because the spatial transforms decompose 
waves moving away from or towards the transform variable, the sign convention in (8.8) is 
opposite to that in (8.9). 
The positive and negative wavenumbers are, in general, unique and thus must all be pro-
cessed. The only exception to this arises when there is symmetry in the underlying earth 
structure. 
Separating upgoing and downgoing plane wave components 
The elements required to solve the equations of section 8.3 are upgoing and downgoing scat-
tered plane wave components. These are derived in two ways: from the scattered pressure, 
and from the scattered pressure and the scattered vertical component of particle velocity. The 
two methods are discussed separately, in the following two sections, in the context of the line 
diffractor synthetic data. 
8.5 A synthetic example with streamer data 
A model with one diffractor situated at (0,100)m, and a free surface at z = Om is used to 
demonstrate the steps involved in the processing. The acquisition has 128 source and re- 
ceiver x positions, spaced 6.25m apart, beginning at Om. The corresponding depths of sources 
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Figure 8.9: The data preparation required to transform a single frequency slice from the 
receiver-source space domain to the receiver-source wavenumber domain, for data processing 
on a per-frequency basis. 
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Figure 8.10: Transforming over sources analyses downgoing wavenumbers. 
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FREE SURFACE 
dx r 
Figure 8.11: Transforming over receivers analyses upgoing wavenumbers. 
and receivers are 6m and 25m, respectively. The source time function is shown in Fig-
ure 8.2. The scattered and incident fields for the whole dataset are shown in Figures 8.12 
and 8.13. Examples of frequency slices for the scattered and incident pressures are shown in 
Figures 8.14 and 8.15, where zeros have been added to enlarge the dataspace. 
Separating upgoing and downgoing plane wave components: 
Pressure only 
With pressure alone, the upgoing and downgoing waves may be separated by dividing out the 
receiver ghost, 
1 —exp(ik'[2z rJ), 	 (8.10) 
where 
=V~ kx _r2 kU 	x (8.11) 
This factor becomes zero whenever exp (ikzu [2Zr]) equals +1. The division is stabilised as in 
chapter 7: 
pscoJ(z.r Zr, (i),X c ,Zr) [i - ex(ik'{2zr])] 
* 
Ua.t.'l_r Zr,(O,Xs,Zs) = 	 2 	 (8.12) 
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receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; 1 diffractor 
Figure 8.12: A cube of 2D synthetic data for varying source and receiver offsets. The scattered 
field is modelled in the presence of the free surface for 128 receivers and 128 shots, with 1 
line diffractor in the middle of the receiver spread at lOOm depth. 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=625; 1 diffractor 
Figure 8.13: A cube of 2D synthetic data for varying source and receiver offsets. The incident 
field is modelled in the presence of the free surface for 128 receivers and 128 shots, with 1 
line diffractor in the middle of the receiver spread at lOOm depth. 














frequency slice fpeak - scat p(xr,xs) 
Figure 8.14: A frequency slice of the scattered field in terms of source and receiver number. 
(The real part only is shown.) The scattered field is transformed to the frequency domain, and 
then data for a single frequency is selected and surrounded with zeros. 
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frequency slice fpeak - inc p(xr,xs) 
Figure 8.15: A frequency slice of the incident field in terms of source and receiver number. 
(The real part only is shown.) The incident field is transformed to the frequency domain, and 
then the data for a single frequency is selected and surrounded with zeros. 
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where E is a small real constant which ensures that the denominator is never zero. The down-
going wave is obtained from the scattered field by subtracting the upgoing wave 
I"(kc,zr ,co,xs ,z) = P"(kc,z,w,x,z5 ) - U"(kc,zr ,w,x s ,zs ). 	(8.13) 
Figures 8.16 and 8.17 show these fields after transformation back to the frequency-space 
domain, for one (dominant) frequency slice. They should be compared with Figures 8.18 and 
8.19 which show the result of modelling the upgoing and downgoing fields separately. Note 
that the deghosting operator in equation (8.10) is dependent on the receiver wavenumber 
only. Thus. Figures 8.16 and 8.17 show smearing over receiver numbers but not over source 
numbers. However, it is more convenient to perform the deghosting operation in the double 
wavenumber domain. 
Figures 8.20 and 8.21 show the upgoing and downgoing wavefields, respectively, for the 
whole datacube after transformation back to the time-space domain. The smearing along 
receiver number, discussed above, produces undesirable artefacts at low and high receiver 
numbers (compare with Figures 8.34 and 8.35 on pages 226 and 227). 
Solving the equations 
Frequency slices as a function of source and receiver wavenumbers for the three plane wave 
components of upgoing and downgoing scattered, and downgoing incident are plotted in Fig-
ures 8.22-8.24. Note that the incident field appears principally along the leading diagonal in 
the source/receiver wavenumber domain. 
Equations (8.1) state that for a fixed j, that is upgoing wavenumber, the rows of the equa-
tion vary over i, that is downgoing wavenumber. The equations may be expressed in terms 
of the frequency slices of Figures 8.22-8.24 ordered by (k,k): one row of the upgoing 
field (Figure 8.22), expressed as a column vector, is equal to the transpose of the matrix com-
posed of the downgoing field plus the diagonal of the incident field (Figures 8.23 and 8.24), 
multiplied by one row of the reflection response, expressed as a column vector. 
Solving (8.1) for each different upgoing plane wave component j builds up the matrix of 
the reflection response in terms of the upgoing and downgoing wavenumbers. The matrix of 
downgoing plane wave components is independent of the upgoing plane wave component, j. 
It is simply all of the downgoing plane wave data. 
Once equations (8.1) are solved, incident plane waves must be propagated to the reflection 
response and multiplied by each of its components: 
ji = 
	 (8.14) 
Equation (8.14) defines the multiple-free pressure in the source/receiver wavenumber domain 
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frequency slice fpeak - up(xr,xs) - p 
Figure 8.16: A frequency slice of the upgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
number. (The real part only is shown.) A frequency slice of the scattered pressure field is 
transformed to the wavenumber domain where the receiver ghost is divided out, and then 
transformed back to the space domain. The smearing over receiver number arises because the 
deghosting operator is a function of receiver wavenumber and involves data for all receiver 
offsets, including where the wavefield is zero. 
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frequency slice fpeak - dwn(xr,xs) - p 
Figure 8.17: A frequency slice of the downgoing scattered field in terms of source and re-
ceiver number. (The real part only is shown.) A frequency slice of the scattered pressure 
field is transformed to the wavenumber domain where the receiver ghost is divided out. The 
result is subtracted from the pressure and then transformed back to the space domain. The 
smearing over receiver number arises because the deghosting operator is a function of receiver 
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frequency slice fpeak - up(xr,xs) - modelled 
Figure 8.18: A frequency slice of the upgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
number. (The real part only is shown.) The upgoing field is modelled directly and transformed 
to the frequency domain. The data for a single frequency is selected and surrounded with 
zeros. 









frequency slice fpeak - dwn(xr,xs) - modelled 
Figure 8.19: A frequency slice of the downgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
number. (The real part only is shown.) The downgoing field is modelled directly and trans-
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Figure 8.20: A cube of processed 2D data showing the upgoing field for varying source and 
receiver offsets. The pressure data only are processed in the frequency- wavenumber domain 
to separate the upgoing field from the scattered field, then transformed back to the space-time 
domain. The hyperbolic artefacts occur during the wave propagation step required to deghost 
the data. They are caused by the abrupt transition to zero at the edges of the data, and their 
magnitude is proportional to the depth of the receivers. 
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Figure 8.21: A cube of processed 2D data showing the downgoing field for varying source and 
receiver offsets. The pressure data only are processed in the domain 
to separate the downgoing field from the scattered field, then transformed back to the space-
time domain. The hyperbolic artefacts occur during the wave propagation step required to 
deghost the data. They are caused by the abrupt transition to zero at the edges of the data, and 
their magnitude is proportional to the depth of the receivers. 
0.25 
: 
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zZ 
to the reflection response for that j - i combination, Rji , multiplied by the incident field I,. 
Note the correspondance between equation (8.14) and the first term on the right-hand side 
of equations (5.18). The last step in the multiple-removal scheme propagates an incident field 
through the reflection response of the earth and on to the receivers, and stops before reaching 
the free surface. 
The incident field re-introduced to the reflection response in these results is the one used 
to create the synthetic seismograms. It is the Ricker line source plus its virtual image prop-
agated from the source to the receiver locations. The Ricker wavelet already has the desired 
characteristics. Section 7.4 explains the possible gains in stability provided by using the ghost 
as well as the direct wave in the final incident field. 
After solving the equations at each (real) frequency, the results for the whole data cube are 
shown in Figure 8.25. Note that the edge effects at low and high receiver number, produced 
by the up/down separation, are present in the multiple-free result. Significant reductions 
in the noise level are possible through using complex frequency as shown in Figure 8.26. 
Figures 8.27 and 8.28 show source and receiver gathers through the cube which don't already 
appear on the faces of Figure 8.26. The aperture effects related to the wavefield separation into 
upgoing and downgoing waves are obvious at low and high receiver numbers. The artefacts 
are smallest at the centre of the cube. 
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source wavenumber 















freq slice fpeak - Re: up(kxr,kxs) 
Figure 8.22: A frequency slice of the upgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
wavenumber. (The real part only is shown.) A frequency slice of the scattered pressure field 
is transformed to the wavenumber domain where the receiver ghost is divided out. The data 
are displayed as they are stored for the Fourier transform: (from left to right, and from top 
to bottom) the positive wavenumbers increasing from zero up to the Nyquist, followed by the 
data for decreasing negative wavenumbers. 
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freq slice fpeak - Re: dwn(kxr,kxs) 
Figure 8.23: A frequency slice of the downgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
wavenumber. (The real part only is shown.) A frequency slice of the scattered pressure field 
is transformed to the wavenumber domain where the receiver ghost is divided out. The result 
is subtracted from the pressure. The data are displayed as they are stored for the Fourier 
transform: (from left to right, and from top to bottom) the positive wavenumbers increasing 
from zero up to the Nyquist, followed by the data for decreasing negative wavenumbers. 
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freq slice fpeak - Re: inc(kxr,kxs) 
Figure 8.24: A frequency slice of the incident field in terms of source and receiver wavenum-
ber. (The real part only is shown.) A frequency slice of the incident field is transformed to 
the wavenumber domain. The data are displayed as they are stored for the Fourier transform: 
(from left to right, and from top to bottom) the positive wavenumbers increasing from zero up 
to the Nyquist, followed by the data for decreasing negative wavenumbers. 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult (real w) 
Figure 8.25: A cube of processed 2D data showing the multiple-free field for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure data only are processed in the frequency-wavenumber 
domain to remove the multiples from the scattered field, then transformed back to the space-
time domain. The numerical noise is a result of performing all the calculations with real 
frequencies. 
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receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 125 
0.25 
U) 1 0 . 5 
0.75 
FS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult (cmplx w) 
Figure 8.26: A cube of processed 2D data showing the multiple-free field for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure data only are processed in the frequency-wavenumber 
domain to remove the multiples from the scattered field, then transformed back to the space-
time domain. The calculation was performed with complex frequencies, and padding the time 
axis with zeros to double its original length before transforming to frequency. The hyperbolic 
artefacts occur during the wave propagation step required to deghost the data. They are caused 
by the abrupt transition to zero at the edges of the data, and their magnitude is proportional to 
the depth of the receivers. 
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25 	50 	75 	100 	125  
C 
FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult s33 
receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 	125 
C 
E 
FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult s97 
receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 	125 
FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult s65 
receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 	125 
0.2101111 
00.5 
FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult s128 
Figure 8.27: Slices along different source numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.26. 




FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult r65 FS In zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult r97 
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in LS-U Zr=2b JA -tJ, (JtF1J  
source number 
25 j 1j 
-. ............ 
rS in zs=6 zr=25 dxr=6.25; demult r33 
Figure 8.28: Slices along different receiver numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.26. 
These are receiver gathers processed to remove the sea surface using pressure only. 
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8.6 A synthetic example with OBC data 
Using the same model as in section 8.5, a suite of seismograms are calculated for the ver -
tical component of particle velocity (Figure 8.29). The source time function is shown in 
Figure 8.2. The vertical particle velocity is distinct from the pressure because it results from 
a scaled difference of the downgoing and upgoing waves, whereas the pressure is the sum of 
the downgoing and upgomg waves (compare Figure 8.29 with Figure 8.12). 
The vertical particle velocity seismograms shown in Figure 8.29 are processed with the 
pressure data of Figures 8.12 and 8.13. As before, the scattered pressure and the scattered 
vertical particle velocity are modelled separately from the incident field. 
The scattered fields of pressure and of the vertical component of particle velocity, and 
the incident pressure field are transformed to the frequency-wavenumber domain. With dual 
sensor data the wave separation step is different. 
Separating upgoing and downgoing plane wave components: 
Pressure and the vertical component of particle velocity 
The pressure and particle velocity are separated by the following differences and sums: 
2b°'(k,Zr,(0,Xs,Zs) = 
pscat 










Zr,W,Xs, Zs) . 	
(8.16) 
Note that, as in the separation with pressure alone (equation (8.11), the expressions for up-
going and downgoing pressure are independent of the source number, so the separation may 
be applied as a function of source number or source wavenumber. Any artefacts caused by 
the separation appear as a function of receiver number, but are independent of source number. 
The separation is actually applied in the double wavenumber domain. 
Figures 8.30 and 8.31 show these fields after transformation back to the frequency-space 
domain, for one frequency slice, for comparison with Figures 8.18 and 8.19 on pages 208 and 
209. Figures 8.32 and 8.33 show the upgoing and downgoing wavefields, respectively, for 
the whole datacube after transforming back to the time domain. Compare these cubes with 
modelling the upgoing and downgoing fields separately, shown in Figures 8.34 and 8.35. 
There is much less noise present on these separated fields than the result using pressure 
alone: the introduction of the particle velocity avoids the receiver ghost deconvolution step. 
There is, however, an artefact at high and low receiver wavenumber which is due to the limited 
spatial aperture of the data, and the amount of zeros padded around the data prior to the 









25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25 zd=100; vz 
Figure 8.29: A cube of 2D synthetic data for varying source and receiver offsets. The scattered 
field for the vertical component of particle velocity is modelled in the presence of the free 
surface for 128 receivers and 128 shots, with 1 line diffractor in the middle of the receiver 
spread at lOOm depth. 
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frequency slice fpeak - up(xr,xs) - p & vz 
Figure 8.30: A frequency slice of the upgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
number. (The real part only is shown.) Frequency slices of the scattered fields for pressure 
and the vertical component of particle velocity are transformed to the wavenumber domain 
where they are combined to give the upgoing field, and then transformed back to the space 
domain. The smearing over receiver number arises because the wavefield combination is a 
function of receiver wavenumber and involves data for all receiver offsets, including where 
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Sfl 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 
frequency slice fpeak - dwn(xr,xs) - p & vz 
Figure 8.31: A frequency slice of the downgoing scattered field in terms of source and receiver 
number. (The real part only is shown.) Frequency slices of the scattered fields for pressure 
and the vertical component of particle velocity are transformed to the wavenumber domain 
where they are combined to give the downgoing field, and then transformed back to the space 
domain. The smearing over receiver number arises because the wavefield combination is a 
function of receiver wavenumber and involves data for all receiver offsets, including where 
the wavefield is zero. 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25; up (p and vz) 
Figure 8.32: A cube of processed 2D data showing the upgoing field for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure and particle velocity data are processed in the frequency -
wavenumber domain to separate the upgoing field from the scattered fields, then transformed 
back to the space-time domain. Note that there are no hyperbolic artefacts as in the pressure 
only case. This is due to the additional information provided by the particle velocity, which 
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receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25; down (p and vz) 
Figure 8.33: A cube of processed 2D data showing the downgoing field for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure and particle velocity data are processed in the frequency-
wavenumber domain to separate the downgoing field from the scattered fields, then trans-
formed back to the space-time domain. Note that there are no hyperbolic artefacts as in the 
pressure only case. This is due to the additional information provided by the particle velocity, 
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25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25; modelled up 
Figure 8.34: A cube of 2D synthetic data showing the upgoing field for varying source and 









25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25; modelled down 
Figure 8.35: A cube of 2D synthetic data showing the downgoing field for varying source and 
receiver offsets. The downgoing field is modelled directly. 
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Solving the equations 
After solving the equations using the direct solve method of section 8.3, described in detail in 
section 8.5, the results for the whole datacube are shown in Figure 8.36. There are artefacts in 
the result which are related to the finite data aperture. Figures 8.37 and 8.38 show source and 
receiver gathers through the cube which don't already appear on the faces of Figure 8.36. A 
first-order residual multiple is visible which is caused by the finite data aperture: the data do 
not sample the highest dips of the diffraction hyperbola. Because the diffractors are modelled 
in a constant velocity, the hyperbolas have the same shape regardless of depth. Reducing 
the number of shots and receivers, and hence the data sampling of the diffractor, results in 
residual multiples of higher order remaining in the multiple-free processed result. For the 
same configuration as above, but with only 64 receivers and 64 sources the result is much 
worse, as shown in Figure 8.39. In the bottom left is the scattered pressure (with multiples) 
for reference. Clockwise from the top left is the upgoing, downgoing, and multiple-free 
results. Note now that there are residual multiples of all orders due to the limited aperture of 
the data. The results are very noisy in general. 
Figures 8.36-8.38 also exhibit spatial wraparound artefacts related to the finite data aper -
ture. These artefacts at high and low source and receiver wavenumber are due to the spatial 
extent of the data, and the number of zeros added to accommodate the operations caried out in 
the frequency-wavenumber domain. The bottom of each record exhibits spatial wraparound of 
the primary hyperbola. The equations are evaluated for all source and all receiver wavenum-
bers, but data do not exist for the complete corresponding source and receiver range. Half of 
the data area is composed of zeros (as seen in Figure 8.14 and 8.15). The Fourier transform 
assumes the data to be periodic. The manifestation of this on transforming back to the time-
space domain is that data which would appear at high source/receiver wavenumbers is folded 
back in at low source/receiver wavenumbers. 
By adding more zeros before the transformation to wavenumber these effects still exist 
but arrive outside the time window of the data. 
8.7 The incident field in OBC data 
It was observed in section 7.5 that in the simple situation of one dimension it is possible 
to obtain multiple-free data without first subtracting the incident field. This is because in 
one dimension, a single spatial transform is required to decompose the data into plane wave 
components. 
The incident energy which travels from the source to the receivers does so in a straight 
line. In two dimensions, because two spatial transforms are performed, the incident field is 
transformed into a delta function which lies principally along the diagonal between source 
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receiver number 
25 	50 	75 	100 125 
FS in zs=6 zr=25; demult (p and vz) 
Figure 8.36: A cube of processed 2D data showing the multiple-free field for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure and particle velocity data are processed in the frequency-
wavenumber domain to remove the multiples from the scattered pressure field. The calcula-
tion was performed with complex frequencies, and padding the time axis with zeros to double 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 zd=100 demult; s65 
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FS in zs=6 zr=25 zd=1 00 demult; Si 28 
Figure 8.37: Slices along different source numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.36. 
These are shot gathers processed to remove the sea surface using pressure and the vertical 
component of particle velocity. 
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Figure 8.38: Slices along different receiver numbers of the 2D cube shown in Figure 8.36. 
These are receiver gathers processed to remove the sea surface using pressure and the vertical 
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zs=6 zr=25 zd=100 strm; down (space x 4) 
zs=6 zr=25 zd=100; scat p 	 zs=6 zr=25 zd= 100 strm; dernult (space x 4) 
Figure 8.39: Reducing the data aperture severely degrades the multiple-free result. These 
plots show the result of using 64 receivers and shots instead of 128. The following data 
are plotted clockwise from the bottom left: scattered pressure with multiples, upgoing field, 
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25 	50 	75 	100 125 
—:-:- 
1 
FS in zs=6 zr=25; demult (total fields) 
Figure 8.40: A cube of processed 2D data showing the multiple-free fields for varying source 
and receiver offsets. The pressure and particle velocity data are processed in the frequency-
wavenumber domain to remove the multiples from the total fields. The inclusion of all of 
the incident field after transformation to the frequency-wavenumber domain (as is necessary 
when the incident field is an integral part of the total field) makes the result unstable. 
spread out away from the diagonal. This is due to the finite extent of the incident field (which 
does not exist for infinite source and receiver numbers). If all of the incident field in Fig-
ure 8.24 is included in equations (8.1) for the reflection response (i.e. the off-diagonal ele-
ments as well) the result is unstable, as shown in Figure 8.40. 
In order to obtain a stable solution in the frequency-wavenumber domain, as in the exam-
ples above, the incident field must be included in the equations only along the main diagonal, 
as in equations (8.1). This is not possible if the incident field is included in the total field. 
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8.8 Conclusions 
It is possible to remove multiple diffractions in 2D by recovering the reflection respose of the 
earth. This is possible with streamer data or OBC data. The wavefield separation into upgoing 
and downgoing wavefields works better with dual sensor data. 
The multiple-free results for both streamer and OBC data suffer from numerical artefacts 
which are related to the limited spatial extent of the data. The spatial wraparound seen at low 
and high receiver and source numbers is caused by the periodic nature of the Fourier transform 
essentially extrapolating the data where there is none. It is expected that zero padding would 
push these spatial wraparound artefacts out of the time window of interest. This is not possible 
in the present incarnation of the computer code due to memory limitations. It is necessary to 
switch from a serial algorithm to a parallel algorithm. 
Residual multiple energy which remains results from the data not sampling all of the en-
ergy from the diffractor. To solve this problem, data from a wider aperture over the diffractor 
are needed. To do so requires a parallel implementatiion of the modelling code. However, the 
method clearly works. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter 9 
This thesis presents a new wave-theoretical method for multiple removal in a three-dimensional 
earth which calculates directly from the data the reflection response of the earth in the absence 
of the sea surface. The method is deterministic in nature because it uses information about the 
input source wavefield in its formulation and solution. This is a departure from other methods 
for two reasons: (1) conventional methods of multiple removal assume that the earth is one-
dimensional and are not designed to succeed in complex earth structures; (2) state-of-the-art 
methods, which are wave-theoretical and three-dimensional in nature, assume a simplified 
source and predict the multiples then subtract them from the data iteratively. The prediction-
and-subtraction step, which is common to some of the conventional methods, uses an energy 
minimisation citerion to estimate an effective wavelet which removes all the multiples in a 
statistical sense. 
The source wavefield produced by a conventional airgun array can be analysed in sev-
eral stages. First, a single oscillating bubble is considered which gives rise to the non-linear 
wave equation in terms of a particle velocity potential. Examination of various approximate 
solutions to this non-linear equation, each of which is valid at different distances from the 
bubble, allows a single approximation to be found which has the same level of accuracy at 
all distances from the bubble. Second, using the approximate particle velocity potential, ex-
pressions for the pressure and particle velocity at three key zones of wave propagation may 
be found: non-linear near field, linear near field, and far field. These expressions dictate the 
measurements required to characterise the wavefield of a single airgun. Third, considering the 
effect of forming an airgun array allows the three key zones just mentioned to be redefined for 
the array, as well as the requisite measurements to characterise the wavefield. The array may 
be interacting or non-interacting which alters the data processing of the measurements in the 
non-linear and linear near fields. 
Appropriate measurements made in the non-linear field of a single gun, and in the linear 
near field and far field of an airgun array, provide the information required for the multiple 
removal scheme presented in this thesis. The data recorded in the non-linear near field are 
experimental only, but the technique can potentially provide the whole signature of the array 
in all directions. It is, however, computationally tricky due to the non-linear nature of the 
equations. The source measurements in the linear near field are robust, as are the computa-
tions required to manipulate the measurements. They characterise the wavefield of the array 
in all directions, and thus provide the elements required to construct the incident field for the 
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multiple removal scheme. To make a measurement in the far field is operationally difficult 
because it is not easy to keep a hydrophone at the required depth. The far-field measurement 
may be made in water depths of several hundred metres only; this reduces the geographic 
locations in which it may be used. If the water is not deep enough the measurement is con-
taminated by the reflections from the earth. Although a single measurement does not provide 
the wavefield of the array in all directions, when the target is deep, propagation from the array 
is almost vertically-incident. Thus, the single source signature which is extracted from the 
far-field measurement may be sufficient for the multiple removal scheme. This needs to be 
tested. 
Sea surface multiples may be removed in the frequency-wavenumber domain by calcu-
lating plane wave reflection responses below the sea surface. A source signature with de-
sired characteristics is used to propagate an incident field through the plane wave reflection 
response to receiver positions to produce multiple-free seismograms. Each plane wave re-
sponse is a component of the three-dimensional response of the earth to an impulse as input. 
In constructing the responses, the data themselves contain the information required to elim-
inate the multiples. In order to do this, each receiver must record from a two-dimensional 
array of sources, and each source must shoot into a two-dimensional array of receivers. A 
complicated upgoing wave reflected by the earth, which contains primaries and multiples, 
may be decomposed into plane wave components. The primaries in the upgoing wave result 
from a multiplication of an incident downgoing plane wave component with a plane wave re-
flection response, unique for the particular upgoing and downgoing plane wave components. 
The multiples are a sum of products of scattered downgoing plane wave components with 
plane wave reflection responses, related to the chosen upgoing and downgoing plane wave 
components. 
For a one-dimensional earth this results simply in a ratio of upgoing to downgoing plane 
wave components, where the downgoing component has an incident and scattered part. Re-
sults with synthetic 1D data show that the method works well for line source and point source 
data, either with towed streamers or OBC acquisition geometries. The method is amplitude-
preserving, which means it removes the multiples without altering the primaries. A sensitivity 
analysis shows that the scheme is robust to moderate levels of noise, and to errors in the input 
parameters. 
For a three-dimensional earth, expressing the upgoing wave in terms of the reflection 
response and the downgoing waves results in a set of simultaneous equations whose un-
knowns form the three-dimensional reflection response. The formulation is the same in 2D 
and 3D. Using accurate synthetic seismograms calculated for line diffractors in an acous-
tic background velocity (Taylor, 2000), the multiple removal scheme has been tested in two 
dimensions. The equations are solved in 2D by a direct solve LU decomposition, for both 
towed streamer and OBC geometeries. The solution is very fast because it proceeds in the 
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frequency-wavenumber domain (of the order of hours for the examples given), and it success-
fully removes the diffracted multiples. These multiples represent the most difficult multiple 
energy to remove because it travels in all directions at once. The method preserves the ampli-
tude of primaries. A small residual first-order multiple exists in the multiple-free data which 
is due to the data being of limited spatial extent, and thus does not sample the diffracted en-
ergy completely. To be able to handle more data requires a parallel implementation of the 
multiple removal algorithm. The non-physical artefacts produced in the solution can also be 
examined more thoroughly with a parallel implementation. 
For the future, there is much work still to be done. The first step is to be able to handle 
more data with bigger computers, hence parallel isation. Different methods of solution to 
the simultaneous equations should be examined for their relative stabilities, in the presence 
of non-ideal data, and in the presence of noise. Although the method is extremely fast in 
the frequency-wavenumber domain, it may be useful to examine other domains of solution. 
Once this has been achieved, and an algorithm capable of handling large quantities of data is 
available, then all the work related to the source measurements can be incorporated into the 
scheme. The examples here are only for 2D, but of course the world is 3D. Current acquisition 
technology is not capable of collecting the data with proper spatial sampling. However, with 
the move in the industry from receiver groups to single receiver recording, marine OBC data 
will be available in the near future which will solve the spatial sampling problems. Once 
suitably sampled real data are available, the difficult task of working with real data can be 
attempted. 
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A.1 Complex frequency 
Defining the frequency as complex has two effects: (1) It attenuates temporal wraparound, 
caused by carrying out multiplications in the frequency domain which correspond to temporal 
convolutions; (2) Operations involving the vertical wavenumber k  are more stable, producing 
less noise in time and space. 
This is a trick used in synthetic seismogram computation and is described by Rosenbaum 
(1974). It is a useful device when processing data in the frequency-domain, and is included 
here for completeness. Multiplying a trace by an exponential decay, exp( —at), results in 
a Fourier transform of the trace which is evaluated just off the real axis, with a complex 
frequency Ct) = (0' + iCC. 
Consider the Z-transform of a causal discrete time series a(t), 
A(Z) = at Zt =ao+a1Z+a2Z2 +a3Z3 +•+aZ, 	 (A.1) 
where the at are the filter coefficients, and Z is the unit delay operator. Multiplying a(t) by 
e 	gives 
A(e.Z) = e_aatZt = aO + ai e'Z + a2e_2aZ2  + a3e 3 Z 3 +. 	(A.2) 
Substituting Z = e"°', 
n 
A (e '.e ' ) = a,e ateo) = a + aj eaeo)  + a2e 2cte2zw + a3e 3 e3"° + 
t 
'I 
A( e '+fl) 	 = ao+ale '+ +a2e211 +a3e3'+•', 
I (A.3) 
which in continuous time is the Fourier transform of a(t): 
A(o) fa(t)exp(iwt)dt, 	 (A.4) 
where w = co' + ia. The value of a is chosen such that ramp decays to 1% by the end of the 
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trace. 
On transformation back to the time domain an exponential ramp must be applied to the 
trace to reverse the process. 
A.2 Complex wavefield extrapolator 
Wavefield extrapolation may be performed by multiplying by the complex factor exp(±ikz) 
in the frequency-wavenumber domain. With real frequency, the vertical wavenumber is 
k=(_k_k). (A.5) 
The behaviour of kz in the complex plane is shown in Figure A. 1. The value of kz is either 
pure real or pure imaginary with an abrupt transition through zero between the two cases. 
The effect this has on the complex wavefield extrapolator for different parts of the frequency-
wavenumber domain is described below. 
For positive phase shifts, which with the sign convention used in this thesis corresponds 
with a time delay: 
For 	> k + k (propagating), kz is pure real and exp(+ikz) applies a simple phase 
shift. 
For k + k (horizontally-travelling), k is 0 and exp(+ikz) is 1. This is unstable 
when division by k is required. 
For <k + k (evanescent), k is pure imaginary and exp(+ikz) = exp( —kz) applies 
an exponential decay, which is stable. 
For negative phase shifts, which with the sign convention used in this thesis corresponds with 
a time advance: 
For
02 
> k + k (propagating), k is pure real and exp(—ikz) applies a simple phase 
shift. 
For = k + k (horizontally-travelling), k is 0 and exp(—ikz) is 1. 
For k + k (evanescent), k  is pure imaginary and exp(—ikz) = exp(+kzz) applies 
an exponential gain, which is undesirable. 
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Figure A. 1: k in the complex plane for real frequencies. 
which can be split up into the following real and imaginary parts 
kk+ik. 	 (A.7) 
Factoring the complex i out of the square root in equation (A.6) gives 
- - - i(k 2+ 
 k2 (w' - a) 2 	2ac? 	
(A.8) Y _ 	c2  
which can also be rewritten as a sum of real and imaginary parts 
k=k+ik. 	 (A.9) 
The behaviour of k in the complex plane is shown schematically in Figure A.2 for three cases 
listed below. Note that the addition of a small imaginary part to the frequency moves kz off the 
real and imaginary axes and ensures that kz is never zero. This allows a smoother transition 
from propagating to evanescent waves. The effect on wavefield extrapolation is described 
below. 
For positive phase shifts (time delay): 
• 	 > k 2, + k (propagating), k is complex and exp(+ikz) = exp(+ikz) exp( —kz) 
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Figure A.2: k in the complex plane for complex frequencies. 
applies a phase shift and an exponential decay. 
(wl_cL)2 
= k + k (horizontally-travelling), exp(+ikz) exp(—kz) applies a small ex-
ponential decay. 
3 (c') 2 <k + k (evanescent), k is complex and exp(+ikz) = exp(+ikz) exp(—kz) 
applies a phase shift and an exponential decay. 
All of the three cases result in stable operators. 
For negative phase shifts (time advance): 
1. (w'-a)2 > k + k (propagating), exp(—ikz) = exp(—ikz)exp(+kz) applies a phase 
shift and an exponential gain. 




<k + k (evanescent), exp(—ikz) = exp(—ikz) exp(+kz) applies a phase 
shift and an exponential gain. 
Negative phaseshifts apply an exponential gain to all the waves which is unstable. 
THEORY OF CONSTRUCTED ANALYTICAL 
MODELS, AFTER TAYLOR (2000) 
Appendix B 
A brief explanation follows on the theory of constructed analytical models (Taylor, 2000), 
derived for testing multiple removal algorithms and used in chapter 8. This theory allows fast 
exact 2D synthetic seismograms to be modelled in the frequency-space domain. Although 
the seismograms do not represent the real earth, they possess the important property of be-
ing constructed with 2D solutions of the linear acoustic wave equation. This makes them a 
suitable test for any multiple removal scheme which honours the same linear acoustic wave 
equation. Line diffractors in an acoustic background medium are represented as secondary 
sources, using scaled solutions of the primary monopole line source signature. Hence the 
term, constructed analytical models. 
B.1 The basic model 
The general description of the constructed analytical models as a function of angular fre-
quency (w) is 
N 
P(x,z,W) 	 (B.1) 
where P(x, z, (o) is the pressure at a receiver in response to an incident pressure from the 
monopole line source Pill (the direct wave), plus the scattered pressures P° derived from N 
secondary sources at (x1, z). This description is the same whether the sea surface is present or 
not. In the former, the incident pressure includes the sea surface (ghost) reflection, and the N 
secondary sources are divided between D = N12 sources below the sea surface, and D = N12 
images of these, at points i' = i + D, above the sea surface. 
The C((o) linearly relate the pressures from the secondary sources to the incident pressure. 
They can be thought of as the strengths of the diffractors, in much the same way as a reflector 
is defined by a reflection coefficient. They are frequency-dependent because they need to 
account for the interference, or feedback, which occurs between diffractors (free surface and 
internal diffracted multiples). In the presence of the sea surface the zero pressure condition at 
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X 
2 	 z 
(a) A full-space of water 	 (b) A half-space of water 
Figure B.1: Locations of the sources, diffractors and receivers. The arrows indicate the direc-
tion of propagation (After Taylor & Johnston (1999)). 
the surface requires C1' (co) = —C1 (co). 
The pressure at a distance R from a monopole line source is defined in the frequency 
domain as 




where a is the velocity of the wave and p is the density of the medium in which it propa-
gates. This solution to the acoustic wave equation is used as the basic element to build up the 
constructed analytical models. 
B.2 A single line diffractor 
Introducing a single line diffractor at a point e(xe ,ze ), characterised by e(t) which is pro-
portional to the incident pressure, and a delta-function monopole line source at s(x, z5 ) in a 
full-space of water, a hydrophone receiver at r(xr , Zr) records the following (as a function of 
frequency) 
P(Xr,Zr,()) =prs+preEpes 	 (B.3) 
where prs  is shorthand for P(x - X, Zr - Zs) and indicates propagation from s to r, all fre-
quency dependence is assumed implicitly by the uppercase characters. and E is the frequency-
domain equivalent of e(t). This is illustrated by the cartoon in Figure B. 1(a). A comparison 
of equation (B.3) with the general expression (B.1) shows that C = 
When a free surface is introduced at z = 0, there necessarily is now an image source at 
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s' (x5 , —Z)  and an image diffractor at e' (X e , Ze). To ensure that the pressure is zero at the 
surface, the signals at the images s' and e' must be equal in size and opposite in polarity to 
those at s and e, respectively. Reasoning that both the diffractor and its image act as secondary 
sources whose strengths are related to the pressure which arrives at the diffractor position e, 
Taylor (1999) writes for the pressure at the diffractor 
	
pe = pes - pes' - Pee 	 (B.4) 
where the diffractor's own pressure has been omitted. The interference produced by the sea 
surface is represented by the appearance of the pressure at the diffractor P on both sides 
of the equation. The first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (B.4) are the direct 
wave from the source to the diffractor plus the source ghost. Rearranging this expression, the 
multiple-generating factor due to the sea surface is obvious as the denominator 
pes - pe3' 	
(B.5) 
1+EP 
The pressure at the receiver is now constructed in the same way as the pressure at the diffractor 
in equation (B.4), 
P(xr,Zr,C)) 
= prS - prc' + (pre - 	pre)(pes - pes') 	 (B.6) 
where G = E[1 +EP']-1 . This is illustrated by the cartoon in Figure B.l(b). By compar-
ison with equation (B.3), the pressure arriving at the diffractor in the wholespace case 
has now been replaced in equation (B.6) by the more complicated expression P given by 
equation (B.5). 
Similar expressions may be derived for particle velocity at the receiver. 
13.3 Many line diffractors 
A similar analysis has been carried out by Taylor (1999) for many line diffractors. The equa-
tions (B.3)-(B.6) have counterparts in the many diffractors-case with similar terms, but they 
are composed of vectors and matrices instead of scalars. In the case of no free surface, equa-
tion (B.3) becomes 
pT = prS + ( e)TF ., 	 (B.7) 
where F = E[l - AE]', and E is a diagonal matrix describing the E(o). The D by D matrix 
A is composed of the pressures arriving at each diffractor from every other diffractor, so that 
the diagonal i = j is zero, and each (j, i)th element is PJ'(c)), for i j. 
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When the free surface is present, equation (13.6) becomes 
pT = prS - P  rs,  + (Eye - e)  TM (P - 	 (B.8) 
where M = EP - AE + BE]'. Matrix B introduces the interactions with the image diffractors 
at the locations ei', and each (j, i)th element is P-'' (w). 
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Multiple wavefields: separating incident from scattered, up from down, 
and primaries from multiples 
Rodney Johnston, Anton Ziolkowski and David Taylor, 
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Summary 
We present examples of a multiple removal scheme which formulates the 
problem using the concept of the earth's reflection response, defined 
essentially as the ratio of the upgoing wave to the downgoing wave. We show 
synthetic examples for a one-dimensional earth which demonstrate that we 
can separate the upgoing waves from the downgoing waves, using either 
streamer or dual sensor synthetic data. Using these wavefields and the 
incident field, calculated from measurements of the source signature, we find 
the ratio of upgoing to downgoing waves in the frequency-wavenumber 
domain to yield multiple-free seismograms. 
Introduction 
One of the most persistent problems today in marine seismic data analysis is 
the sea surface. The problem is illustrated schematically in Figure 1, where 
we show some ray paths travelling through a simplified earth, (a) in the 
presence of the sea surface, and (b) with the sea surface absent. Because 
the reflection coefficient at the sea surface is, for all practical purposes, -1, the 
interlace between the air and water is a free surface where the pressure 
vanishes. All upgoing energy is reflected back down again, as sea surface 
multiple reflections, which interferes with the processing and interpretation of 
primary reflections. Processes such as migration and amplitude variation with 
offset (AVO) analysis assume that there are no multiple reflections. In areas 
of complex geology migration is increasingly being applied pre-stack and in 
depth, as opposed to in time, which means it is more difficult to obtain a well 
focused image and a reliable velocity structure if multiples are present. In the 
case of AVO, which seeks to detect subtle changes of reflection amplitude 
with offset, the presence of sea surface multiples severely limits the validity of 
any analysis. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 1: The problem of free surface multiple removal. 
K. 
In recent years the literature has seen publication of several wave-theoretical 
approaches to the problem of free surface multiple elimination (Dragoset and 
MacKay, 1993, Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993, Berkhout and Verschuur, 
1997, Verschuur and Berkhout, 1997, and Weglein et al., 1997). This work 
continues earlier studies on the wave-theoretical analysis of sea surface 
multiples and their removal (Riley & Claerbout, 1976, Kennett, 1979 and 
Berkhout, 1982). These methods, in principle, take account of the whole 
wavefield, in contrast to the more primitive methods of multiple attenuation 
based on moveout and periodicity which require relatively few data. Many of 
these wave-theoretical approaches developed to date use the data to predict 
the multiples, then use some kind of adaptive approach to subtract them from 
the recorded data. This is usually done iteratively to remove successively 
higher orders of multiples. 
Unfortunately, the total recorded data comprise the incident field (direct plus 
ghost wave from sources to receivers) plus the scattered field. The multiple 
suppression algorithms require only the scattered field. Typically the part of 
the total field which includes the incident field is muted, removing part of the 
scattered field in the process. In addition, the theory requires that the source 
time function be known. These schemes are implemented such that any 
required knowledge of the source signature may be extracted in the form of 
an "effective wavelet" at the same time as suppressing the multiples (Riley & 
Claerbout, 1976; Verschuur, 1991). The effective wavelet is defined when the 
energy in the seismogram is a minimum; it is meant to account for both the 
source signature and any algorithmic deficiencies resulting from non-
theoretically ideal acquisition conditions. 
We present examples of an alternative method by Ziolkowski et al., (1998) 
wherein a full 3D wave-theoretical solution has been formulated. The problem 
of multiple elimination is solved by recovering the reflection response of the 
earth, by definition in the absence of the free surface. Our method deals with 
realistic extended (areal) sources, as opposed to point or dipole sources in 
the vicinity of the sea surface. It uses knowledge of the source time function 
at two stages in the formulation: to get the scattered field from the total field 
by subtracting the incident field; and in the construction of a downgoing plane 
wave. 
The purpose of this paper is to present some synthetic examples for a one-
dimensional stratified earth, to show that this concept works, at least in 1D. 
We begin by describing the concept of a plane wave reflection response in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain, first for a 1 D earth with no sea surface, and 
progressing to a 3D earth with a free surface. Next, we go on to describe the 
processing steps necessary to calculate this response from marine seismic 
data. Finally, we give some examples for both towed streamer and ocean 
bottom cable (OBC) acquisition geometries using full-waveform synthetics. 
The plane wave reflection response 
Consider a plane wave propagating in a half-space of water above a 
horizontally-stratified medium, as shown in Figure 2(a). A downgoing incident 
wave, , is reflected from the stack of layers to create an upgoing scattered 
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wave, U. Both of these plane waves are characterised by a frequency, (0, 
and wavenumbers, k and k, which define the angle of propagation. The 
reflection response of this one-dimensional earth is defined in the frequency-




Note that, since there is no free surface, U contains only primaries and 
internal multiples, and the division by I essentially deconvolves for the source 
signature. 
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Figure 2: Plane waves propagating in a 1 D earth. 
When we introduce the free surface above the stack of layers, as depicted in 
Figure 2(b), we now have three types of plane waves in the water: The 
downgoing incident wave, I; the upgoing scattered wave, U; and now a 
downgoing scattered wave, D, which is the reflection of U in the free surface. 
The reflection response is defined as 
U(k,k>,w) 	
. 	 (2) 
R(k,k, w) = I(k,k,w) + D(k,k,w) 
Alternatively, we may express this as 
U. =R(I +D), 	 (3) 
where the subscript i denotes a unique combination of (k,k,w). Because the 
earth is horizontally-stratified, Snell's law ensures that i is the same for 
upgoing and downgoing plane waves. In this case, the scattered fields U & 
D both contain free-surface multiples, and recovering R essentially 
deconvolves for the source signature while the multiples divide out. 
Consider now the more complicated situation of a three-dimensional earth, 
with a plane wave propagating in a half-space of water, as shown in Figure 
3(a). In this situation, the single downgoing incident wave I is reflected by 
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the three-dimensional earth to yield a complicated upgoing scattered wave U. 
We assume that this non-plane scattered wave may be decomposed into 
plane wave components, U,, where the subscript j denotes a unique 
combination of (k',k,w), and, due to the discretisation of the data, ranges 
over N discrete plane wave components. The superscript 
U  on the 
wavenumber denotes upgoing waves which, in general, propagate with a 
different angle vis-à-vis the downgoing waves, except for the special case 
(see the 1D example above) where i = j. In the frequency-wavenumber 
domain the reflection response is defined as 
U=R,.I 1 , j=1,...,N. 	 (4) 
The reflection response is referred to a plane z = z above the sea floor and 
below the source. The relationship between the upgoing and downgoing 
waves at this notional interface acts as a lower boundary condition to the 
problem. The 3D nature of the earth is obvious by comparison with the 1D 
case, since we need to recover N plane wave reflection responses per 
incident wave. The upgoing scattered plane wave components contain only 
primaries and internal multiples, so recovering the Rj for the 3D earth once 
again essentially deconvolves for the source signature. 
(a) 	 (b) 
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Figure 3: Plane waves propagating in a 3D earth. 
When we introduce the free surface, we get a mixture of the previous two 
examples (Figure 3(b)). The downgoing incident wave is reflected from the 
3D earth resulting in many upgoing scattered plane wave components U, 
which are themselves reflected in the free surface, resulting in many 
downgoing scattered plane wave components D. The reflection response is 
defined as 
U 1 	 (5) 
where now we have fixed the upgoing wave, the jth of N possible plane wave 
components, and we vary i for all the possible downgoing incident plane 
waves, i = 1,..., N. The subscript i denotes a unique combination (kf,k),w), 
and the superscript D  on the wavenumber denotes downgoing waves. 
Considering a particular upgoing plane wave component, j, gives rise to a set 
of simultaneous equations which must be solved for the R 1 . Equations (5) 
may be rewritten in a matrix form, in which the structure is more obvious: 
U11 
1 + D11 	D21 	... 	DNI R31 
U:]2 
= D12 	1 2  +D,2 	. DN I R2 (6) 
U JN DIN 	D21V 	 IN  +DNN R JN 
This is repeated for every upgoing plane wave component j. The 1 D solution 
is found in the leading diagonal terms. 
Figure 4(a) shows how we define downgoing wavenumbers by analysing 
receiver gathers, and reciprocally, Figure 4(b) shows how we define upgoing 
wavenumbers by analysing shot gathers. In both figures the closed circles 
represent source positions and the closed triangles represent receiver 
positions. The downgoing wavenumber is defined by the source interval, and 
the upgoing wavenumber is defined by the receiver interval (for 3D 
acquisition, in both x and y). 
(a) (b) 
 






Figure 4: Defining wavenumbers in an up/down co-ordinate frame. 
Outline of the method 
In contrast to the recursive prediction-and-subtraction approach we calculate 
the multiple-free seismogram by computing the reflection response of the 
earth directly in the frequency-wavenumber domain, essentially as the ratio of 
the upgoing wavefield to the downgoing wavefield. The steps required to 
achieve this are summarised below: 
Isolate the scattered field from the total field. This requires calculation of 
the incident field, using measurements of the source time function, so that it 
may be subtracted from the total field. 
Construct the response of the earth to a plane wave. This requires 
ordering the data to common-receiver gathers and then transforming to 
frequency (w) and horizontal wavenumber (k 1  & k) to get plane wave 
gathers. To each of these plane wave gathers two additional transforms 
are applied, over receiver coordinates, to get the frequency-wavenumber 
response of the earth to each plane wave. 
Separate the transformed data into upgoing and downgoing waves using 
the condition that the pressure is zero at the free surface. If only pressure 
is available this involves deconvolution for the receiver ghost. If pressure 
and the vertical component of particle velocity are available this essentially 
involves an arithmetic combination of the two, but requires no information 
about the sea floor. 
Express every upgoing plane wave component as the product of the 
incident plane wave with the reflection response plus a sum of the products 
of all the scattered downgoing plane wave components with their 
corresponding reflection responses. 	This gives rise to a set of 
simultaneous equations that must be solved for the reflection response for 
each upgoing plane wave. 
Multiply an incident field, including the desired characteristics of an 
idealised source, with the reflection response, followed by transformation 
back to time and space and reordering. 
The Incident field 
The incident field is defined for these purposes by Ziolkowski et al. (1998) as 
that part of the wavefield which exists in the absence of the sea floor and the 
3D earth below. This includes the reflection from the sea surface, and is 
calculated for a receiver location (Xr,yr,Zr)  in response to a source placed at 
In the frequency-wavenumber domain it has the following form for 
one monopole source 
- 	 i 
I(k ,k 
, 
Z r ; z ,(o) = 	 I Z3 - Z r ) —exp(ik [z + Zr])), 	(7) 
2k 
in which 
k, = FC2 k. —k
y 	 (8) 
S(w) is the spectrum of the source signature, and we have assumed that the 
source is on the z -axis. The i/2k z factor is required to decompose the 
monopole source properly into plane waves. It is known as the "obliquity 
factor" from diffraction theory in optics. The two phase factors in brackets 
propagate the source signature to the correct location in space for the direct 
arrival and its ghost. We can accommodate areal sources and their 
associated anisotropic radiation patterns by making source signature 
measurements, and superposing the non-interacting "notional" monopole 
sources (Ziolkowski et al., 1982) which comprise the array. This would result 
in a summation over the many different S(w) in equation (7), and additional 
7 
phase factors to reflect the relative positions of the different elements in the 
source array. 
We subtract the incident field from the total field in the time-space domain to 
yield the scattered field. For the synthetic examples we present, we assume 
that this step has already been done by explicitly modelling the seismograms 
without the incident field. The right panel of Figure 5 shows an example of a 
calculated incident field when the source is near the surface and the receivers 
are on the sea bed. In this case the incident field is hyperbolic; were the 
receivers at the same depth as the source, the incident field would appear as 
a straight line in the time-space domain because the incident energy would be 
travelling horizontally. The left panel shows the scattered field only, modelled 
for a water layer over an elastic half-space, so that most of the events present 
are sea surface multiples. Normally a hydrophone would measure the sum of 
these two components, and subtraction of the incident field would be the first 
step. 
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Figure 5: An example of incident and scattered fields separated. 
Response of the earth to plane waves 
The examples shown in this paper are for a one-dimensional earth model, and 
therefore all receiver gathers are the same. In this case the problem is greatly 
simplified since we are using a line source, and we simply need only 
transform to frequency and wavenumber. We adopt the convention that a 
pressure wavefield, P(Xr Y r ,Z r;,t), is recorded at a depth Zr  in response to 
a source at z. Applying a three-dimensional Fourier transform (over distance, 
x &y, and time, t)weget 
	
P(kx ,k y ,z r ;z s ,w)=fffp(x r ,y r ,Z r ;Z s ,t)exP(i[wt_k x x r k y Y r Ik1tdXrdYr• 	(9) 
Separation into upgoing and downgoing waves 
Pressure only (streamer): 
If we have only hydrophone data we can extract the upgoing wave in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain by deconvolving for the receiver ghost, 
1—exp(ikz[2z r ]). This factor becomes zero whenever exp(ik.j2z r ]) equals +1, 
therefore, to remove the receiver ghost, we perform a stabilised division as 
follows 




I1 — exp(ik z [2zr] 2  +6 
where * indicates complex conjugation and e is a small real constant which 
ensures the denominator is never zero. The downgoing wave is obtained 
from the scattered field by subtracting the upgoing wave: 
D t (kk I Zr ; z ,(0) = pcear(k x' k y ' z r ;zs 7( )) —U 'car (k ,k , z; Z ç (0 ) 	(11) 
Pressure and normal component of particle velocity (OBC): 
If we have both hydrophone and the vertical component of particle velocity, as 
in dual sensor data, we can extract the upgoing and downgoing waves in the 
frequency-wavenumber domain using the following relations (Wapenaar & 
Berkhout, 1989) 
20'(k x ,ky , z r ;Zs 1 0)) = F1 s" (kkzz 	
k 
co) 	 z r ;zs ,(0) 	(12) 
25tat(kx,ky,zr;zs,w) = cat(kk Z ; Z W)+PiVscat(kk Z ; Z (,)) 	(13) 
k, 
Note that in doing so we require no properties of the sea floor, only the 
density and velocity of sound in the water. 
The reflection response of the whole earth 
In the case of a horizontally-stratified earth, the situation is greatly simplified 
from the general 3D case. Each upgoing plane wave component is simply the 
product of the incident plane wave with the reflection response plus the 
product of the downgoing wave with the reflection response. 
U(k x ,k y ,z r ;z s ,w) = l(k x ,k y ,z r ;z s ,w).R(k x ,k y , Z r ;Z s ,o))+ 
D(k,k y ,z r ;zs ,U))R(k x ,k y ,z r ;z s (0) 
(14) 
(in general, the second term on the right forms a summation over all possible 
downgoing scattered plane wave components, as described in equation (5)). 
Or, in other words, the reflection response of the whole earth is equal to the 
ratio of the upgoing wave to the downgoing wave: 
U(k,ky,Zr;zs,W) 	
. 	( 15) (kx,ky,zr;zs,w) 
= Y(k,k y ,z r ;zs ,w)+ (k,k y , z r ;zs ,w) 
This division is stabilised in the same way as the division for the receiver 
ghost (equation (10)). 
Multiple-free seismograms 
An idealised incident field, I, with no ghost term is multiplied with the 
reflection response in the frequency-wavenumber domain to bandlimit it (both 
spatially, when areal sources are used, and temporally): 
P(kx ,k y , z r ;zs ,(o) = 10 (k x ,k y , z r ;zs ,(o)R(k x ,k y 7zr ;zs ,(0), 
where 
1o (k x ,k,,z r ;z s ,co) =--Z(w)(exp(ik. I Z - Z r  I)) 
2k.. 
and Z(co) is some smooth desired wavelet spectrum. Z((o) should be 
designed to have the same amplitude envelope as the original signature 
S(w), as described in more detail in Ziolkowski et al., 1998, to improve 
resolution without sacrificing signal-to-noise ratio. 
These data are then transformed back to time and space for easy 
interpretation: 
( I ) __ (18) 




Synthetic data examples 
The data used to illustrate this scheme are computed over a layered elastic 
earth with the reflectivity method (Fuchs and Muller, 1971). The line source 
time function is a two-loop Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 25 Hz 
(see Figure 6). The source depth is 7m and for the ocean bottom cable 
(OBC) geometry we calculated pressure and the vertical component of 
particle velocity at the acoustic/elastic interface at 75m depth. There are 128 
receivers spaced 6.25m apart. The parameters for the layered earth are 
shown in Table 1. 
depth(m) P-wave (mis) S-wave (m/s) density (kg m) 
75 1500 0 1000 
575 2000 1155 2200 
1075 2500 1443 2150 
1775 3000 1732 2200 
2775 3500 2021 2200 
00 4000 2309 2400 
Table 1: Earth parameters for the synthetic seismograms. 
Results 
Figure 7 shows seismograms calculated for the OBC geometry with the free 
surface, for pressure and the vertical component of particle velocity. Figure 8 
shows the upgoing and downgoing waves calculated using equations (12) & 
(13). Figure 9 shows a comparison of the seismogram modelled for pressure 
with no free surface alongside the result of processing the seismograms in 
Figure 6 to remove the multiples, following the procedure described above. 
Figures 10-12 show similar results for hydrophones only, where in this case 
the receivers are close to the surface as in streamer acquisition. Equations 
(10) & (11) were used to separate the waves shown in Figure 11. The 
agreement between modelled and processed synthetic data is very good for 
all reflected and refracted events. Moreover, there is little evidence of any 
multiple energy and the primary information is not affected by this procedure. 
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Figure 7: The gather on the left is the pressure; the gather on the right is the 
normal component of particle velocity (OBC). 
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Figure 8: The gather on the left is the upgoing wavefield; the gather on the 
right is the downgoing wavefield (OBC). 
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Figure 9: The gather on the left is modelled with no free surface; the gather on 
the right is the result of processing the seismograms with multiples to remove 
them (OBC). 
Figure 10: The gather on the left is modelled with no free surface; the gather 
on the right is modelled with the free surface (streamer). 
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Figure 11: The gather on the left is the upgoing wavefield; the gather on the 
right is the downgoing wavefield (streamer). 
Figure 12: The gather on the left is modelled with no free surface; the gather 
on the right is the result of processing the seismograms with multiples to 
remove them (streamer). 
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Discussion 
We have demonstrated a scheme for free surface multiple removal which 
works well with hydrophone data alone or dual sensor data for a 1 D earth. It 
requires that the total scattered field be decomposed into upgoing and 
downgoing waves which poses no problem for pressure alone or pressure 
and the normal component of particle velocity. 
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